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By Harry M. Hussey

HE occasion for reopening a discussion of the chronology of
ik years is found in the recent contributions to our knowledge
of the calendar of the fifth century made by Professor Meritt.’
As a result of his reconstruction of the long inscription, dealing with

the computation of interest on the money borrowed by the state from
the various temples (JG, I*?, 324), it is possible to determine very
definitely the senatorial year composed of ten prytanies of thirty-six
and thirty-seven days each, arranged in such a way that the senatorial
years average over a given period of time approximately 365} days,
the equivalent of the actual solar year. Furthermore, he has now confirmed Keil’s theory that in the fifth century the civil year of twelve
or thirteen months did not coincide with the senatorial year. As a
result of his investigations he has drawn up a table of correspondences
between the Julian, senatorial, and civil calendars from 434 to 401.

While this table for some years is subject to correction on the discovery of new epigraphical material, it seems very firmly established

for the years immediately preceding the Peloponnesian War. It is
therefore possible to attempt a more precise dating of the events connected with Corcyra and Potidaea.

The date of the conflict between Corinth and Corcyra is determined by comparing Thucydides i. 24-55 with JG, I’, 295. For clearness we may give the significant events from Thucydides in brief out1 Benjamin Dean Meritt,
University Press, 1928.
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line. Difficulties between Corcyra and Epidamnus resulted in the
latter appealing to Corinth for help. After some negotiations Corinth
sent a fleet which engaged with the Corcyraean fleet at the battle of

Leucimme and was defeated (i. 29). For some time after this defeat
the Corcyraean fleet controlled the adjacent seas and ravaged the
coast, until, in the course of the summer, Corinth sent a fleet and

army to Actium to hold the Corcyraeans in check. No further hostilities resulted and at the onset of winter the Corinthian fleet retired to
Corinth and the Corcyraean fleet also returned to its home base. For

two years after the battle of Leucimme the Corinthians made preparations to descend on Corcyra with a large armament. Corcyra, feeling
herself unable to meet the threatening danger, appealed to Athens

for help. The result was a defensive alliance between Corcyra and
Athens (i. 44). Shortly after the conclusion of this alliance Athens
sent ten ships commanded by Lacedaemonius, Diotimus, and Proteas.
These arrived at Corcyra in time to be present at the battle between
the Corcyraean and the Corinthian fleets at Sybota and to take part in
the engagement when it seemed likely that the Corcyraeans would be
defeated. Late in the afternoon of the day of the battle a second
squadron of twenty Athenian ships appeared. This reinforcement
saved the day for Corcyra, for the Corinthians refused to attack again

and after some parleying sailed home. So far Thucydides.
IG, I?, 295, records the payment of moneys for the expedition to
Corcyra. The inscription can be dated definitely in the archonship of
Apseudes, 433/2, for while the name Apseudes is restored on the
stone, the restoration is absolutely certain. The stone records pay-

ments to the generals of the two squadrons sailing to Corcyra as recorded by Thucydides. The payment to the first expedition, commanded by Lacedaemonius and his colleagues, was made on the
thirteenth day of the first prytany. From the table of correspond-

ences on page 118 of Meritt’s work we find that in 433/2 the first
prytany began on Hecatombaeon 9=July 3 by the Julian calendar.
The payment then on the thirteenth of the first prytany must have

been made on Hecatombaeon 21 = July 15. The second payment made
to the second squadron, commanded by Glaucon and others, was made
on the last day of the first prytany. Here a slight element of uncertainty enters into the computation, for we are not absolutely sure how
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many days there were in the first prytany. It is fairly safe, however,
in the absence of further evidence to the contrary to assume here the
normal length of thirty-seven days. That will make the payment fall

on Metageitnion 16=August 8. As this second squadron, starting
from Athens on August 8, or shortly thereafter, arrived on the day of

the battle of Sybota, the battle may be dated as August 8 plus the
time needed for the fleet to sail from Athens to Corcyra. Here of
course there are too many variable quantities to enable us to make
any precise determination of the amount of time elapsed. In the first

place, we really have no definite information about the speed of
ancient fleets.1 If we estimate three miles per hour as a fair speed
and ten hours a day, we would get thirty miles per day and the voyage
of Corcyra would take about thirteen days. Adverse or favorable

weather conditions would alter this time materially. The best we can
say is that the battle of Sybota must have been fought about August

20, 433.
The only other determinable date in these events is the battle of

Leucimme. As the two years devoted by the Corinthians to preparation after the battle are probably to be taken as a round number, and
to be considered as ending with the next event mentioned, that is, the

embassy from Corcyra to Athens (i. 31), I am inclined to place the
battle of Leucimme in the spring of
nation of the sea must have lasted
spring and been brought to an end
fleet in the course of the summer

435. Then the Corcyraean domifor the few remaining weeks of
by the arrival of the Corinthian
(reading zepuévrt in Thucydides

i. 30). Then Thucydides’ time, that is, two years (30), plus the time
for the Corcyraean embassy to Athens, plus the indefinite time denoted as ov roXd borepor (i. 45) will very easily fill the time between

the spring of 435 and the sailing of the first Athenian squadron on
July 15, 433.
The chronology of the troubles with Potidaea and the related
events at the beginning of the Peloponnesian War is not so simple.

Here again it may be best to begin with the statement of the events
narrated by Thucydides, and then compare them with the epigraphical
1 The subject is discussed by H. Droysen, Die griechischen Kriegsaltertiimer, p. 302;
G. B. Grundy, ‘‘The Rate of Sailing of Warships in the Fifth Century,”’ Class. Rev.,
XXIII (1909), 107; W. W. Tarn, ‘“‘Fleet Speeds: A Reply to Dr. Grundy,” ibid., p.
184; and many others.
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evidence. Thucydides says that the difficulties with Potidaea began
immediately after the battle of Sybota. If “immediately” here means

a few days, it must mean that the plots and negotiations began then
and extended through the following winter; or it is quite possible that
the historian used “immediately” of events following in the next
spring, which might be considered to be immediately after those of the
summer of 433, if the events are viewed from a considerable distance.
The order of events is as follows: The Athenians ordered Potidaea to
demolish the wall, give hostages, and expel the Corinthian officials.
This demand was followed by some negotiations on the part of
Potidaea, both with Athens and with the Spartan league. Athens,
failing to obtain compliance, sent Archestratus with a fleet and army
to enforce the demands (i. 57). At this juncture Potidaea and neighboring cities revolted. Archestratus arrived in the district after the

revolt and devoted his attention to the war in Macedonia. On hearing
of the revolt of Potidaea the Corinthians sent a force under the command of Aristeus which arrived at Potidaea forty days after the revolt. The Athenians, on hearing that the Corinthian force had
reached Potidaea (reading érirapévras in i. 61), sent Callias and four
other generals with considerable reinforcements. In the meantime

Archestratus had captured Therma. On the arrival of Callias shortly
thereafter the combined armies laid siege to Pydna, then abandoned
the siege after making an alliance with Perdiccas; attacked Beroea

which they failed to take by assault, then marched to Strepsa, and
arrived after three days at Gigonus whence they proceeded immediately to the battle of Potidaea. The Athenians won the battle and at once
threw a wall across the isthmus on the land side, but failed to invest

the town completely through lack of sufficient force. Sometime later
the Athenians sent reinforcements under Phormio, who completed
the investment of the town. The siege of Potidaea impelled the
Corinthians to more vigorous action. Ambassadors were sent to
Sparta to urge the declaration of war against Athens. After some debate the Spartans voted that Athens had violated the treaty and
that hostile measures should be taken (i. 88). This was followed by a
meeting of the representatives of the cities in the Peloponnesian
League, who formally voted to make war. This vote of the League,
however, was not followed by military operations, but a period of

negotiation, described by Thucydides (i. 125) as ‘‘not a year but less,”’
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intervened before the invasion of Attica. The next event is the Theban
attack on Plataea dated by Thucydides (ii. 2) as six months after the
battle of Potidaea and four months before the expiration of the archon-

ship of Pythodorus.' This was followed about eighty days later by the
invasion of Attica by the Peloponnesians, i.e., the descent from Oenoe
into the Thriasian plain (ii. 19). While the Peloponnesians were in
Attica the Athenians sent a fleet to attack the Peloponnesus.
The inscription relating to these events is JG, I’, 296, which
records payments for expeditions against Macedonia, Potidaea, and
Peloponnesus in the archonship of Pythodorus, 432/1 B.c. Using
Meritt’s tables we find that in 432/1 the first prytany began on
Scirophorion 19 (433/2)=July 3, and that the end of the senatorial

year coincided with the end of the civil year in 431 when the last day
of the tenth prytany equals Scirophorion 29=July 2, 431. Assuming
that the first five prytanies consisted of thirty-seven days each and
the last five of thirty-six days each, we may draw up the following
tables for the payments of expeditions directed against Macedonia
and Potidaea, according to IG, I*, 296:
Payments to

INO PROMONIS

sti: :5 ssc

432 B.C.

mnewees First prytany

MEIER oar a sorecahs nate aie ee Oe nl Second prytany
OMEN
2b. 3 és scwreiedenveln
Re Third prytany
HCHeNOtAMIAC: 6. kos
ete cde esFourth prytany

(July 3—Aug. 8)

(Aug. 9-Sept. 14)
(Sept. 15-Oct. 21)
(Oct. 22—-Nov. 27)

This was taken to the army by Phormio.
WIGHGNOURIMIOG®:

<.<5.5.<.6.0 Ssncracee es Fifth prytany (Nov. 28-Jan. 3, 431)
12th day= (Dec. 9)
431 B.C.
HIGUOHOUAIBING <...6.6 5.6< c ewereces
eee Sixth prytany (Jan. 4-Feb. 8)
22d day= (Jan. 25)

HeGnOtAMIAG® .......6)..
56 sec ese Seventh prytany (Feb. 9-March 16)
15th, 17th, or 19th day
=(Feb. 23, 25, or 27)
FIOHCNOCATIING...«
< .5. 5 sc5sce as es Kighth prytany (March 17—April 21)
14th day = (March 30)

FICHOBOUAHNIAG fos, 6526:0ceedls rotates Ninth prytany

(April 22—May 27)

16th day = (May 7)

SN

isd cee tvcexas
wens Ninth prytany

(Day unknown)

FROHCRIOUA PING 5.550, 55:65. 5004-0. o5 0'ssmrets Tenth prytany
(May 28-July 2)
17th day = (June 13)
1 The manuscripts all read ‘‘two’’ months, but, as this reading creates insuperable
difficulties, I have adopted the usual emendation of ‘‘four.’’ A full discussion will be
given later.
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The second part of the inscription records the payments for the
Peloponnesian expedition as follows:
Payments to

431 B.C.

Socrates, Proteas, Carcinus........ Ninth prytany

(April 22-May 27)

8 days were left=(May 20)

PND

i scicsisctseesseceus Ninth prytany .
7 days were left= (May 21)

This was given to Carcinus and colleagues.'
PAGUONGURENIBR 0.5.6'<6 session
aie pomnleie Ninth prytany

6 days were left=(May 22)
This was given to Carcinus and colleague.
PRPC BOVARINO So 0.

css crseinenenooeen Same day= (May 22)

This was given to Socrates and colleague.
Recipient unknown............... Tenth prytany

(May 28-July 2)

With the information given by Thucydides and by this inscription
we may now attempt to reconstruct the chronology of the year. To

begin with Thucydides’ dating of the attack on Plataea as two months
before the end of the archonship of Pythodorus: in 431 Hecatombaeon

1 fell on July 3, according to Meritt’s table; Plataea must then have
been May 4. The Peloponnesian invasion of Attica, which according

to Thucydides (ii. 19) took place approximately eighty days after the
attack on Plataea would fall about July 24, but the naval expedition

was sent out while the Peloponnesians were in Attica (Thucydides ii.
23), and we see from the stone that the payments were made to the

generals through the Hellenotamiae on May 21 and 22, and the
expedition must have sailed shortly thereafter. Evidently then something must be changed to make Thucydides and the inscription agree.

The change of dio, “two,” in the text of Thucydides to réscapas,
“four,” proposed by Kriiger and generally adopted by recent editors,
is simple palaeographically and also fits in well with chronology as will
appear later.”

With this emendation in the text of Thucydides the chronological
1Cf. SEG iii. 33 and IG, I?, 309a. Wilhelm’s identification of 309a as a fragment of
296 makes certain the reading évarns in 1. 35 and so confirms the conjecture that Hippothontis occupied the ninth prytany, a conjecture which was violently attacked by
Busolt and others.

2It is assumed that 6’(=résoapas) was interpreted by a scribe as an abbreviation for dio.
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end of the archonship of

Pythodorus, July 2; attack on Plataea, four months before this, at
the end of the month (or moon, reAevTvros Tod unvds, Thucydides
ii. 4). Thucydides is evidently using round numbers in saying four

months, and his later phrase, reXevr@vros Tod unvds, might cover five
or six days. Four months exactly would bring us to Anthesterion 29 =
March 6, and the attack on Plataea may have been anywhere within
the preceding week, say Anthesterion 25= March 2. There was a new
moon on March 8,! and on March 2-3 the moon would not rise until
after midnight, giving the requisite darkness for the Theban surprise.
Approximately eighty days after Plataea the Peloponnesian army
under Archidamus “invaded” Attica.
Exactly eighty days from

March 2 gives May 20; the invasion might then have taken place any
time from May 16 (seventy-six days) to May 24 (eighty-four days) or
thereabouts. We may fix on May 18, after an interval of seventy-eight
days. The duration of the Peloponnesian invasion for this year is
unknown, but the possible limits are fifteen and forty days.? On May

20 the first payment was made to the commanders of the fleet, as
shown by IG, I’, 296, and a second payment through the Hellenotamiae on May 21, and third and fourth payments through the same
channels on May 22. It has generally been held that payments were
made through the Hellenotamiae only when the army or navy was
absent from Athens, and that therefore the fleet must have sailed on

May 20, after the first payment. I agree with Meritt (p. 110), however, that we have no evidence that such was the case always, and
in fact one instance in this very inscription points to the contrary;
the payment in the fourth prytany was made through the Hellenotamiae, but was given to Phormio while still in Athens (the name is
restored, but is reasonably certain). Moreover, in the case of payments on May 20, 21, 22 (bis) it is strange to suppose that additional
money was drawn the day after the fleet sailed. It is far more likely

that the payments on three consecutive days were all prior to the departure of the fleet, which may therefore be placed at May 23 or a

little later.
1 Computed from Ginzel, Handbuch der mathematischen und technischen Chronologie,
Vol. I, Tafel III.
2 Thue. ii. 57 and iv. 6.
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With these points established, sailing of Athenian fleet May 23,
Peloponnesian “invasion” of Attica May 18, attack on Plataea March
2, we may take the next step to the battle of Potidaea. According to
Thucydides (ii. 2), this was six months before the surprise of Plataea.
This figure has been variously emended, but quite needlessly. Six
months (alternating twenty-nine and thirty days) brings us to Septem-

ber 7 for the battle of Potidaea. The interval must here as elsewhere be
considered as approximate, and a variation of a few days either way
can be allowed.
The period immediately preceding the battle of Potidaea is uncertain, both in chronology and geography. Time must be allowed for
the siege of Pydna, for the attack on Beroea, march to Strepsa (?),

three days’ march from there to Gigonus, thence to Potidaea. Perhaps two weeks can be assigned for this. The voyage from Athens to
Macedonia, about 240 miles, might take eight days. Callias’ de-

parture from Athens will fall then at about August 16. Callias left
after the receipt of news that Aristeus and the Corinthian forces were
at Potidaea (i. 61). If a week be allowed for the dispatch to reach
Athens and the preparation of the forces (surely not too long),
Aristeus must have reached Potidaea on August 9, and the revolt,

forty days before this, falls on July 1.
Let us now see how these dates fit with the information given in
IG, I*, 296. The surprising point about it at first sight is that the
inscription seems to take no notice of the events as recorded in
Thucydides. Archestratus, the commander of the first expedition, is
not mentioned; Callias, the commander of the second, does not appear; and Phormio, the leader of the third, does not certainly appear,
though the restoration of his name in line 13 seems reasonably secure.
But on further examination the divergence does not appear so great.

If Potidaea revolted July 1, and Archestratus started from Athens before the revolt (i. 57, 58), he would not appear on an inscription record-

ing payments beginning July 3. Payments made to his forces after
July 3 were probably included in the payments to Callias’ detachment. There is greater difficulty over the absence of Callias. Here
it is best to adopt the suggestion of Kolbe! that the payment to
Eucrates in the second prytany was for Callias’ forces. On this as1 Hermes, XXXIV

(1899), 384.
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sumption Eucrates must have been one of the four generals associated
with Callias, and had charge of the pay-roll. That the money was not
always paid to the commander-in-chief is shown by the part of JG,
I?, 296, referring to the Peloponnesian expedition. Here the first payment was made to the three generals, Socrates, Proteas, Carcinus;
the second, to Carcinus and colleagues; the third, to Carcinus and a
colleague; and the fourth, to Socrates and a colleague. The supposition that Eucrates was a colleague of Callias fits well enough with our
chronology, for the payment to him was made in the second prytany,
August 9-September 14, and Callias left Athens August 16.
The third point concerns Phormio. He was sent out after the
battle of Potidaea and the death of Callias. Thucydides refers to the
interval as xpdvw borepor (i. 64), “a while later.” If the restoration
in IG, I?, 296, line 13, is correct, Phormio started in the fourth prytany,
October 22-November 27. October 22 is perhaps not too long after

September 7 to be indicated as xpévw tarepov.
This accounts for all events between the revolt of Potidaea and
the end of 432/1 except the embassy of the Corinthians, Aeginetans,
and Megarians to Sparta (i. 67), and the council of the Peloponnesian

League (i. 119). The embassy occurred after the beginning of the
siege of Potidaea, by which I understand the partial investment of the

city immediately after the battle. The council was held “not a year,
but less” before the invasion of Attica. Quick work by Corinth after
the battle of Potidaea (September 7) would have made it possible to
hold the first meeting at Sparta by September 18 and the second by

September 25 or 30. This leaves about eight months to the invasion of
Attica on May 18—a period which might be described as “‘not a year

but less.”
The complete calendar thus worked out is as follows:
Battle of Leucimme
Dispatch of Lacedaemonius and others to Corcyra
Dispatch of Glaucon and others to Corcyra
Battle of Sybota
Archestratus sails for Macedonia shortly before.........
Revolt of Potidaea
Aristeus reaches Potidaea
Callias leaves Athens
Battle of Potidaea

»

435 B.c.
15, 433 B.c.
a
1, 482 B.c.
1

7
. 16
R28
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Corinthian embassy to Sparta
Council of League at Sparta
Attack on Plataea
Peloponnesians “invade” Attica
Athenian fleet sails
End of archonship of Pythodorus................ tankee July
Certain difficulties inherent in the proposed dating may now be
discussed more fully. The first is in connection with the Peloponnesian
invasion of Attica and the sailing of the Athenian fleet. The latter

event took place while the Peloponnesians were in Attica (évTwy 6é
alrav év Th Vij, ii. 23), and as far as this statement goes the arrangement
of dates May 18 and 23 fits well enough. But it is implied in Thucy-

dides’ account that the sailing of the fleet took place toward the end
of the Peloponnesian invasion. This impression is produced by mentioning the departure of the fleet after the complete story of the invasion, and then saying, ‘“The Peloponnesians stayed till their provisions gave out and then returned through Boeotia.”’ The departure
of the Athenian fleet is placed where it is, not because it belongs there
chronologically, but because to have put it earlier would have broken
the thread of the story of the invasion with the description of its

effects on the minds of the Athenians. In short, Thucydides sacrificed
minute chronological accuracy for unity of narrative.!
The second difficulty in this chronology is the statement

of

Thucydides in the fifth book about the length of the war. This statement occurs twice; once in v. 20 to the effect that the Archidamian
War lasted ten years and a few days. This is reckoned from
H és Thy ’Arrikny Kal } &pxr Tod moA€uou Tovde to the Peace
which was effective Elaphebolion 26, 421 B.c. Similarly, in
duration of the whole war is stated as twenty-seven years

7) éoBod
of Nicias
v. 26 the
and not

1 Professor Meritt has suggested te me that it is not necessary to assume any
distortion of chronology by Thucydides, if we will suppose that the fleet did not sail
until after the fourth payment during the tenth prytany. The tenth prytany ran from
May 28 to July 2; the date within the prytany is lost from the stone; we may assume
it as early in the prytany and place the sailing of the fleet early in June. This fits in
well enough with the order of events as narrated by Thucydides. (Professor Meritt
cites as a parallel to these payments made some time in advance of the departure of the
expedition the payments for the Sicilian expedition [JG, I?, 302, ll. 39 ff.] which he
thinks were made late in the ninth prytany and on the second, seventh, and twentieth
of the tenth prytany, after which the fleet sailed.) In view of the fact, however, that
the day of the payment in the tenth prytany is wholly conjectural, I have preferred
the date of May 23 for the sailing of the fleet in spite of the difficulties involved.
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many days. The terminus ad quem is not mentioned, but is probably
Munychion 16, 404 B.c., given by Plutarch (Lysander 15) as the date
of the surrender of Athens. Now Elaphebolion 26 in 421 fell, according to Meritt’s tables, on April 9, and it is impossible to account for
ten years and several days more between the “‘invasion”’ of Attica on
May 18, 431, and the Peace of Nicias on April 9, 421. The difficulty
arises from the inaccuracy of Thucydides’ statement of the terminus
a quo; the invasion of Attica was not the beginning of the war; that

was the affair at Plataea and the two were eighty days apart. One
way of meeting the difficulty—proposed by E. H. O. Miiller—is to
bracket 1 éoBod 7 és thy ’Arrixyy xai, leaving Plataea as the startingpoint, and so accounting for all the time; March 2, 431, to April 9, 421,
is ten years and a few days. Another solution is to regard Thucydides’
words as a hysteron proteron: the important event—the Peloponnesian invasion—is mentioned first, but the intention is to date the

beginning of the war from Plataea. It is entirely possible, however,
that the difficulty arises from a misunderstanding of the words 7
éoBody 7 és THY ’Atrixnv. This has generally been taken to mean the
descent of the Peloponnesian army from Oenoe into the Thriasian
plain, noted by Thucydides with the words évéBadov és tiv ’ArriKny
(ii. 19). The similarity of the two phrases, éoéBadov és tiv ’Arrixny
(ii. 19) and 4 éoBor)
és thy ’Arrixny (v. 20), would naturally sug-

gest that they referred to the same event. But it seems likely that by
» €oBodn (v. 20) Thucydides means the first crossing of the Attic
frontier by Archidamus, recorded in ii. 12. The order of events may

be recalled briefly: After the attack on Plataea the Spartans summoned the armies of the Peloponnesian League to meet at the Isthmus.
When the forces had gathered, Archidamus sent Melesippus to

Athens for a final attempt at conciliation. When Melesippus returned
with the Athenian refusal, the Peloponnesian army crossed the
frontier (rpovxwpe és tiv yiv abr&v, ii. 12) and moved to Oenoe
(rpovaw adixero Tijs ’ArriKis és Oivdnv mpGrov jmrep Eueddov éoBadeiv,

ii. 18). A siege of some duration (évévérpupav xpovor,ii. 18) failed to take
the place, and then the force pushed on into Attica
"Arrixnv). éoéBadov cannot be translated “invaded”
nesians had been in Attica since the movement of ii.
highly probable that Thucydides considered the

(écéBadov és riyv
for the Pelopon12. And it seems
crossing of the
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frontier (ii. 12) as the official beginning of the war. The attack on
Plataea, while a hostile act, and committed by Boeotian officials, did
not have the sanction of the Boeotian League, much less of the
Peloponnesian League. Archidamus evidently thought the situation

was not hopeless, or he would not have sent Melesippus with proposals for peace. The Plataean affair was like many such international incidents—a just cause of war if war is wanted by both sides,

or an act to be disavowed as the work of irresponsible individuals in
case the state desires to get out of the difficulty. The crossing of the
frontier by the Peloponnesian army led by a Spartan king was, however, an incident of quite a different kind, and could be interpreted

only as an official declaration of war. We may therefore understand
that it is this event which Thucydides describes as 7 éoBodn 7) és THY
"Arrixny (v. 20).
Unfortunately, Thucydides gives no exact figures for the move-

ments of the Peloponnesian army. Archidamus proceeded slowly and
evidently consumed most of the time in attacking Oenoe. At leasi it
was this event which caused most criticism from the army. A reasonable estimate might allow thirty-five days for the gathering of the
forces and the negotiations with Athens and the remaining forty or
forty-five for the march to Oenoe and the siege. As Plataea was attacked March 2 the Peloponnesians must have crossed the frontier
April 6. From April 6, 431, to April 9, 421 (Elaphebolion 26) (Peace
of Nicias), is ten years and a few days. From April 6, 431, to April 28
(Munychion 16), 404, is twenty-seven years and a few days. In each

case the number of days in excess is less than a month, and this
frees this chronology from objections that have been made to other
schemes on the ground that if the elapsed time had been ten years and,

e.g., forty-five days, Thucydides would not have described it as ten
years and a few days, but as ten years, one month, and a few days.
Two matters of text require more than the passing notice given

them in the preceding paragraphs. In Thucydides i. 30 the codices
agree in reading mepiv7. for which I have adopted zepuédv7i, the
emendation of Reiske. The meaning is not affected by the change, for
if the reading of the manuscript is retained it can still be explained as
from wepit+eiue (v. Dindorf on Xen. Hell. iii. 2. 25 [praef., p. xx,
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3d ed.]). The predicate position of the particle prevents our taking it
from ¢iui and rendering “in the part of the summer remaining.”
In Thucydides i. 61 I prefer the manuscript reading érirapérras,
which gives the meaning “‘when the Athenians heard that Aristeus

had reached [Potidaea],”’ to Ullrich’s emendation émirapiovras, which
would mean “when they heard that Aristeus was on the march.”
However, the emendation if adopted will not alter the significant
dates, but only give more time for the preparation of Callias’ expedition. If Aristeus reached Potidaea August 9 and Callias sailed August
16, the time is rather short for a message to arrive and a force to be
raised, unless we assume, as is likely, that preparations were started

after the news of the revolt. If we read érirapiovtas, the news of
Aristeus’ expedition may have reached Athens before August 9, and
then a longer time is allowed for Callias’ preparations if we assume

they were not started until the Athenians learned of Aristeus’ departure.
It has been urged! that the revolt of Potidaea must be moved back

into the spring of 432 so as to allow the councils at Sparta to take
place in the summer. The reason for this is that the Corinthians urge
the Spartans to invade Attica (i. 71); this they would not have done
if the season had been autumn. Moreover, when the Spartans finally

decided to make war, they defer hostilities, not because of the time of
year, as they would have said if it had been late in September, but
because of unpreparedness (i. 125). In reply to this it may be granted
that winter operations by the Spartan army were exceptional, and
that Attica in October did not offer such a rich field for plunder as it
did in May; nevertheless such operations were possible in the fall and
winter. Not to mention other winter operations in this war, but to
confine our attention to Sparta, at least three expeditions are recorded:
the Spartan and Corinthian expedition against Argos (v. 83); a proposed attack on Argos, abandoned because of unfavorable omens (v.
116); Spartan invasion of Argos with ravaging (rijs re yijs Ereuov ob
TodAnv) (vi. 7). In view of these events certainly an invasion of
Attica in early October was not unthinkable.
Moreover, to push the revolt back much farther than July 1 would
1 West, “‘The Chronology of 432-431 B.C.,’”’ Class. Phil., X (1915), 42.

—
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be quite impossible because Potidaea paid the tribute at the greater
Dionysia of 432 as shown by JG, I?, 212. The Potidaeans would hardly
have paid tribute if they had intended immediate revolt. The tribute,
it may be said incidentally, was raised between 435/4 and 433/2, probably in the general reassessment of 434/3. The payment in 432 was

15 talents; in 434 it was 6 talents. The payment for 433 is missing.
The increase in tribute was undoubtedly one of the causes of the
revolt.

It has also been urged! that the Etesian Winds, which blew from
July 25 to September 1, would have prevented an expedition to the
north at the time assigned for Callias (August 16). But the point is
hardly well taken. It may be granted that the Etesian Winds did at
times prevent sailing to the northward. The instances from Demosthenes, and the failure of the Corcyra an fleet to round Cape Malea
(Herod. vii. 168), prove this. But that the attempt was made at all
shows that it was considered possible. Moreover, the Etesian Winds
were by no means regular in force; cf. Hippocrates Epidem. i. 1:
érnoia orjiya, outxpa, deoracpévws Exvevoay (observation at Thasos) ;
[Hippoc.] Epidem. ii. 3.1: of érnoiat od Kapra éxvevaar, Kal of rveboartes dueomacpuévws (observation at Perinthus). In such years sailing (or
rowing) northward would have been practicable. The whole subject is
discussed at length by Neumann und Partsch (Physikalische Geographie von Griechenland, pp. 95 ff.).
YALE UNIVERSITY

1 Ibid., p. 46.
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[’ A footnote to one of my previous papers on Apuleius,! I suggested somewhat cautiously that the story of Thelyphron in Met.
ii. 21-30 was patched together vut of two more or less incompatible elements, and I indicated briefly my reasons for so thinking. More
recently, however, after examining this story at my leisure, I have
come to the conclusion that it is asomewhat awkward compound, not
of two but of three entirely different stories. It is Apuleius’ practice
elsewhere as well as here to run two or more stories together into one
by causing them to be enacted by the same character.? In order to
trace out the component elements in Thelyphron’s tale, it will be
necessary to examine the context in some detail.
The story runs along very smoothly at the beginning and is clear,

consistent, and well motivated up to ii. 26, where we are suddenly led
into a blind alley. The dénouement, which we had been led to expect
at this very point, is abandoned without warning, and we start out
on a new motif which is very hard to reconcile with the preceding
narrative.
In the beginning, Thelyphron is hired to guard the body of a
dead man overnight against the depredations of witches. The exact
nature of this undertaking, its dangers, and the responsibility resting

upon the watcher are explained to him very definitely and with considerable emphasis in chapter 22. Here we learn that it is necessary
for him who keeps watch to be extremely wakeful and alert; for the
witches are in the habit of entering the closed room by transforming

themselves into small animals. The penalty which the watcher must
1“Some Aspects of the Literary Art of Apuleius in the Metamorphoses,”
LIV, 220.

TAPA,

2 Thus the biography of the woman condemned to the beasts in x. 23-28 consists
of three distinct novellae or Schwénke, each complete in itself. They do not happen to
be contradictory, but their performance by one principal actor in a very short period of
time weakens the illusion that they belong together (cf. 7APA, LIV, 220). Likewise
the story of Charite, which is interpolated (ibid., p. 203), is told of the girl in the robber’s
cave. For other instances, cf. ibid., p. 217, and the stories of adultery in Book ix.
[CuasstcaL PaiLotody, XXIV, July, 1929]
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pay in case he fails to protect the corpse is very explicit and severe:
“ehem, et, quod paene praeterieram,' siqui non integrum corpus mane

restituerit, quidquid inde decerptum deminutumque fuerit, id omne
de facie sua desecto sarcire compellitur.”” Thelyphron

accepts the

proposition with this understanding. He is then escorted to the house
of mourning, where he finds the widow of the dead man weeping in a

dark inner room (ii. 23) and, to all appearances, entirely alone. There
is no ground for the supposition that this grief
woman had actually murdered her husband, as
second story (ii. 27-29), then it is not plausible
solicitous about the welfare of his corpse as to

was pretended; if the
Apuleius states in the
that she should be so
hire a watcher at the

price of a thousand sesterces to protect him from harm. But the main
reason why we cannot regard this mourning as a bluff intended to

avert suspicion lies in the fact that most of it goes on either in perfect
privacy or in the presence of the foreigner Thelyphron alone, or in

that of the woman’s own servants. Since it is obviously not intended
to impress the public, it must be sincere and the woman must, therefore, be actually as innocent as she is presumed to be throughout the
episode. The contradiction is not in this first episode but in the second,
which represents her as a murderess and adulteress—a favorite Apuleian relish. But let us return to Thelyphron. He is conducted by the
widow to the room where the body lies. She then calls in seven witnesses to testify to the perfect condition of the corpse, saying, “‘ecce
nasus integer . . . . salvae aures,”’ etc., all of which is officially recorded
in writing by an attendant scribe and sealed by the witnesses. The
whole scene emphasizes anew the solemnity and the legality of the
contract under which Thelyphron is bound. While on watch during
the night, he is put to sleep in spite of himself by a witch who enters
the room in the form of a weasel,? and when morning comes, the
widow, still weeping, enters hastily (introrumpit anzia) with her seven

witnesses and begins anxiously to scrutinize the body, prepared, to
1
when
hand,
result

Note the ominous significance of these words. They lose much of their point
we are told (ii. 30) that Thelyphron’s mutilation was accidental. On the other
they hint plainly that Thelyphron is going to suffer this penalty legally as the
of failing in his contract.

? Aclian, H.A. xv. 11, after declaring that the xepoaia yaq was once a human witch,
adds: dre dé tore Onpiov émiBouddrarov, Kal vexpots 4vOpwmmors EwcTievrar yadai, kai wu}
pvrarropévots érimnddor, kal cvrGar rods dpPadyods kal expododar, SHAdv éore.
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all appearances, to cut off from Thelyphron any features that are
found missing from her dead husband’s face. This is the climax toward which we have been led from the beginning; but, contrary to all
expectation, the corpse for some unknown reason has remained unimpaired and Thelyphron, after being warmly thanked for his faithful
service, is paid in gold coin. The story seems to have come to an end
at the right place, but without any point. What immediately follows
is an anticlimax which is evidently intended to take the place of the
looked-for catastrophe, though it is very poorly motivated, since it has
nothing to do with witchcraft or with the results of the vigil, but is
caused by a mere verbal accident. Thelyphron, with the gold in his

hands, replies to the lady’s thanks with the words, ‘immo domina, de
famulis tuis unum

putato, et quotiens operam nostram desiderabis,

fidenter impera,’’ whereupon the servants, considering these words ill
omened, make a sudden and vicious assault upon Thelyphron and,

“sic in modum superbi iuvenis Aonii vel musici vatis Pipleii laceratus
atque discerptus domo proturbor.’’ The omen nefarium may be inter-

preted as a clumsy verbal insinuation on Thelyphron’s part that the
lady was likely to have other dead husbands in the future. Such
horseplay is peculiarly Roman and Apuleian and impertinent. But it
serves a double purpose: It provides a substitute for the original
catastrophe, and it is Apuleius’ first sly hint that the widow is guilty
of murder. It is by such hints rather than by revised motivation that

Apuleius sometimes makes his transition from one story to another
which he artificially dovetails into it.! In the present instance the
hint will not bear logical analysis. No matter how we interpret these
words, the occasion for Thelyphron’s rough treatment is altogether

inadequate. His remark was innocent and well intended, and the lady
was feeling grateful toward him. It is unlikely either that she would
allow her servants to chastise her benefactor for so slight a matter or
that they would presume to do so without her consent. If I am not
mistaken, Apuleius shows himself conscious of the falsity of this
motivation when he makes Thelyphron reassure himself as follows in
the next sentence: “‘infausti atque inprovidi sermonis mei sero reminiscor dignumque me pluribus etiam verberibus fuisse merito con- .

sentio.” This looks as if Apuleius, who is always self-conscious, were
1Cf. AJP, XLVI, 259.
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trying to persuade himself against his own better sense that Thelyphron really deserved his maltreatment, or that the ill-omened words
were the real cause of it.! The ludicrous manner of Thelyphron’s exit

is typical of the ending of a burlesque scene or a mime;? and I believe
that these words are directly reminiscent of the true ending of Thely-

phron’s adventure in its pre-Apuleian form. Originally Thelyphron
must have been ousted, not because he offended the servants by a
casual and well-meaning remark, as Apuleius jokingly pretends, but
because he had offended their mistress by failing to guard the body
from the witches. And he was laceratus atque discerptus, not because
the servants kicked him and cuffed him, but because his nose and ears
had been cut off to replace those which the witches had taken from
the corpse, according to the terms of his contract. Such must have
been the original ending, but Apuleius has abandoned it in order to
make way for the miracle of a dead man being brought to life to
testify against his murderer (possibly, but not necessarily, his wife).
The mystery of why the corpse, which Thelyphron guarded, re-

mained unharmed by the witches in spite of their access to it, is not
alluded to nor cleared up until the very end of the whole adventure (ii.

30); and the method which is here adopted to explain the mystery involves new contradictions. Thelyphron at the end has indeed lost his
nose and ears, as we knew he would,’ but by a very different means from
that which we were led to expect by the terms of his contract, and by
a means, moreover, which is utterly incompatible with the circum1 Professor Flickinger notes a similar self-consciousness on the part of Greek
tragedians, which seems to compel them at times “‘to call to the hearer’s attention the
very difficulty that they are striving to avoid. Like some scientists who think they have
explained a phenomenon if they have provided a name for it, playwrights sometimes
act as if they had justified an incongruity if they mention it.’’ (The Greek Theater,
p. 141).
2 Cf. Petronius 132, Lucian’s “Ovos 56, Apuleius Met. ix. 28.
3 Cf. ii. 20 where one of the guests, speaking about the depredations of witches,
remarks: ‘‘immo vero istic nec viventibus quidem ullis parcitur. et nescio qui simile
passus ore undique omnifariam deformato truncatus est.’’ This does not say explicitly
that Thelyphron’s mutilation was due to the agency of the witches directly, and Apuleius may possibly be referring to a legal forfeit resulting from failure to keep the witches
away from a corpse. It is more natural, however, to infer that Thelyphron’s misfortune
is here thought of as brought about by the witches themselves. If so, Apuleius must
have had in mind the second witch motif which he brings in at the end, rather than the
one with which Thelyphron begins his adventure. Since all this is merely the author’s
own preface to the story proper, and not an organic part of anything in Thelyphron’s
narrative, it can have no necessary bearing upon the motivation.
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stances of his vigil. The dead man, who has been brought temporarily
to life, testifies that the witches, after entering the room,! and after
putting Thelyphron to sleep, called to him by name from the outside,
and that, since both men had the same name, Thelyphron, being alive
though asleep, was the first to answer the call; he went to the door and
the witches cut off his nose and ears from the outside through a hole,
as is stated explicitly. It seems absurd that the witches should enter
the room and leave it w thout getting what they came for. They had
easy access to the corpse; why should they get on the outside of a

bolted door in order to call the dead man to the keyhole? Non liquet!
But this much is clear enough, that Apuleius has bungled this ending
because he has tried to tell two stories about the ravages of witches as
if it were all one. It is his wont to sow with the sack rather than with
the hand. He may have had before him some Greek book which contained a collection of stories on the same general theme—the machinations of witches. The first story, the ending of which has been muti-

lated (cf. supra), told of a legal forfeit resulting from a failure to keep a
contract to ward off the witches. In the second story the prime motive
turns about the fatal identity in names. The witches, not being able to

enter the room (ef. iniecta somni nebula), summon the corpse to the
chink in the door, and the watcher responds vicariously. This second
story, complete in itself except for an introduction, has nothing to do
with Thelyphron’s original contract, but has been telescoped into that

story with very awkward effect.? In the first story that Apuleius was
following the witches got into the room, while in the second they remained outside entirely. The mutilation of Thelyphron by the witches

from the outside contradicts the elaborate motivation at the beginning
(cf. ii. 24-25) and shows that we have been led into a blind alley.* It is
odd, moreover, that Thelyphron’s features are twice replaced, once by

the witches and again by himself. Thelyphron would certainly have
had to make his own repairs if he had suffered mutilation at the hands
\ This is clearly implied by “‘exuviis meis inminentes atque ob id reformatae”’ (ii.30)
when taken in conjunction with the statement by Thelyphron that a weasel had entered the room (ii. 25).
2 A similar telescoping of two more or less incompatible stories may be observed in
the account of the Risus festival (see AJP XLVI, 253 ff.).
3 For similar instances of false motivation in the Metamorphoses, see my paper in
TAPA, LVII, 241, n. 10.
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of the widow. In Apuleius, however, he does so, not because he had
been left mutilated, but because he had, so we must infer, thrown

away the wax substitutes with which the witches had provided him
(ii. 30). Why didn’t he keep them? The statement that Thelyphron
did his own repair work is much more appropriate when we assume
that the facial appendages were amputated by the executors of his

contract than when we follow Apuleius in making Thelyphron (implicitly) throw away a perfect pair of wax ears and a nose. It is plain
that in this particular Apuleius has adhered to the original ending of
the first witch story in spite of the fact that it is superfluous in the
second. Again, if we assume, as the author wants us to, that Thel-

yphron had wax ears and nose ever since the night of his vigil and
that they came off at the mere touch of his own hand, how shall we
account for the fact that these false features remained intact while he
was being thoroughly mauled by the widow’s servants? (Cf. “pugnis
ille malas offendere ....capillos distrahere....laceratus atque

discerptus domo proturbor.”’ in ii. 26.)
The story about the dead man being brought to life by an Egyptian
seer in order to testify to his wife’s having murdered him (Met. ii. 27-

29) has no necessary connection with either of the two witch stories
and must be regarded as a third and separate element woven somewhat unskilfully into the other two. It is essentially an aretalogical
tale, the main interest of which centers around the miracle performed

by Zatchlas. After the dead man has been brought to life and has
testified against his wife, the story has come to its natural end. It is
complete, but it does not belong in the context where Apuleius has
inserted it. It contradicts the first part of Thelyphron’s tale by in-

troducing the widow as the murderess of her husband, whereas she
has previously shown herself to be perfectly sincere in her mourning
and hence, we must infer, innocent. With the second witch story at
the end, it is joined only very loosely; for when the resurrected man

attempts to prove his statement that his wife murdered him, by showing what he knows about Thelyphron’s misfortune, he is neither
plausible nor relevant. Though his story is told ostensibly in order to

demonstrate his truthfulness and accurate knowledge, yet the pretext
is conspicuously thin. His testimony alone proves the case, and the
added argument is as superfluous as it is meaningless.

The impressive
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dabo . . . . dabo, etc., is a rhetorical smoke screen intended to blind
the reader to the inconsequence of what follows.

By introducing the testimony of the dead man, Apuleius saw a
good opportunity of making Thelyphron the butt of public laughter.'!
That was a good idea so far as the immediate fun was concerned—

Apuleius is always preoccupied with the immediate—but it was purchased only at the cost of adding another and contradictory story
(about Thelyphron’s mutilation by the witches) to the two he had
already compounded. If Apuleius at the end had remained faithful
to the motif with which he started, which would have involved the
mutilation of Thelyphron by the orders of the widow, it would have
spoiled this clever dénouement; for Thelyphron could not have been
surprised. It is part of the fun that he does not know what has happened until he tests his nose and ears in public. In order to get this
scene in, Apuleius substitutes another witch story in which the victim
was not at first aware of his mutilation, and to which also the dead
man could be a witness, as he might not be if the ears and nose had
been cut off at the widow’s command.
Someone may object to the foregoing interpretation on the plea
that since Thelyphron’s story is only a folk tale, it ought not to be

subjected to logical analysis. It is true that a folk tale in its popular
form may consist of a whole series of more or less independent motifs,
loosely strung together and with scant regard for cause and effect or
for inherent probability; but so far as I have observed, such tales are
always logical to the extent of being free from false motivation of the
sort found in Apuleius. It is not natural for any story-teller to lead
his hearers by elaborate insinuations toward a conclusion which he
does not intend to reveal, nor to join two motifs together in such a
way that the hearer is actually in doubt as to how things happen. If

there is one thing characteristic of the folk tale, it is its vivid portrayal
of action; it is always to the point; it does not beat around the bush
as Apuleius does, nor does it become subtle and mysterious. The way
in which different motifs are combined in folk lore may be illustrated
by the following modern Greek tale which Mr. Lawson adapts from
1It was the same motive, i.e., to make a public show, that induced Apuleius to
dovetail the story of the Risus festival into that of Pamphyle’s magic; only the latter
belonged in his source (see AJP, XLVI, 253 ff.).
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Bernhard Schmidt and which combines three or more distinct motifs
from ancient mythology:
A king who was the strongest man of his time made war on a neighbor.
His strength lay in three hairs on his breast. (Cf. Nisus and Samson.) He was
on the point of crushing his foes when his wife (cf. Delilah and Scylla) was
bribed to cut off the hairs, and he with thirteen companions was taken prisoner.
But the hairs began to grow again, and so his enemies threw him and his
companions into a pit. The others were killed by the fall, but he, being thrown
in last, fell upon them and was unhurt. Over the pit his enemies then raised a
mound. He found however in the pit a dead bird, and having fastened its
wings to his hands flew up and carried away mound and all with him. Then he
soared high in the air until a storm of rain washed away the clay that held the
feathers to his hands, and he fell into the sea (cf. Icarus). Then from out the
sea came the god thereof and struck him with a three-pronged fork and
changed him into a dolphin until such time as he should find a maiden ready
to be his wife. The dolphin after some time saved a ship-wrecked king (cf.
Arion) and his daughter, and the princess by way of reward took him for her
husband and the spell was broken.
The sort of logical coherence which we find in this story is what we

have a right to expect in any story that has not been contaminated
by the hand of a literary redactor.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
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FTER the publication of the Fasti. Attici in the first volume of
A

the “Inscriptiones Graecae, editio minor’’ (1924), it is curious

that it could have escaped notice so long that Aiavvis is represented as holding the prytany twice in the year 417/6 B.c., once in
the summer of 417 and again in the spring of 416. The first reference
is in connection with the renewal of the Argive alliance with Athens

and the second reference is in connection with the Melian expedition,
both dates falling within the archonship of Euphemus (417/6).

In IG, I?, 96, we read as follows: [éo0xaev rét] Bod€r kal roe
5éuor, Alalpris érpuraveve, . . ddopos éypaypareve] || |
érlegtare, Evieuos épxe. Although the document is fragmentary,
there is no doubt that it concerns the renewal of the alliance between

Argos and Athens. The date 417/6 is made certain by the name of
the archon. The restoration of the name of the prytany as Aia[yris]
has been confirmed by a recent observation of the stone in Athens by
Miss Agnes Newhall, of the American School of Classical Studies,
who has kindly furnished squeezes and a drawing of this part of the
stone, and also by Dr. Leonardos, director of the museum. Not only
are the letters AIA perfectly clear, but after the last A part of the N

is also still preserved.
There are contained in JG, I?, 302, the records of state expenditures of moneys borrowed from the treasury of Athena for the years

418/7—415/4 B.c. The part of the inscription which concerns our subject is found in lines 28-29, where we read: émi rés Aiavrido[s
mputavevoces

trapédouev

otpateyois

és Médov

Tecilac

Teouudaxo

Keganédev ||KXeouéder Avxo[uédos bdvet heuépar
mputavelas doedioapevlo ro Séuo rév Gdercay 4. It is obvious from
the stone that Alavris was the prytanizing tribe when Tisias the son
1T am indebted to B. D. Meritt for calling my attention to the opportunity for
further chronological study in connection with JG, I*, 96 and 302.
{Cuassicat Patoioey, XXIV, July, 1929]
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of Tisimachus and Cleomedes the son of Lycomedes were voted ten
talents by the people for the Melian expedition.
The dates of both these decrees are determined by Thucydides
(v. 82; v. 84). After the oligarchical party in Argos had made an alliance with Sparta, Argos deserted the Athenian alliance. In the summer of 417, however, the democratic party mustered sufficient courage

to overthrow their opponents in the city. Taking advantage of the
festival of the Gymnopaedia at Sparta, they attacked the oligarchical

party at Argos and succeeded in restoring the democracy. At the
same time the democracy saw fit to renew their alliance with the
Athenians, and the Athenians, accepting the alliance, sent carpenters
and masons to help the Argives build their long walls to the sea, so
that if they were hemmed in by Sparta on land, food could still be
brought to them from without by sea. It is a reasonable assumption
that the building of the long walls occupied considerable time and
that we must therefore date the renewal of the Argive alliance some

little time before the end of summer.’ Aiavris, therefore, was the
prytanizing tribe in the summer of 417, when the Argive alliance was
renewed, early in the archonship of Euphemus.
The Melian expedition is dated by Thucydides as belonging to
the next summer. The names of the two generals, Tisias and Cleomedes, are found both in Thucydides and in JG, I,? 302. Further-

more, the six unrestored letters of the inscription following Alayrido[s
can represent either the eighth (674ées) or the ninth (évares) prytany

of 417/6. We can therefore date the Melian expedition, if we wish,
within two months.

Our main interest lies, however, not in this date,

but rather in showing that Aiavris appears as the prytanizing tribe
twice while Euphemus was archon, i.e., that these two periods of
tenure of the prytany cannot be identified.
This would leave us with the unpleasant assumption that a single

tribe held the prytany twice during a single year, if we were forced to
assume that the civil and senatorial years were coterminous.
But we are fortunate in having gained new knowledge of the
1Tt is important to note at this point that the festival of the Gymnopaedia at
Sparta need not come in the Attic month Hekatombaeon but may come in Skirophorion,
Hekatombaeon, or Metageitnion, depending upon the relative order of intercalations
in the Athenian and Spartan calendars.
Cf. B. D. Meritt, The Athenian Calendar in
the Fifth Century (1928), pp. 111-12.
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Athenian calendar in the fifth century so that we now know that
prytany years and civil years during the century were not coterminous
but in the great majority of cases overlapped either at the beginning
or end or both, depending chiefly upon intercalations in the civil calendar. It has been proved that each tribe held the prytany either 36
or 37 days, and a senatorial

(or prytany)

year of 365 or 366 days

was the normal rule. It has also been known that the civil year with
its lunar months contained either 354-55 or 384 days, depending
upon whether the year was intercalary. Intercalations in the civil
calendar do not seem to come in any regular sequence.' With these
variations established, it is not difficult to see that Aiavris could be
holding the last prytany of the senatorial year 418/7, while at the
same time Euphemus had already entered his office as archon for the
civil year 417/6, provided, of course, that the senatorial year 418/7
continued into the civil year 417/6. As a matter of fact, this time relation between the civil and senatorial years in the summer of 417 is
necessary in order to make possible the proper interpretation of JG,

I?, 96 and 302, and to obviate the assumption that Alayris held the
prytany twice during one senatorial year.
The tables given by Meritt? to represent correspondences between
civil and senatorial years in the fifth century do not give the necessary
time relation for this year, because they represent the senatorial year

418/7 as ending on Skirophorion 7 of the civil year 418/7. If the equation Skirophorion 8=Prytany I, 1 be true, the archon of 418/7 would
hold office until Skirophorion 29, while at the same time the first
prytany of the senatorial year 417/6 had already commenced. How-

ever, Meritt’s tables for the period between 419/8 and 416/5
large measure conjectural.

are in

I am convinced that he has proved quite conclusively that 421/0
and 420/19 are ordinary civil years. The tables he has given for these
years’ are therefore immutable, at least for our purposes.‘ After 416/5

the same is true, except that either 415/4 or 414/3 is intercalary,® but
this variation can have no effect upon the changes we may make between 419/8 and 416/5 in the civil intercalations. We may, therefore,
1 For the nature of the calendar in the fifth century, cf. Meritt, op. cit.
2 The Athenian Calendar in the Fifth Century, p. 118.

3 Ibid., pp. 118-20.

4 Cf. ibid., pp. 121-22.

5 Cf. ibid., p. 94.
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assume that either 419/8 or 418/7 was an ordinary civil year and compensate by making 416/5 intercalary and still not disturb Meritt’s
calendar scheme. By doing so we cause Prytany I, 1 of 417/6 to fall
in Hekatombaeon of 417/6 and as a consequence satisfy the requirements of our two inscriptions. Aiavris could then hold Prytany X
TABLE
Date of Attic Year

Julian

I
Senatorial

Intercalation

Attic

Year

Intercalation

365
366
365
365

I
0

Correspondences between Julian,
Senatorial, and Civil Years
419/8

418/7

July 5

Prytany

July 5
July 5

y

Sharbi(419/8)
Hek.
8

I

July 5

Skir. 18 (417/6)

Dates of New Moon at
Beginning of Civil Year

416/5

June 21 ca.
July 10 ca.
June 29 ca.
July 18 ca.

:
8:
:
12:

.
.
.
.

Athens
Athens
Athens
Athens

Date of Hekatombaeon

Date of Summer
Solstice
time
time
time
time

1 by the Julian

and Senatorial Calendars

419/8

June 20

S

Prytany X, 22-23 (420/19)

July
9
June 28
July 18

,

Prytany
5
| dred a 30-31
Prytany I, 13

(418/7)

First and Last Months of Civil Years
Hekatombaeon
Hekatombaeon
Hekatombaeon

30
29
29

Hekatombacon 30

Skirophorion 30
Skirophorion 30
Skirophorion 29

Skirophorion 30

of the senatorial year 418/7 and Prytany VIII or IX of 417/6, and
dates from both prytanies might fall under the archonship of Euphemus in 417/6. If this is the case, and our two inscriptions can be explained in no other way, we must revise Meritt’s tables! for these

years.
I give, therefore, the revised tables for the years 419/8-416/5.
1 Ibid., pp. 118-20.
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Since I assumed that either 419/8 or 418/7 could be ordinary in order
to satisfy our requirements, I have drawn up two sets of tables, the
first giving 418/7 as an ordinary civil year, the second giving 419/8
as an ordinary civil year. I have followed this order because I believe
the first table is the better of the two.
TABLE
Date of Attic Year

II

Julian

Senatorial

Intercalation

Year

Attic
Intercalation

0
I
0
0

0
I
I
I
Correspondences between Julian, Senatorial,
and Civil Years

July 5
July 5
July 5

Prytany
Prytany
Prytany

July 5

I,
I,
I,

Hek.
Hek.
Hek.

Prytany I,

Dates of New

Moon

Skir. 18 (417/6)

at Beginning

Date of Summer

of Civil Year

June 21 ca. 11:25
June 11 ca. 12:09

16
26
8

Solstice

p.m. Athens time
p.m. Athens time

June 29 ca. 11:40 a.m. Athens time
July 18 ca. 12:09 p.m. Athens time
Date of Hekatombaeon

1 by the Julian and

Senatorial Calendars

June 20
June 10

Hek.
Hek.

1
1

Prytany X, 22-23
Prytany X, 10-11

July 18

Hek.

1

Prytany

June 28

Hek. 1

First and Last Months
Hekatombaeon
Hekatombaeon
Hekatombaeon

30
30
29

Hekatombaeon 30

Prytany X, 30-31

(420/19)
ais)

(418/7)

I, 13

of Civil Years
Skirophorion 29
Skirophorion 30
Skirophorion 29

Skirophorion 30

From the second table it is apparent that in 418/7 Hekatombaeon 1

falls on June 10. This is a most improbable date because the beginning of the civil year falls too far before the summer solstice. On that
account the second table may, I believe, be disregarded in our future

considerations. In any case, these revised tables, which I have given
above, give the only two possible choices in intercalary and ordinary
years in the civil calendar. It will be seen that in either of the possible
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schemes which I have suggested, we have caused Hekatombaeon 1 of
417/6 to fall in the tenth prytany of the senatorial year 418/7, and
that it is now possible to proceed in our investigation. If the first
table is correct, we find that 418/7 is an ordinary year in the civil
calendar, and consequently the tentative date proposed by Koerte!
for IG, I?, 76, must be changed. But this inscription has not yet been

definitely fixed in any one year, although it is certain that, if we accept the first table, it is impossible to date it in 419/8. Furthermore,

the acceptance of the second table would mean the admission that
three ordinary civil years came in succession, which, although not im-

possible (cf. 425/4, 424/3, 423/2), is quite improbable. To this may
be added the improbability of three intercalary years in succession.

We may therefore date JG, I?, 76, tentatively in 420/19, if it is really,
as Koerte believes, to be placed after the Peace of Nicias.?
The results we have gained give additional confirmation to the
view that civil and senatorial years in the fifth century were not coterminous. Furthermore, we have established the character of two more

civil years by epigraphical evidence from JG, I?, 96 and 302, and have
shown that 417/6 and 416/5 must be intercalary years in the civil
calendar in order to conform to the known facts. It seems to me that
there can be little doubt that the character of 419/8 and 418/7, as

given in the first table, is the correct one.

We have shown that

Aiavris must have held the tenth prytany of the senatorial year 418/7
and either the eighth or ninth prytany of the next year, 417/6. The
most interesting result we have gained is that we can now date the
renewal of the Argive alliance with Athens between Hekatombaeon
1-7, or (according to the Julian reckoning) between June 28 and
July 4 of 417 B.c.
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
1 Ath. Mitt., XXI

(1896), 320-32.

2? Cf. Noack, Eleusis, pp. 313-17.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE LEXICOGRAPHY
TAIN MEROVINGIAN CHARTERS

OF CER-

By H. M. Martin

HE charters here studied, written in Gaul about the seventh

century, are exclusively deeds of gift and decrees issued by the
Merovingian kings. Confined to technical matters, their colorless vocabulary is monotonously repeated from instrument to instrument, yet it illustrates a great variety of linguistic change whether of
growth or decay. Recomposition and extension of meaning freshen
ideas naturally dull, while archaic words reappearing point to healthy
function. Further enrichment of a meager store was effected by contact with Christian and juristic influences. Finally, deficient training
reflected in the faulty orthography and cramped expression is indica-

tive of the low state of letters in the seventh century.
UNCOMMON WORDS
SUBSTANTIVES

Alimonia, “support,” “maintenance”:

in lumenarebus vel in ali-

monia, 17, 2, 34, and 7; in elimoniis pauperum, 25, 1, 2. The classical

form is alimentum.? The fact that alimonia occurs in pre-classical,
and again in late authors (cf. Thesaurus Linguae Latinae), seems to
indicate that it did not disappear from speech in the intervening
period.
1These number thirty-eight, and are published in Les Diplémes originaux des
Mérovingiens (ed. Ph. Lauer and Ch. Samaran; Paris: Leroux, 1908). A few others
from Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Diplomata Imperii (ed. G. H. Pertz; Hannover,
1871), Tomus I, for whose authenticity the writer has found good authority, have
also been utilized: No. 15 (Th. Sickel, Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Diplomatum
Imperti, Tomus I, Besprochen [Berlin: Fr. Vahlen, 1873], p. 57; K. Zeumer ‘‘Ueber
die Aelteren Frinkischen Formelsammlungen,”’ Neues Archiv d. Gesellsch. f. Aeltere D.
Geschichtsk., VI [1881], 34 and 39); No. 22 (Sickel, op. cit., p. 48; W. Levison, ‘‘Die Merowingerdiplome fiir Montiérender,’’ Neues Archiv, XX XIII [1908], 758) ; No. 55 (Levison,
ibid., p. 754); Nos. 96, 97 (Sickel, op. cit., p. 58; Les Diplémes originauz, Pref., p. v, n. 3).
From an additional small number, not so positively vouched for, chiefly illustrative
material has been taken. The text for the two last classes is Pertz’s edition of the
Monumenta, Tomus I, marked M. References to it are made by page and line, and
to the facsimile edition by page, column, and line.
2 Francois Gabarrou, Le Latin d’ Arnobe (Paris: Champion,
{CLassicat Paitotoey, XXIV, July, 1929]
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Autoricium, “‘trial,’’ “public hearing”: et se... . fuerit necessitas, memorata Angantrudis, vel heridis sui, in auturicio eum exinde
contra quemlibet, studiant definsare, 15, 1, 11; 18, 2, 4; eum in autoricio
contra quemlibet estud{ijant defensare, 21, 2, 43. Under auctoricium
Du Cange' inserts the definition libera possessio, and under autoricium,
the definition auctoritas, tuitio, although the context is obviously the
same in both cases.
Concambium, “exchange’”’: (quod) socer suos concammio apud ipso

Magnoaldo ficissit, 19, 2, 34. The word occurs most frequently with
in: quem Detta .... in concambio de homene . .. . nuscetur recipisse, 11, 1, 8; but de concambio is also found: quicquid ipsa Detta de
concamio vel de conparatho . . . . nuscetur habuisse, ibid., 15.

Congruentia, “fitness”: dum pro quietem servorum Dei vel congruencia locis venerabilebus inpertitur peticio, 6, 2, 6. The noun is not
cited prior to Pliny and Suetonius. Augustine, however, showed a
liking for it.?
Diligua, i.e., dilingua, ‘‘a deposition or statement drawn up in two
languages”: et tam tpse quam et hamediae suae diliguas eorum derexsissint, 12, 2,11. Du Cange enters Dilingua quasi Bilingua, and
cites the foregoing example.
Fortia, “force,” “violence”: (nisi) per forcia et inico ingenium
. abstraxsissent, 19, 2, 31; per forcia hunc consuetudinem ibydem

misissit, 22, 2, 8. In Commodian fortia means also miracles.’
Impugnatio, “attack”: absque ulla inpugnatione forestariorum, M,
29, 13 (No. 29 [Levison, op. cit., p. 758]). The word never became
popular, for appearing first in Cicero’s correspondence, it reappears

in Jerome, only at last to find its way into this unpretentious document.

Orphanulus:

in causa Imgramne orfanolo, 16, 2, 19, and 21. The

parent-word seems confined to certain Christian writers,‘ who in turn
employed it as a transcription of dpdavos in the Scriptures.
“comfortless” of John 14:18; cf. Pss. 108:9 and 67:6.

It is the

1C. du Fr. du Cange, Glossarium Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis (Niort: Favre,
1883).
2 Sister Wilfred Parsons, The Vocabulary and Rhetoric of the Letters of Saint Augustine, ‘‘Catholic University of America Patristic Studies,” III [1923], 23.
3 J. Durel, Commodien, Recherches sur la Doctrine, la Langue, et le Vocabulaire du
Poéte (Paris: Leroux, 1912), p. 218; L. Beszard, La Langue des Formules de Sens
(Paris: Champion, 1910), p. 90.
4 Fr. Kaulen, Handbuch zur biblischen Vulgata (Mainz:

Fr. Kirchheim, 1870), p. 89.
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Psallentius, “antiphonal singing’: The form is psallentium in
Gregory of Tours:! (sicut) [ibi]dem psallencius [per] turmas fuit i[n]ste-

tutus, 7, 1, 26.
Quicumquelibet, ‘“whoever’’:

Quicumque had lost something of its

force, hence libet was added on the model of quilibet: ad quemcumquelibet persona, 13, 1, 33; 22, 2, 36; cujuscumquelibet de parti eorum, 19,

2, 53.
Rebellatio, “usurpation,” “sedition”:? This is the classical rebellatio,” renewal of war’: (Chramlinus) inventum est, quod sua praesumcione vel per falsa carta, seu per revellacionis audacia, sed non per
nostra ordenacione, ipsum aepiscopatum reciperat, 11, 2, 11.
Retributor, an epithet of God as the requiter of good and evil.
The word was especially popular with Jerome,? whose works are rich

in substantives in -tor: unde mercis nostra apud Domino retributure
perennis temporibus debiat convalere, 19, 1, 23; 24, 2, 10.

Tepiditas, “ukewarmness,” whence Ital. tiepidita: seu malo ingenio vel tepiditate abbatorum, M, 108, 35 (No. 120 [A 23]); see K. F.

Stumpf, “Ueber die Merovinger-Diplome,”

Hist. Zeitschr. XXIX

(1873), 354, 357, 382. We may add De Tepiditate Monachorum,
Taius, Sententiarum, II, 49 (title); see Migne, Patrol. Lat., LXXX,
850. Tepiditas was avoided in favor of tepor: (discussis) torpentis

mortifert teporis torporibus, Columba, Instructiones Variae, XII, 2, 3
(Migne, op. cit., LX XX, 252); Dominus . . . . noxium teporem ad
vigilantiam, suscitat, Epistolae, V1, 2 (Migne, op. cit., 277).
ADJECTIVES

AND

PARTICIPLES

Inferendalis, ‘‘in payment of the tribute inferenda’”: ipsas vaccas
cento inferendalis, 26, 2, 29.
Laicalis,‘ “lay’’: As the form laicus is more common in the Latin,

so lai, laique rather than laical are the current terms in French:
vinculis laicalibus absoluta, M, 9, 5 (No. 7 [Migne, op. cit.,

LX
XI,

522, 18]).
1In origin the word is the genitive plural of psallens; cf. Max
de Grégoire de Tours (Paris: Hachette, 1890), p. 461.

Bonnet, Le Latin

2 Joachim Durel, op. cit., p. 285.
3 Henri Goelzer, Etude lexicographique
Jéréme (Paris: Hachette, 1884), p. 51.

et grammaticale

de la Latinité

de Saint

4 Karl Sittl, ‘Addenda zum Tensaurus Italograecus,” Archiv f. Lat. Lexikog. und

Gramm., VI (1889), 438.
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Paricolus,

“of the same

agreement in duplicate”:

tenor’:

hence

noticias paricolas,

‘an

Unde et ante dies, per eorum noticias pari-

colas .... placita inter se habuerunt, 15, 2, 6; ibid., 16 and 24.
Similar expressions in other charters are paricla charta, epistolas pariculas, referring to duplicates made in order to avoid loss. Note pari-

culas causas applicable when neither party in a suit is sustained.
Synodalis: The adjective, of less frequent occurrence than the
substantive, was rare even among churchmen. Observe the orthography in the following passage: (dum) in ipso cenodale concilium
fuerat degradatus, 11, 2, 21.

VERBS AND VERBAL EXPRESSIONS
Concambio, “exchange”:

The Romance derivatives trace back to

cambio, examples of which come chiefly from the grammarians.

The

compound verb is much less frequent, being practically confined to
legal formulas:! (quod) socer .... ipsa villa de ipso Magnoaldo
concamiassit, 19, 2, 24; ef. (quicquid constat) fuisse commutatum aut
cumcambiatum, M, 55, 41.
Contango, ‘‘appropriate, ” “seize’”’ (Du Cange) ; contango =contingo

in Commodian:?

Clearly we have a case of recomposition, while more

is meant than is said:

(ut) nec contangere nec infiscare non praesumma-

tis, 11, 2, 34.
Convaleo, “be of avail’: unde mercis nostra Domino perennis temporibus debiat convalere, 19, 1, 23. This example has apparently escaped the notice of lexicographers. The verb appears first in Apuleius
(Plat. ii. 7), where, however, it is a correction of the manuscript read-

ing convellet (cf. Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, col. 812, 1. 5).
Degrado, “lower in rank,” “demote”: Degrado gradually took on a
technical meaning in both military and ecclesiastical spheres. The
phrase senatores degradandi licentiam appears in the jurists (Forcellini,
Totius Latinitatis Lexicon). One example occurs in the charters: dum

secundum cannonis in tpso cenodale concilium fuerat degradatus,’ 11,
2, 20.
Devasto,

‘destroy utterly”:

This verb, both infrequent in the

1Georges (Karl Ernst Georges, Ausfiihrlisches Lateinisch-deutsches Handwérterbuch [8th ed.; Hannover and Leipzig: Hahn, 1918]) does not enter it; the Thesaurus
gives two citations.
2 J. Durel, op. cit., p. 186.
3 W. Parsons, op. cit., p. 95 on degradatus.
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literature and also lacking the perfect system, appears in the charters

fully developed.

Neue’s examples (Fr. Neue, Formenlehre der Lat.

Sor. [3d ed.; Leipzig, 1892-1905], Register, p. 107) of the perfect tenses

come exclusively from Gregory of Tours! and Dares Phrygius: (suggessit eo quod) . . . . reliquas ris quampluris exinde naufragiassent vel
devastassent, 19, 2, 23; quod exinde missi sui devastaverunt, ibid., 2, 48.
Dispendo, “pay out,” “distribute’’; properly, “weigh out”: debiant
recipire, et ubt fuerit jussum debiant dispendire, 17, 2, 37-38; cf. tantum

magis oportit inpendire, tbid., 1, 24. There are two citations from authors of repute.

In one (Varro Lin. Lat. v. par. 183 [Mueller]), the

force is literal; in the other (Prud. Contra Symm. i. 582, panis dispensus), it is figurative= “distribute.” The verb finally gathered the
notion of “waste” (cf. Du Cange). The OFr despendre, however, re-

tained the original force of “pay out.”
Emuto, “alter”: From at least two passages in the literature,
emuto, possibly for immuto, is authorized (Manilius Astr. v. 149, caput
emutare; Quintilian viii. 2. 19, emutatis . . . . figuris). Add from the
diplomata: exinde aliuby fuerit ipsi marcatus emutatus, 22, 2, 36, and

29.
Evindico, ‘‘secure from suit”: Although not cited from the classical period, evindico is frequent in formulas. Its application is fixed and

technical: (ut) ipsa porcione .... omne tempore abiat evindecata,
12, 2, 13; 15, 1, 10; 17, 1, 7.
Militem gero, “I serve as a soldier”: The locutions consulem
(principem) gero and captivum gero had come into use by the end of
the classical period.2? To that nucleus accretions were steadily made

as civem gero and several other parallel expressions’ indicate. Militem
gero, then, constitutes an interesting addition to that group: sub
habitu saeculari Christi militem gerere, M, 15, 18 (No. 13 [Stumpf,

op. cit., p. 388).
Resuggero, “bring back word,” “refer back to”: (Intendibant) sed
ipst agentes hoc ad palacium resogessissent . . . . , 22, 2, 9.
1 Max Bonnet, op. cit., p. 440, 1. 11.
2R. Kihner, Ausfiihrl. Gramm. d. Lat. Spr. (Hannover: Hahn, 1912), II, 1, 297,
Anm. 3; Ed. Wélfflin, ‘‘Matrem gero,”’ Archiv f. Lat. Lexikog. und Gramm., XII (1902),
454; J. H. Schmalz, Antibarbarus der Lat. Spr. (7th ed.; Basel: Schwabe, 1905), p. 623.
3 Ed. Wolfflin (op. cit., p. 454) mentions aedilem gero, patrem (matrem) gero, but
not militem gero. The expansion of gero in several directions in Late Latin is authenticated by a number of expressions strange to the classical idiom which occur in Cyprian,
e.g., gero spiritalia, gero typum Christi; cf. L. Bayard, op. cit., p. 99.
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Revestio, “restore to one’s former rights”: In the diplomata the
application is exclusively to the revenue: hoc ipsi Drogus ad sana
mano eum exinde revestire debirit, 19, 2, 46; (ewsdem) de ipso teleneu in
integretate revestire debirent, 22, 2, 17; but in the very few late authors,

Tertullian and Dracontius

in particular, by whom

it was used,

revestio is literal.
ADVERBS

In cuncto=
debet prospicere,
cunctus populus,
Christus totus in

AND

CONJUNCTIONS

per omnia: Principalis serenitas semper in cuncto
M, 49, 34 (No. 55 [Levison, op. cit., p. 754]); ef.
M, 24, 40. In cunctis comes from Jerome (ut sit
cunctis, Epis. lv. 3 [5]) and the Vulgate (vir in cunctis

prospere agens, Gen. 39: 2). Note in nullo=in nulla re in Arnobius,'
and de cetero in the charters of Sens.”
Die noctuque: Put for the classical diu noctuque, nocte dieque in:
(psallencius) sicut . . . . die noctoque® tenetur, 7, 1, 27.
Girum girando: The gerundial phrase approximates in giro,
“around”: ut girum girando in utrorumque partibus monasteriorum
mensurarentur spatia, M, 23, 6 (No. 22 [Sickel, op. cit., pp. 48 and 55;

Levison, op. cit., p. 758, n. 1]);.... in circuitu is more usual. Both
per girum and in giro express this idea in the Peregrinatio.t

Not only

is girum girando itself uncommon, but also giro with an accusative of
inner meaning.

Indesinenter, “without
ant,
on,
The
and

ceasing”: [indlesenenifer . . . . plossede-

8, 1, 14. Trustworthy citations appear from the second century
and then chiefly from ecclesiastics. That is altogether normal.
Christian writers with keen striving for effect introduced long
sonorous adverbs in -¢er, and especially in -biliter.6 Their preva-

1F, Gabarrou, op. cit., p. 148; in with the ablative singular of the adjective is
freely used by Tertullian as an adverb; cf. H. Hoppe, Syntax und Stil des Tertullian
(Leipzig: Teubner, 1903), p. 100.
2 L. Beszard, op. cit., p. 40.
3 Tacitus and the jurists used noctu dieque, while die noctuque appears in Sallust,
Jug., and a few obscure authors; cf. Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, V, Fasc. V, col. 1038.
4E. A. Bechtel, op. cit., p. 102; Ed. Wélfflin, ‘‘Ueber die Latinitat der Peregrinatio
ad Loca Sancta,” Archiv f. Lat. Lexikog. und Gramm., IV (1887), 266.
5 On the word, cf. Augustin Dubois, La Latinité d’Ennodius (Paris: Klincksieck,
1903), p. 167; on the stylistic device, cf. H. Goelzer, op. cit., p. 197; George N. Olcott,
Studies in the Word Formation of the Latin Inscriptions (Rome, 1898), p. 209; F. Gabarrou, op. cit., p. 58.
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lence in the charters proves the secretaries to have made some effort
for distinction in their stubborn material. Other rare adverbs of
similar formation and obvious meaning are: inviolabiliter: et hoc
usque nunc inviolabiliter adserit esse conservatum, 24, 2, 17; iugiter:

quo facilius congregacioni ipsi licerit pro [s|tabiletate regni nostri . . . .
jugeter exorar(e], 6, 2, 25; 17, 2, 42; 7, 1, 20; legaliter: legaliter [fui|sse
condonatum, 4, 1, 14 (mutilated); volwerit legaliter delegari, 4, 2, 4;
perenniter: pro eo quod ... . perenniter debirent possidire, 17, 2, 11,
and 41; perpetualiter: et perpetualiter volemus esse mansurum, 13, 1,

18; 7, 1, 19; et cbidem perpetualeter valiat proficire in augmentes, 13, 2,
29; praesentaliter, ‘‘at once,” “now”: ita ut praesentaliter ipso locello
... . habiat evindecatum, 17, 1, 5; rationabiliter: et racionabyliter

. ad ipso monastirio se tradedirit, 24, 2, 50; specialiter: (Proinde)
specialiter decernemus ordenandum, 11, 2, 32; stabiliter: [quicquid] s{ta]bileter possedetur, 8, 1, 14.

Inconcusse, “firmly”: A late and uncommon

adverb on incon-

cussus: (ut) sub emunitatis nomine inconcusse . . . . valeant dominari, M, 50, 11 (No. 55 [Levison, op. cit., p. 751]). The equivalent,
inconcusso jure, also occurs: Et wt hec auctoretas ... . inconcusso

jure... . [permaniat?], 5, 1, 4-5.
Omnia et ex omnibus, “completely”: (villa) omnia et ex omnebus
. concessemus, 13, 1, 23; 26, 1,22. Variations may also be noted:
ad integrum in omnia et ex omnebus, 25, 1, 3; per (cum) omnia et ex

omnibus,! M, 17, 29 (No. 15 [Zeumer, op. cit., pp. 34, 39]); cf. omni et
ex omnibus, M, 70, 37.
Omnimodis, “in every way”: eis omnemodis dare et adinplire
faciatis, 16, 1, 23; omnemodis vobis distringentebus, 15, 2, 32. The

word is primarily from Lucretius, who may have found it metrically
convenient. Appearing afterward in the literature in Apuleius, it
comes into its own in Ambrose and writers under the influence of the

church.
(In) postmodum, “hereafter,” “for the future’: et deinceps in
postmodum ... . nullatenus abstraatur, 13, 1, 32; et sit inter ipsis de
hac re in postmodum subita causacio, 9, 1, 12; 21,1, 42. The formation
is essentially popular indicating a desire to be explicit and to reinforce
1L. Beszard (op. cit., p. 65) records ex omnia and in omnibus et ex omnibus from
the charters of Sens.
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an adverb no longer vivid.

The word was a favorite with Merovingian

writers,' and is especially common in formulas.”
Roboraliter, ‘‘in full strength,” “mightily”:

Congruae provisionis

tunc roboraliter ad effectum tendit exordium, M. 9. 2 (No. 7). This
charter is duplicated in Gregory of Tours, Hist. Fr. IX, 42, where it
is stated that the abbess read this, Radegundis’ letter, to the assem-

bled bishops. The correct reading seems rather roborabiliter (Migne, op.
cit., LX XI, 552, 12; Hist. Fr., ed. A. Arndt and B. Krusch [Hannover:
Hahn, 1884], p. 401, 1. 6). Apparently the adverb is not found elsewhere.
Ubi et ubi, “everywhere,” 99 66 ‘wherever’: This group, at once adverb and conjunction, is a modification of wbi ubi, as variant readings

in the MSS of Benedict’s Regula Monachorum’ prove.

Yet another

form is ubi aut ubi:* nec ubi et ubi, tilloneos exigetur, 13, 2, 23 and 20;
ubt et ubi, in rigna Deo propicio nostra . . . . possedire veditur, 24, 1,
19; ef. wbi et ubi . . . . comparatum habebat, M, 86, 36.
EXTENSION

OF MEANING®

NOUNS
Consuetudo, “‘tax’’: In one and the same instrument, the classical
and the late meaning occur: per forcia hunc consuetudinem ibydem
misissit, 22, 2, 8; quase de longo tempore talis consuetudo fuissit, ut

. , tbid., 2, 4; 17, 2, 34.
Dominatio, “property”: seo de qualibet adtractho ibidem sua fuit
possiessio vel domenacio, 21, 2, 36. The change is merely from ab-

stract to concrete, a shift which occurred much earlier in the plural;
cf. dominationibus aliis fastiditus, Tac. An. xiii. 1. 3. The Church
Fathers referred to the spiritual powers as dominationes. After that
advance, the extension to something material was inevitable.®
1 Bruno Krusch, “Der Umsturz der kritischen Grundlagen der Lex Salica,’’ Neues
Archiv, XL (1915-16), 527, n. 1.
2? Carl Hamp, ‘‘Die Zusammengesetzten Pripositionen im Lateinischen,” Archiv /f.
Lat. Lexikog. und Gramm., V (1888), 341; Beszard, op. cit., p. 43.
3D. C. Butler, Sancti Benedicti Regula Monachorum (Freiburg: Herder, 1912), pp.
138 and 143.
4... . vel ubi aut ubi ambulare vel sibi patronum elegerit, Mon. Ger. Hist., Concilia
Aevi Merovingici, I (Hannover, 1893), 187, 1. 7; ef. L. Beszard, op. cit., p. 42.
5 L. Bayard, Le Latin de Saint Cyprien (Paris: Hachette, 1902), p. 67; F. Gabarrou,
op. cit., p. 74.
6 The related noun, dominium, retains its proper sense in these cartularies, although
in Medieval Latin it, too, may signify property: (quod) suo dominio valeret vindecare,
&, 2, 38+ 20, 2; 11.
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Festivitas: Churchmen used festivitas in preference to the pagan
festum, dies festus, to indicate a church feast or saint’s day. In the
facsimiles, it occurs in a charter relating to Dionysius:' ad ipsa sancta
fistivetate domni Dionisii, 22, 1, 16; ibid., 2, 24 and 33.
Ingenium: With the force of “invention,” “clever ruse,” ingenium
is familiar to students of Gregory of Tours.? The connotation may be

good or bad. In our passage it is unfavorable:

nec per strumenta

cartarum, nec per quolibet ingenium, 13, 1, 33.
Intentio: Under the influence of contentio, intentio assumes the
meaning of “dispute,” “litigation.” Long that confusion had been
prevalent among the uninstructed, and Gregory of Tours* furnishes
the proof of it. Unde inter eus orta fuit intencio, 12, 2, 13.
Norma: Primarily a “rule,” a “principle”: cuzta religionis normam, M, 182, 25 (spuria, No. 65 [Sickel, op. cit., p. 66]); M, 17, 11
(No. 15 [ibid., p. 57; Zeumer, op. cit., pp. 34, 39]); finally a number of
monks:! . . . . abba, cum norma plurema monachorum . . . . preesse
viditur, 13, 1, 9.
Noticia, an “agreement,” not necessarily written, made before
witnesses: per eorum noticias paricolas ... . placita inter se habuerunt, 15, 2, 6; ibid., 2, 15 and 16. In good Latin, notitia is “fame,”
“knowledge’’; in the jurisconsults it is a “written statement,” ‘‘no-

tice.” In modern French notice may be a kind of diploma; ef. la
notice publique.
Pagina: With a genitive in dependence

pagina may

signify a

“written agreement,” “will,” etc.: [per]testament[i palgenam, 4, 2, 4,
and 7; in divisionis [plaginam, 5, 2, 23; hanc suggestionis meae paginam

....

porrigo, M, 9, 21 (No. 7 [Migne, op. cit.,

LX XI, 522, 46)).

Pagina is rich in metaphorical implications. Both Prudentius and
Jerome had alluded to Holy Writ in poetical imagery as pagina:

prophetarum fideles paginae, Prud. Cath. ix. 26; cadentem faciem
pagina sancta suscipiat, Jer. Ep. xxii. 17, while Ennodius® constantly
wrote pagina for epistola. From that elementary notion to one related, although technical, is not a far cry.
Sermo, “‘guarantee,” “safeguard”: ut... . sub sua tuitione et
1 Goelzer, op. cit., p. 260; Dubois, op. cit., p. 207; A. Meneghetti, Za Latinita di
Venanzio Fortunato (Turin: Libreria Editrice Internazionale, 1917), p. 5.
2 Bonnet, op. cit., p. 283.

4L. Beszard, op. cit., p. 84.

3 Ibid., p. 234.

5 Dubois, op. cit., p. 213.
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sermone una cum Agnete abbatissa iubeant gubernari, M, 10, 19 (No. 7
[Migne, op. cit., LX XI, 524, 18]). In several late authors sermo refers
to a cited expression: Fructus annuos .. . . perinde accipi debet hic

sermo ac si usus .. . . , Dig. vii. 1. 20, or even one word: 6éos sermo
Graecus est, Cassiodorus In Psa. xxi: 1. Note also sermo Dei from
Cyprian, and sermo=an “act” or “occurrence” in the Vulgate.”
Species, “article,” “adornment”: The new meaning is quite general in late authors:? argentum aurumve, vel qualemcumque speciem de
quod ibidem conlatum fuit aut erit, auferre.... , 7,1, 15.
Suggestio, ‘advice’: This meaning is also found in Vopiscus,
Symmachus, in some inferior authors,‘ and in inscriptions: ad sug-

gestionem precelse regine nostre, 13, 1, 5; ef. zelo ducta Det hanc suggestionis meae paginam . . . . superstes porrigo et devota, M, 9, 21
(No. 7); ad suggestionem apostolicis viris, M, 27, 36 (No. 28 [Sickel,
op. cit., p. 57]); ad suggestionem viri, M, 41, 33 (No. 44 [zbid., p. 58]).
ADJECTIVES

AND

PARTICIPLES

Ductus, “free from care,” “free from concern’: Du Cange cites
the expressions ductus et absolutus, ductus sedere, ductus esse; his defi-

nition is securus. The close connection of ductus with securus in the
charters proves that the two are virtual synonyms: sed omne tempore
. exinde ductus et securus resedirit, 14, 1, 14; ut ducti et secure
valiant resedire, 26, 1, 33.

Succiduus:

Through confusion of succedo with succido, succiduus

occasionally took the meaning of succedaneus: (ut) nulla publica
iudiciaria potestas, nec praesens nec succidua .... non praesumat
ingredi, M, 17, 38 (No. 15 [Sickel, op. cit., p. 57]); ef. per tempora

succedentibus, M, 17, 44 (No. 15); M, 18, 32 (No. 16 [Facsimile ed.,
p. 3, n. 7]).. We may infer from its frequency elsewhere’ that succiduus
was recognized in its new, though incorrect, sense.
1L. Bayard, op. cit., p. 171; ef. also W. Parsons, op. cit., p. 162.
2 Quis est sermo quem fecisti (Franz Kaulen, op. cit., p. 24)?
3 Bonnet, op. cit., p. 261.
4W. Hartel, “Lucifer von Cagliari und sein Latein,” Archiv f. Lat. Lexikog. und
Gramm., III (1886), 33.
5 Meneghetti, op. cit., p. 9; J. van der Vliet, ‘‘Lexikalisches zu Apulejus
Sidonius Apollinaris,’’ Archiv f. Lat. Lexikog. und Gramm., X (1898), 389.
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VERBS
Aspicio (ad): From “look toward,” “slope toward,”’ in good Latin,
developed the subsidiary idea of “belong to” for administrative pur-

poses, as we find in the cartularies: Dicebant . . . . agentes eu quod
. tpse farinarius ad ipso Verno nonquam aspewxissit, 23, 1, 13 and
23; quicquid ad ipsa medietate aspicere vedittur, 26, 1, 18. With the
passive voice the result is curious:

(Agentes) dicebant quod a villa sua

Verno fuissit aspectus, 23, 1, 10; cf. Ebroinus . . . . suo tempore
. thidem eum fecissit aspectum, ibid., 1, 14-15.
Dirigo, “send: (testimuniavit) diliguas eorum derexsissint, 12, 2,

12; (adfirmat) nec misso in vice sua derixsissit, 15, 2, 22. That meaning is common in Vulgar Latin, and is especially frequent in Gregory
of Tours;! cf. diregensque Arvernus Chramnum, Hist. Fr., IV, 9 (Arndt
and Krusch, ed. cit.).
Genero, ‘‘cause,” ‘“ gain,’

“win”

(=recipio):

In post-Augustan

writers we may already find genero figuratively applied to productions
of the mind,’ e.g., poema, virtutes. Another stage is reached in the
diplomata, where the verb refers to causation in any way: (ut) nec
nulla calomnia generare, non presumatis, 20, 2, 4; cf. (ut) et nullius
praeiudicium exinde possessio generare deberet, M, 98, 10 (No. 107

[Sickel, op. cit., p. 59, **]).
Germino, “arise,” “spring up,” “be born’’: in locis vastae solitudinis, in quibus caterva bestiarum germinat, M, 22, 35 (No. 22 [Sickel,
op. cit., p. 48; Levison, op. cit., p. 758, n. 1}). Germino, which in all
strictness should refer to plant life only, has here been extended to
animals as well. Tertullian had previously enlarged its sphere to include abstracts such as litterae and praecepta.* Beyond that figura-

tive application Fr. germer and Ital. germinare have not advanced.
Intendo:

The referendaries at times used intendo in the sense of

“aver,” as did Cicero: et intendibant quod ipsas duas pia)rtis

... .

valeret vindecare, 8, 2, 30; 19, 2, 24; but often they confused it with
contendo:* Sed dum in ipsa causacione intenderent, 10, 2, 16; 26, 1, 10.
Intimo, “announce,” ‘mention’; properly, “bring in’: Intimare
1 Max Bonnet, op. cit., p. 293.
2 Sicut poema nemo dubiiaverit . . . esse generatum (Quin. ix. 4. 114); (verecundiam)
quae virtutes facillime generat (ibid. xii. 5. 2).
3H. Hoppe, op. cit., p. 188; cf. F. Kaulen, op. cit., p. 160.
4 Bonnet, op. cit., p. 256; Durel, op. cit., p. 240.
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was a favorite with the Christian writers in its changed sense:!
monasthyriolo Lemauso .. . . superius intematum dizxit esse exitum,
21, 1, 26; cf. Haec omnia superius intimata, M, 101, 10. The verb,
borrowed in the first instance, occurs in examples too recent, perhaps,

to bear on the question of superlative verbs.’ .
Mancipo: A few writers of the empire employed mancipari = dedi,
in moral relations: (Vitellius) sed luxu et saginae mancipatus, Tac.
Hist. ii. 71. 6. Hence Prudentius could say (anima) mancipatur tar-

taro, Peris. x. 475; but mancipare connected with effectus in the charters with the sense of perduco ad effectum seems without worthy
precedent, and highly forced: Decet regale climenciae ea... . prestare, et effectui . . . . mancipare, 13, 2, 2-4; se peticionebus sacerdotum
. effectuae mancipamus, 18, 2, 11; 26, 2, 6.
Naufragio, ‘wreck,’ “spoil’’: Naufrago has probably been made

over on naufragium (cf., however, exercienda, 22, 2, 33; distrinjendum,
24, 1, 25); furthermore it has become transitive and may refer to
disasters incurred off the sea (suggessit, eo quod) . . . . ipsi agentis
. reliquas ris quampluris exinde naufragiassent, 19, 2, 23. The

preceding is the only example cited by Du Cange.
Relaxo: The application of relaro to the revenue in the sense of
concedo® seems an advance: et congregacio ibidem consistencium soledus
docentus . . . . relaxsassint, 17, 2, 5-12. From the charters of Sens
Beszard‘ cites relaxo=‘“‘free’”’: relaxavi . . . . ingenuum.

PARTICLES
Infra: By a confusion frequent in the late centuries, infra has
usurped the function of intra:' infra oppedum Parisi[o|rum civetatis,
4, 2, 11; enfra termeno Verninse, 23, 1, 7; infra pago Parisiaco, 22, 1, 19.
In quantum: In the following examples the meaning seems to be
1L. Bayard, op. cit., p. 37; H. Goelzer, op. cit., p. 173; J. Durel, op. cit., p. 241; W.
Parsons, op. cit., p. 170; Fr. Vogel, ‘‘Intimare,” Archiv f. Lat. Lexikog. und Gramm.,
III (1886), 108 f.
2? Edouard Wolfflin, “Die Verba Desuperlativa,’’ Archiv f. Lat. Lexikog. und
Gramm., II (1885), 359; Karl Sittl, Die Localen Verschiedenheiten der Lat. Spr. (Erlangen: Deichert, 1882), p. 103.
3 Cf. Bonnet, op. cit., p. 296, on Lazo; E. Léfstedt, Philologischer Kommentar zur
Peregrinatio Aetheriae (Uppsala: Almquist and Wiksell, 1911), p. 191.
4 Op. cit., p. 85.
5 Bonnet, op. cit., p. 587; L. Beszard, op. cit., p. 66.
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“as” in the relative or causal sense; the connection is always the same:
Sed in quantum inluster vir Chadoloaldus . . . . nobis re[tulit . . . . ,
10, 2, 24; Sic et a proceribus nostri[s, in] quantum inluster vir Ansoaldus,
comis palati noster, testimuniavit, fuit judecatum, 14, 1, 15; in quantum

inluster vir Sigofredus . . . . testemoniavit, 22, 2, 20; 23, 1, 26. In
Hilary! in quantum is correlative to tanto plus; that and the additional
fact that Span. en cuanto is temporal=“as soon as” show that in
quantum eventually suffered a change in meaning.
Howarp CoLLEeGE
1J. A. Quillacq, Quomodo Latina Lingua usus sit S. Hilarius

(Tours:

L. Carré,

1903), p. 129.
2 Godefroi (Dict. de l’Anc. Langue Fr., p. 478, col. 3) cites en quant in one example
only, and that from the Oaths of Strasburg; cf. L. Beszard, op. cit., p. 40.

RABBINIC PARALLELS TO SCRIPTORES
HISTORIAE AUGUSTAE
By Mosess Hapas

ONSIDERABLE

information concerning life in the Roman

Empire might be derived from a thorough examination of the
immense body of rabbinic literature.! This literature was com-

posed largely under the shadow of Rome, and allusions to Roman institutions are as numerous as might be expected. The homiletic Midrashim? are particularly fertile; their parables are usually in terms of
contemporary

life. An aspect of Roman

life which seems to have

exercised the imagination of the rabbis especially is the Roman
emperor; references are so numerous that a collection of almost a
thousand passages has been made in which the emperor
the tertium comparationis or is otherwise alluded to.’

constitutes

Reminiscences of Suetonius and the Scriptores Historiae A ugustae
occur, as is natural; but parallels close enough to be striking are not

numerous. I offer herewith several pairs of passages which might be
reciprocally illuminating. I use the Scriptores rather than Suetonius,
since they are more nearly contemporary with the authorities of the
Midrashim.‘
Julius Capitolinus Marcus Antoninus xxv. 8, 9:
ignovit et civitatibus quae Cassio consenserant, ignovit et Antiochensibus, qui multa in Marcum pro Cassio dixerant. quibus et spectacula et con1 The standard prolexomenon to this literature is H. L. Strack, Einlettung in Talmud und Midras® (Munich, 1921). Briefer treatments are to be found in E. Schiirer,
Geschichte des jiidischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi, I, 111-61; and G. F. Moore,
Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era (Cambridge [U.S.A.], 1927), I, 123216.
2 For the character and date of the various Midrashim see J. Theodor in Jewish
Encyclopedia, VIII, 548-80. The best summaries of the contents of the Midrashim in a
European language are in the works of Wilhelm Bacher: Die Agada der babylonischen
Amorder (Strasburg, 1878): Die Agada der Tanaiten (Strasburg, 1884); Die Agada der
palistinischen Amorder (Strasburg, 1891).
3. Ziegler, Die Kénigsgleichnisse des Midrasch (Breslau, 1903); unfortunately this
work is neither critical nor complete. Passages more apposite for the study of Roman
life are given in 8S. Krauss,
Monumenta Talmudica (Wien and Leipzig, 1914), Vol. V.
4 The texts are from Magie’s edition in the Loeb Classical Library, except for Vopiscus, which is from Peter’s Teubner text. The translations from the Hebrew are my own.
(Cuassica, Partotocy, XXIV, July, 1929}
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ventus publicos tulerat et omne contionum genus, contra quos edictum gravissimum misit.
Genesis R. 10:4; Yalkut 1:16; cf. Bacher, Ag. Pal. Am., I, 91:
Rabbi Apphos preached in Antioch
As a king that entered a province, and the provincials magnified him, and their praise was pleasing to him.
He gave them games and races bountifully. After a time they angered him;
he diminished their games and races.
Aelius Lampridius Commodus Antoninus iv. 7, 8:
Paternum .... per lati clavi honorem a praefecturae administratione
summovit. post paucos dies. ...et Paternum ... . interfecit.
Esther R. 7:2; Yalkut 2:1053 fin.:
A common man blasphemed a prince. Said the king, If I kill him men will
say, He has slain a common man. He made him a captain and then a general,
and then said, Take off his head.
Aelius Lampridius Commodus Antoninus xvii. 10:
Colossi autem caput dempsit, quod Neronis esset, ac suum imposuit.'
Leviticus R. 23:12:
As an artist who was fashioning an icon of a king. When he was about to
complete the countenance the king died and another arose. When the artist
heard this his hands were weakened. He said, Shall I mould the face of the
first king or of the second?
Aelius Spartianus Severus xvii. 1:
in itinere Palaestinis plurima iura fundavit. [After Severus had defeated
and pursued to death the two aspirants to the purple, Pescennius Niger and
Clodius Albinus, he bestowed certain rights on Palestinian communities]
Sifra 70b; Yalkut 1:811:
As the people of a locality who sought of a king that he constitute the
locality a colony. Once he had two enemies and they fell before him. They
said, This is the time that we should seek of the king that he make our locality
a colony.
Aelius Spartianus Antoninus Caracalla i. 6, 7:
septennis puer, cum conlusorem suum puerum ob Iudaicam religionem
gravius verberatum audisset, neque patrem suum neque patrem pueri velut
auctores verberum diu respexit. Antiochensibus et Byzantiis interventu suo
iura vetusta restituit, quibus iratus fuit Severus, quod Nigrum iuverant.?
1 Cf. Suetonius Caligula xxii. 2: ‘‘ut simulacra numinum .... apportarentur ... .
quibus capite dempto suum imponeret.’’ Tiberius condemned a man for removing the
head from a statue of Augustus (Suetonius Tiberius 58).
2 Cf. Suetonius Tiberius 8: ‘‘Civilium officiorum rudimentis regem Archelaum
Trallianos et Thessalos, varia quosque de causa, Augusto cognoscente defendit; and
Nero 7. 2: apud eundem (sc. patrem) consulem pro Bononiensibus Latine, pro Rhodiis
atque Iliensibus Graece verba fecit.”’
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Yalkut 2. 624:
R. Hiya says, As a king that was wroth against the people of a province,
and the people of the province went and conciliated the son of the king. He
went and conciliated his father. After that he was conciliated of his son, the
people of the province went to sing praises for the king. The king said to
them, Is it me that ye hymn? Go and hymn my son; but for him I should have
caused the people of the province to perish.

Aelius Spartianus Antoninus Caracalla v. 7:
damnati sunt eo tempore qui urinam in eo loco fecerunt in quo statuae aut

imagines erant principis.'
Numbers R. 2:3:
It used to be that he who pointed at an icon of the king with his finger was
put to death.

Exodus R. 27:6:
- Asa hunter that was hunting birds. He caught one, but as he was about
to catch the second it went and lighted on an icon of the king. The hunter
stood still and marvelled and said, If I cast a stone upon it I will commit a
capital crime; if I reach for it with my lime rod I fear I may touch the king’s
icon: surely the bird has found a safe asylum.
Aelius Lampridius Severus Alexander xx. 1:
Moderationis tantae fuit, ut nemo umquam ab eius latere summoveretur,
ut omnibus se blandum adfabilemque praeberet, ut amicos non solum primi

aut secundi loci sed etiam inferiores aegrotantes viseret.
Yalkut 1:723 fin.:
As a king who had a friend. He sent and said to him, Prepare yourself for
I will visit you on such and such a day. But the friend did not believe him
and thought, Even if he comes it will be as a private individual or at night.
The king knew his friend’s thoughts and sent to him, By your life I shall come
to you publicly, and I shall ride upon the horse upon which I rode when I was
made king, and I shall clothe myself in the purple which was cast over my

shoulders the day I was made king, and I will come to you, that all may know
how great my friendship is for you.
Aelius Lampridius Severus Alexander xl. 6:
purpurae clarissimae non ad usum suum sed ad matronarum, si quae aut
possent aut vellent, certe ad vendendum gravissimus exactor fuit. [The manu1Cf. ibid. 58: “.... ut haec quoque capitalia essent: circa Augusti simulacrum
servum cecidisse, vestimenta mutasse, nummo vel anulo effigiem impressam latrinae
aut lupanari intulisse, dictum ullum factumve eius existimatione aliqua laesisse.”’
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facture of purple cloth was in charge of an imperial procurator and later became an imperial monopoly.|!
Esther R. 7:10:
If royal purple is sold in the market, woe betide the seller, woe betide the
purchaser.
Deuteronomy R. 1:7:
As a man who was selling purple, and cried out and said, Here is purple!
The king heard him and summoned him and said to him, What are you selling?
Nothing, he replied. Said the king, Heard I not thy voice calling, Here is
purple? And now thou sayest, Nothing. True, my lord, said he, it is indeed
purple, but with thee it is as naught.
Aelius Lampridius Severus Alexander xliv. 8:
Multis civitatibus, quae post terrae motus deformes erant, sumptus ad
instaurationem operum et publicorum et privatorum ex vectigalibus dedit.

Yalkut 2:841;
A petitioner said to the king, I do not seek aught for myself, but that
certain province is desolate, and it is thine; decree that it be rebuilt. The .
king said, Here is a great crown; take it.
Aelius Lampridius Severus Alexander li. 4:
Ulpianum pro tutore habuit, primum repugnante matre, deinde gratias

agente, quem saepe a militum ira obiectu purpurae suae defendit.
Exodus R. 38:8:
As a prince whose pedagogue entered in to speak on behalf of a dependent,

but feared those who stood about the king, lest they attack him. What did
the king? He covered him with. his purple, that they might see it and fear
him.

Aelius Lampridius Severus Alexander li. 7, 8:
Clamabatque saepius, quod a quibusdam sive Iudaeis sive Christianis
audierat et tenebat, idque per praeconem, cum aliquem emendaret, dici
iubebat, “Quod tibi fieri non vis, alteri ne feceris.” quam sententiam usque
adeo dilexit ut et in Palatio et in publicis operibus praescribi iuberet.
b Sabbath 31a:
There is the story of a gentile who came before Shammai and said, Make
me a proselyte on condition that you teach me the entire Law while I stand on
one foot. He thrust him away with the builder’s rod which was in his hand.
10. Hirschfeld, Verwaltungsbeamten, pp. 307 f., n. 3, discusses the matter. He cites
CIL, III, 536, which mentions by name a procurator of Alexander charged with the
ratio purpurarum; and Cod. Justinianus iv. 40. 1, which made it an imperial monopoly:
“Fucandae atque distrahendae purpurae ... . facultatem nullus possit habere privatus.””
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Then he came before Hillel, who accepted him as a proselyte, saying, That
which is displeasing to thee do not to thy neighbor. That is the entire Law;
the rest is commentary; go and learn it.!

Julius Capitolinus Meximini Duo xxiii. 7:
in oppido igitur vicino statim Maximini statuae atque imagines depositae
sunt.
Exodus R. 42:3; Yalkut 1:299:

As a province that sent an envoy to offer a crown to the king. While he
was gone the provincials arose and overturned the king’s statues and stoned
his likenesses.
Flavius Vopiscus Tacitus xi. 2:
prae omnibus adfatim ministratis lactucis impatienter indulsit.
b Berakhot 576; b A.Z. 1la; Yalkut 1:733:

R. Judah in the name of Rab says, The reference [to two proud men] is to
Antoninus and Rabbi, from whose tables radishes, lettuce and cucumbers
were never wanting, neither in Summer nor in Winter.

The association of some of these passages may be forced, but it is
clear that they, as well as many others in rabbinic literature, refer to
Roman conditions. Considered independently, the historical value of

these texts is not higher than that of the Scriptores themselves, but
they have a strong corroborative value, coming, as they do, from
another literature. This literature is the only contemporary literature
other than Greek and Roman, and if nothing else, it reveals the attitude of an intelligent subject people to the conditions of Roman

domination.
UNIVERSITY

OF CINCINNATI

1In Classical Weekly, XXI (1928), 114, I use this passage for the interpretation of
stans pede in uno (Horace Sermones i. 4. 10).
2“ Antoninus” like ‘‘Caesar’’ or “‘Augustus”’ is used freely to designate any of the
later emperors; see Krauss, Antoninus und Raboi (Wien, 1910), p. 98. Similarly Rabbi
here need not necessarily designate (as it usually does) Judah ha-Nasi, who died about
200.
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By L. Denis PETERKIN

CHOLARS

have held divergent opinions as to the motives

.'which actuated Creon in his struggle with Antigone.! To some
he is the patriot, sincere in his convictions but narrow minded
in conceiving and obstinate in enforcing the duty to the state. To
others he is the tyrant, egotistic and suspicious, whose consciousness
of the insecurity of his position leads him to assert his power and
hardens him in his determination to permit no flouting of his authority.
On one point, however, many of the critics seem agreed—that the
Creon of the Antigone is an entirely different person from the Creon

of the Tyrannus and even from the Creon of the Coloneus. They believe that Sophocles creates in each case a character to suit the exigencies of the particular play and is not concerned either to reconcile
or to account for the divergences.

Professor

Jebb has unequivocably set forth this opinion:

It is idle to look for the Creon of the Tyrannus in the Creon of the Coloneus:
they are different men, and Sophocles has not cared to preserve even a
semblance of identity. The Creon of the 7yrannus is marked by strong selfrespect, and is essentially kind hearted, though undemonstrative; the Creon
of this play is a heartless and hypocritical villain. A well meaning but wrongheaded martinet, such as the Creon of the Antigone, is a conceivable development of the T'yrannus Creon, but at least stands on a much higher level than
the Creon of the Coloneus.?
Professor Miiller, in his Kommentar zu Sophokles, does not specifically discuss the question of the identity of the character in the three

plays, but the introductory remarks, with which he has prefaced his
discussion of the character of Creon, would suggest that he does not

wholly share the view of Jebb. Although he states that Sophocles has
“moulded the character differently’’* to suit the needs of the three

dramas, he goes on to say that ‘“Creon gradually deteriorates’ in the
dramas, which can only mean that he is one and the same person
1In quoting from the plays I have used throughout the Oxford classical text.
2 Oedipus Coloneus, Introd., p. xxv.
3 Cf. “‘Kreon,” Asthetischer Kommentar zu den Tragodien des Sophokles, p. 278.
4 Ibid.
{CuassicaL PattoLocy, XXIV, July, 1929]
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throughout. The order in which he places the three plays is significant,
as indicating that he considers that the final stage in the deterioration
of the character is reached in the Coloneus. With this point of view
I find it difficult to agree. It does not seem to me that Creon exhibits
a further stage in deterioration in the Coloneus, but rather that different aspects of that deterioration are presented in the Coloneus and the

Antigone, and that the cause in each case is the same.
It may seem foolhardy to tilt against a critical opinion so firmly
established, yet it is my profound conviction that the Creon of the
three plays is essentially the same individual, undergoing a consistent

and progressive development of character which is entirely possible
and humanly probable. It is hardly conceivable that so great an artist
as Sophocles is universally admitted to be, primarily interested in the
study and delineation of character, could have failed to see, or could

consciously have ignored the need for consistency in the character.
The three plays are so closely connected and Creon plays so progressively important a part in the fortunes of the Labdacidae therein unfolded that it is at least reasonable to suppose that the poet envisaged

Creon as one personality in all three. While it is true that Sophocles
designed each play to be a self-contained whole, it does not necessarily
follow that, when dealing with the same characters in various stages
of the same story, he would allow Creon to be a different personality
in each stage. It is more likely that he would take care that the char-

acter presented only such differences as might reasonably be produced
by time and altered circumstances.
The order in which the plays are supposed to have been composed
may possibly have contributed to the view commonly held, but the
mere fact that the Antigone antedates the Tyrannus and that the
Coloneus was written long after the other two proves nothing. There
are many examples in literature to show that it is no more difficult
for an author to go backward in the life-story of a character than it
is to go forward.

The argument from the Odysseus of the Ajax and the Philoctetes
is not in point. Professor Post! has shown that that side of the character of Odysseus which appears fully developed in the Philoctetes is
already apparent in the Odysseus of the Ajax and that neither inter1Cf.
XXIII

The Dramatic

(1912), 92, 93.

Art of Sophocles,

‘‘Harvard

Studies in Classical Philology,”
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pretation is fundamentally inconsistent with the character of the
cautious Odysseus of many wiles, as portrayed in Homer. Further,
Sophocles would no doubt feel that he had justification in the debased
picture of Odysseus which had become current in post-Homeric literature. In any case, where the other characters are so entirely different,
as is the case in the Ajax and the Philoctetes, the need for consistency

in a subordinate character would be felt less strongly.
I shall endeavor to show, from a consideration of the three plays,
that, while the Creon of the Coloneus and the Antigone is a far less

pleasing personality than the Creon of the Tyrannus, he is not fundamentally different, and that the change which has taken place in his
character is a normal and, when the circumstances are taken into
account, an inevitable one.
Creon, as we see him in the Tyrannus, is a man of sound common
sense and executive ability, rather lacking in imagination (in that
respect an excellent foil to Oedipus) but thoroughly competent and
trustworthy; in short, the practical man of action who makes an
admirable second in command. To him Oedipus has delegated much

of his authority, in complete reliance on his efficiency and dependability. His position has not been altogether an easy one. As the
brother of the Queen, the chief power in Thebes had lain in his hands
after the death of Laius. He might well have felt resentment against
the man who had succeeded where he had failed and had stepped into

the power that might have remained his. Yet he seems to have accepted the situation with good grace and to have displayed both loyalty
and discretion under the new régime. His attitude toward Oedipus,
when first he appears on the scene, is marked by tactful deference, and
Oedipus himself unintentionally pays tribute to his devotion, even at
a moment of hot anger and suspicion, by referring to him as Kpéwr 6
miaTos, ov& apxjs diros.!
In his defense against the undeserved charges of Oedipus, he states
his attitude clearly and with truth:
oxeyau 5€ rodTo mp&rov, ef tw’ dv doxeis
apxewv éhéoOar Eby PoBoror waddAov 7

arpeorov evdovr’, ei Ta y’ alld’ eer Kparn.
éy@ pev ovv obr’ abros iveipwr Epuv
tbpavvos elvar waddov 7} TUpavva Spar,

1 OT 385.
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obr’ GAdos Saris cwppovety ériarara.
viv pev yap &k cod mav7’ avev PoBov Pépw,
ei 5’ abros Hpxov, ToAAG Kay Sxwv pwr.
mas O77’ Evol rupavvis HOlwy Exe
apxis adbrou Kai duvacrteias Edu;

obrw TocovToOY HraTnévos KUp@
wor’ adda xpntew
7a obv Kepder Kada.!
It bespeaks a man of average gifts and cautious temper, who is
well content to forego the glory of leadership in return for freedom
from its responsibilities. His sincerity is patent in the righteous indignation, springing from conscious innocence, at the doubt cast on his
loyalty:
avdpes troNtrar, deiv’ Exn meTUcpHEVOS
KaTnyopety you Tov Tibpavvoy Oldimouy
wapep atTrAnToV..
. ov yap els amdodv
% &nuia yor TOU NOYou TovTOU Pépe,
GAN’ és peyoTov, ei Kaxds perv év wodeEL,
kaxds 5€ pds cod kal didwy KexAnoouar.”

He appeals first to the reason of the King:
yraun 5 ddnrw wh me xwpils airid.
ov yap dixasov obre Tovs KaKoUs MaTnV
xpnoTrovs vouite obre Tov’s xpnarous Kaxots,*

and when that fails, to the verdict of his fellow-citizens:
Topevoouat
a
n
,
god pev TuXwWY ayVaTos, év 5€ Totad’ iaos.*

When Oedipus has pulled his world crashing about his ears, it is
Creon who takes control of affairs and makes the necessary arrangements. This is no time, he feels, for recriminations:
obx ws yeXaorns, Oidimrous, Endrv0a
od’ ws dvedidv re Tav wapos Kaxav.®
One must make the best of a bad business, hide the family scandal
as soon as may be from the public gaze,
GAN’ ws TaxLor’ és OlKov Eoxopitere’
Tois &y yever yap Tayyerh wadiod’ dpav
povors 7” axovew eboeBSs Exer kaxa,®

and get the machinery of government running smoothly once more.
1 Ibid. 584. * Ibid. 513. * Ibid. 608, 4 Ibid. 676. 5 Ibid. 1422. * Ibid. 1429.
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His attitude toward Oedipus is kindly but coldly practical. To
the request of Oedipus that he cast him forth at once, he replies,
with characteristic caution, that he must have time to consult the
will of the gods. It is he who, with kindly forethought, brings his
children to Oedipus,
eyes’ Ey yap ely’ 6 tropotvas Tade,
yvovs Thy mapodcay repr, Ho” elxev, wadau,!
and it is he who, in matter-of-fact fashion, parts him from them when
he considers that the scene has lasted long enough,
Gus tv’ éeénxers Saxpiwv' GAN ie oreyns ow.”
Save for the one rebuke,
mwavra un Bobdov
Kparetv
’
\
£
,
wv
n
’
Ud
kal yap axparnoas ob cou TH Biw Evvécirero,

3

his conduct, while it betokens no great warmth of feeling, is yet above

reproach.
Thus the man, powerless in the past before the crisis which called
for imaginative insight, steps into the breach when the master-mind
is stricken low. The sun has set and lesser lights have scope once more.

And so we leave him, too prosaic beside the splendid ruin of the King
to move our admiration, but yet deserving our respect by his honest
efficiency.’
Though at first sight it may appear that the Creon of the Coloneus
has little in common with the Creon of the Tyrannus, it seems to me

that the objectionable qualities he exhibits in the Coloneus were latent
in the Creon of the T’'yrannus and have merely matured in the fostering atmosphere of power. Power is perhaps the surest touchstone of
character known to man and Creon has stood that test but ill. For

long years, while the sons of Oedipus were growing to manhood, he
has held sole sway in Thebes, and what were but tendencies have,
with the exercise of power, developed into habitual traits. His cold
1 Ibid. 1476.

2 Ibid. 1515.

3 Ibid. 1522.

4 Wilamowitz-Mollendorf ‘‘Excurse zum Oedipus des Sophokles”’ (Hermes, XXXIV
{1899], 55) is hardly fair to the Creon of the 7'yrannus, as both Miller (cf. loc. cit.) and
Allégre (cf. Sophocle, p. 367 n.) have pointed out. He credits him with displaying in
the Tyrannus the qualities which only become manifest in the Coloneus and the Antigone.
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practicality has hardened into callous efficiency, his cautious preference for ra atv xépde kad, into calculating self-seeking. He has be-

come the politician, who asks not whether a thing be just but whether
it be expedient, who justifies the means by the end, and does not
hesitate to sacrifice an individual to serve a political need.
So it is that, after Oedipus has had time to become reconciled to his
lot and to find comfort in the shelter of the palace walls, he drives him
forth to beg his bread in alien lands, because he deems that the presence of the accursed man endangers his position in the state. Now,

since an oracle has linked the fate of Thebes with that of the outcast
king, he coldly decides that Oedipus must be brought back, not to
Thebes indeed, but to a spot within the city’s grasp. He will try
persuasion, but if that fails he is fully prepared to use force to attain
his ends.
The dialogue with Oedipus at the grove of the Eumenides points
the lesson that history has so often exemplified, that the man of action

and the diplomat rarely coincide in the same individual. Beneath the
guise of the politician, the old Creon stands revealed. His address is
politic and meant to be ingratiating, but only a Creon could have

hoped that his eleventh-hour contrition and interest would carry conviction to the mind of Oedipus. The presence of Ismene, whom apparently he had captured on his way to Oedipus, should have told him
that Oedipus was probably already aware of his true intent. Perhaps

it was but the forlorn hope of the politician before resorting to the
more congenial argument of force. In all his many years of rule Creon
has never acquired the finesse that makes the successful diplomat, and
so, after Oedipus has exposed the hypocrisy of his profession and

spurned his offers, the natural bluntness of the man reasserts itself.
He openly avows his purpose of depriving him of his daughters, if he
will not yield, and proves his words by the seizure of Antigone. That
superstitious reverence for things divine, which showed itself in the
Tyrannus, prevents him from laying his hands on a suppliant of the
gods, and it is only after he has been carried out of his habitual caution

by a gust of anger that he attempts to seize Oedipus himself. Frustrated in that by the timely arrival of the Athenian king and rebuked

for having transgressed the laws of a friendly state and violated the
sanctity of the suppliant, he clumsily attempts to justify his act on
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the ground of the blood-guilt of Oedipus, which puts him beyond the
pale of ordinary usage,
dn 5’ dbobvex’ avipa xai rartpoxrévov

Kavaryvov ov defoiar’, . . . .!
and pleads anger as an excuse for his violence.

The flimsy and callous nature of this defense is ably exposed by
Oedipus, and muttering threats he sullenly yields,
ovdév ob peutrov év0a5’ av Epets Epot*
oxo. 5€ xHpets eicdueoO” & xpi) Tovety.”

The project, heartlessly conceived and crudely attempted, has failed.

The scene well illustrates wherein Creon has altered for the worse.
His feet have trodden so long the crooked ways of statecraft that

he has lost the capacity to walk straight. His moral vision is warped,
so that he no longer distinguishes between right and wrong. Ever
insensitive to the suffering of others, he has reached the point where
the feelings and claims of the individual count for nothing as against
the demands of political expediency. Yet the garments of falsehood
and hypocrisy fit him ill, and one glimpses beneath them the squarebuilt outline of the earlier Creon. He is not the natural villain, but
the honest man gone wrong.

In the Antigone there is revealed another side of the character,
which has been produced by Creon’s long association with the machinery of government. The old Creon was honest and competent,

but displayed no outstanding ability. The basic difference between
the great man and the small is always evident in positions of supreme
authority. The great man is ever conscious of the grave responsibility

that rests on his shoulders, in that the fates of so many hang upon his
word. Thus it is the duty and the care that he owes to those who depend upon him that is ever foremost in his thought. The petty mind

is impressed rather with the sense of his own importance and power,
with the knowledge that he can say to one man “go” and to another
“come.” It is a satisfaction to him to feel that he controls the destinies of others; it is the exercise of power that pleases, and so he is
intolerant of opposition and obstinate in the face of criticism.
Oedipus and Creon illustrate the difference. Oedipus has had a
spectacular rise to power, but, at the beginning of the Tyrannus, we

1 0C 944.

2 Ibid. 1036.
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see him brooding over his people like a father.' “® watées oixrpoi,”
he cries.
TO pev yap buav adyos els ev EpxPerar
povov kab’ airév, kovdev’ &ddov, H 5’ Eur
Yux) mwodw TE Kaye Kal o” duod oréver.
Creon in the Antigone, occupying the same position, manifests an
entirely different attitude. After long years of power, he had been

compelled to give place to Oedipus’ son, as once before to Oedipus.
Now at last the way is clear; there remains none who can question his

right or thwart his will. He can see before him years of unhampered
rule and a son trained in his ways succeeding to his throne. So at the
outset he will make it clear that he is master of Thebes,
éya Kparn 6) mavra Kal Apdvous éxw
yévous Kar’ ayxioreta T&Y d\wAdTWwY,?
and will make an example of the man who dared to assault the sacred
edifice of the state. For that is the real cause of his resentment against

Polyneices, as it is of his animus later against Antigone,
TloAuveixn A€yw,
ds Yiiv warp@av Kal Deods rods eyyevets
guyas KatrehOav nOEAnoe ev Tupi

mTpfjoo Katrakpas, nOéAnoe 5’ aluatos
Kowov macacba.®

Allégre suggests that his vindictiveness toward Polyneices is
partly due to the desire to revenge himself for the fear that Polyneices

has made him feel, but while this may be a contributary, the other is
surely a more deep-seated cause. We are all familiar with the attitude
of mind which is expressed by the term “‘bureaucracy.”’ Any state

department will furnish examples of men who have become so impressed with that august abstraction called the “state” that they have

ceased to have consideration for the individuals who compose the
state. From the conception of their office as the embodiment of the

power of the state, it is but a step to the identification of themselves
with the state. Creon in the Antigone is such a one; he is the state,

and, as such, his dictates admit of no question and no cavil. That
note is struck in his opening address to the citizens and it reverberates

throughout the play. Hence his cold fury against Antigone. It is not
10T 58, 62.

2 Ant. 173.

3 Ibid. 198.

4 Cf. op. cit., p. 418 n.
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merely that she has frustrated his punishment of Polyneices. She has
treated in his person the laws of the state with contempt.

He is

amazed at the enormity of her offense,
kal dir’ érdduas roiss’ drepBaive vouovs.!

6

To transgression she adds insolence and would defend her crime,
airy 5’ bBpifew pev rb7’ &Enricrarto,
vopous brepBaivovga Tos mpoKeLpeévous*

UBprs 5’, eel Sedpaxer, Hoe Sevrépa
TovTos éravxeiv Kal dedpaxviay yedav.”

Her sex is a further aggravation of her offense. To have his authority defied was bad enough, but that it should be done by a mere
woman is the last straw. To Creon, conventional and conservative

as he has shown himself throughout, it is doubly annoying to have a
woman trespassing beyond the woman’s sphere,
i viv &yc pev ovx avqp, ain 5’ avnp,
el radr’ dvarel ride Keloerou Kpartn.®
And yet again:
éuovd b€ CGvros otk ape yuvn.*
And yet again to Haemon:
Kpeétacov yap, elmep Set, pds avdpds éxrreceiv,

KovK Gy yuvarxav hocoves Kadoiped’ ay.®
The reiteration shows how sorely the thought rankles.
Another cause contributes to his exasperation. His natural tend-

ency to dominate a spirit which he is irritatingly aware is stronger
than his will shows itself even in the Tyrannus:
mwavra yi) Bovdou Kpareiv’®
That time and the habit of authority have rendered him even less
tolerant of opposition is clearly seen in the Coloneus. Confronted now
with the same spirit in the daughter of Oedipus, he will show his
mastery and crush this stubborn pride:
GAN’ tot Tor Ta oKAHP’ ayav dpovhnwara
mwintew uadioTa ... .

ob yap éxéder
gpovety yey’ daTis dodNOs EoTe THY TéAQS.”
1 Ant. 449.

3 Thid. 484.

5 Ibid. 679.

2 Ibid. 480.

Ibid. 525.

8 OT 1522.
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That the public and the private grievance are blended in his mind
emerges in his dialogue with Haemon.

He dwells equally on the offense

against the state and the duty of obedience to the ruler of the state,
daotis 5’ brepBas 4 vouous Brdaverat,
} ToUmLTaGCELY TOs KpaTiYOLoW VvoEt,

oix €or’ érduvov Todrov & Euod TuXElv.
GAN’ bv OAS oTHoELE, TODSE Xp) KAELY
Kau ouixpa Kal dixaca kal ravaytia,!

and on the disgrace of being worsted by a woman,
ovTws auuvré’ éoti Tots KoTpOUpEVOLS,

Kobrou yuvaikds obdapyas hoonréa..”

Resolved upon the vindication of his will and of the power of the
state, for in his mind the two are one, he will yield neither to the
pleading of his son nor to the murmurs of the people,
mods Yap huiv aye xpr Taooew Epel ;*

Like Pharaoh of old, he hardens his heart and persists in his determination to exact the full penalty of the law,
25
dpatw, ppoveitw, peifov H Kar’ avdp’ > inv
Tw 5’ obv Kopa Twd’ odk dradddker pdpov.4

The words of Tiresias strike a chill to the heart perhaps already
self-convicted of wrong, though, with the obstinacy of the weak man,
he will not admit his error. But the dread threats of impending doom
shake his resolution, for he knows that Tiresias has ever spoken sooth,
and at last he yields sullenly as once before, when Theseus barred his
way, he yielded to Theseus’ might:
76 T’ elxabeiv yap devov, avTicravra dé

arn waragéa: Ouydv év dew wapa.°
The very speed with which he hastens to repair the wrong shows

that, even when he seemed most resolute, he must have had doubts of
the wisdom of his course and have been trying to bolster up his wavering resolution. It is not only superstitious fear that quickens his steps,
but the uneasy feeling that he, too, has been a breaker of the laws,
dédorka yap wr) Tovs KaBecTaras vouous

d&piorov 7 owtwrra Tov Biov tedeiv.®
1 Ibid. 663-67.

3 Ibid. 734.

5 Ibid. 1096.

2 Ibid. 677.

4 Ibid. 768.

6 Ibid. 1113.
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When next we see him, he is a broken man, who humbly admits

that his obstinacy has been responsible for the death of son and wife,
your’ dv paraov avip’ exroduv,
és, @ mat, o€ 7’ obx éexwv KaTéxavoy
aé r’ ab Tavs’, dor pédeos, . . . 2)

and who lacks even the courage to take his own life,
tl mw’ ovk avratay
éracoev Tis GuprOnkry sider ;
aunxavov b€ mavrds avipds éxuabeiv
Yoxnv te kal dpdvnua kai yuwpnv, ply ay

dpxats te kal vouorow évrpiBys parz.”
These words of Creon® are at once the explanation and the condemnation of his character. Power has been his undoing. Had he continued to occupy the subordinate position we find him filling in the
Tyrannus, he might never have known disaster. He would never have
gained the love of the Thebans, as Oedipus had done, but he would
never have forfeited their respect. Upright and loyal, he would have
gone his uneventful way to an honored end. It is power that reveals and
develops the weakness and the meanness of his character, that gradu-

ally changes him from the honest servant into the scheming politician
and the obstinate tyrant. Of Creon it might well be said, as by Tacitus
of Galba, ‘“‘Capax imperii nisi imperasset.”’
Harvarp UNIVERSITY
1 Ibid. 1339.

2 Ibid. 1308.

THE SCHOLIA ON VERGIL’S ECLOGUES
IN HARLEIAN 2782
By J. J. SavaGEe

HE

ninth-century manuscript,

now in the Harley collection

(No. 2782) in the British Museum, although known to scholars,
has not, to the best of my knowledge, been studied for its
scholia. Nettleship collated the ‘Life of Vergil” prefixed to the com-

mentary of Servius on the Aeneid found in this manuscript.! Thilo, in
his edition of Servius,” describes this codex, and notes that some of the
so-called Berne scholia are to be found there. Funaioli, who has es-

sayed the difficult task of collating the manuscripts containing the
scholia of Philargyrius,* seems to have overlooked the Harleian codex.

I have examined the commentaries on the second, third, and fourth
Eclogues.
The notes on the second Eclogue begin on folio 167r. Interspersed
with excerpts from the commentary of Servius is found a large number
of notes from redaction 6 of Philargyrius,* together with a few comments like those found in Reginensis 1495,5 and some new matter.

This is also true for the comment on the other two poems. I shall first
give this additional comment, however insignificant this may sometimes be, and leave any pertinent comment which I shall see fit to
make until the end.
Ecl. ii (Harleian 2782, fol. 167r):
12-13 raucis arbusta cicadis:per haec enim suavitas multiplicis carminis
exprimitur.
28. tibi sordida rura: aliter per sordida rura et casas humiles ad bucolicum
carmen provocat imperatorem.
1H. Nettleship, Ancient Lives of Vergil (Oxford, 1879), pp. 21 f.
2G. Thilo and H. Hagen, Serviit grammatici qui feruntur in Vergilii carmina commentarii (Leipzig, 1881), praef., pp. Ixxxvii-lxxxviii.
3In Rheinisches Museum, LXX

(1915), 56 f.

4There are numerous manuscripts
found in four codices only.

containing redaction

b, while redaction

a is

5 For an estimation of the value of these scholia, see G. Funaioli, ‘‘Scholia Vaticana
Reginensia ad Vergilium,” Stud. ital. di fil. class, XXI (1915), 78 f.
{Cuassica Paito.oey, XXIV, July, 1929}
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34. nec te paeniteat: id est non te pudeat, o puer, sic cantare dum haec

deus pastorum fecit. allegorice non te pudeat, o Caesar, pastorale mecum
carmen textere [sic].
labellum: diminutivum est a labro quod est inferius, nam superius labium
vocatur.

35. Amyntas: Allegorice Cornificium dicit poetam inimicum sibi conatum
Bucolica contra Vergilium scribere.
(39. stultus Amyntas: per Amyntam pastorem Cornificium significat qui
contra Vergilium conatus est scribere.
= Berne scholia]
51. ipse ego cana legam tenera lanugine mala: tropice autem ipse ego,
Octaviane Caesar, omni te carmine rustico prosequar.
Ecl. iii (fol. 169v):

17. non ego te vidi Damonis, pessime, caprum: allegorice dicit hic
Cornificius Vergilium furte et iniuste caprum, id est agrum, ab Augusto
recepisse; reclamante Lycisca, id est plebe Mantuana.

80. triste lupus stabulis, maturis frugibus imbres: hic Cornificius poeta
sub Damoetae persona intellegitur . . . . hoc enim quia cum aliis Mantuanis
fuerat exul, Cornificius querebatur.
Ecl. iv (fol. 1710):
17. patriis virutibus: aliter paterna et sua virtute propria
The seemingly insignificant note on raucis cicadis (Ecl. ii. 13) may
have been part of a longer scholium. Servius has two notes (on Aen.
vii. 705 and xi. 458) on the meaning of raucus. The first of these comments is significant:
VOLUCRUM RAUCARUM ‘raucarum’ rév péowy est, sicut ‘grave olens’
.... Sciendum tamen Vergilium secundum morem provinciae suae locutum,
in qua bene canentes cycni rauciores [rauci olores, Burmann] vocantur.

The two scholia on 34 are of value only for the reason that Hagen’s
Berne manuscript failed him here (putridine evanidum).' The Harleian
codex may then be of value to a future editor of the so-called Berne
scholia—at least as regards the notes on this passage. The comment
on labellum would seem to have some intrinsic value, for the Scholia
Bembina on Terence’s Eunuchus ii. 3. 45 (labiis demissis) cite the
Vergilian commentator, Donatus, for his definition of labeae: Quantum Donatus commentator Vergilit refert, labeae dicuntur inferiores.
Wessner’ is of the opinion that the ultimate source of the Bembine
1H.

Hagen,

‘“‘Scholia Bernensia,”

ment, IV (1867), 776.

Jahrbicher fir klassische Philologie, Supple-

2 Bursian’s Jahresbericht, CLXXXVII, 203.
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scholium is Donatus’ comment

on Ecl. ii. 34, and he compares the

note of Servius on the same verse:
LABELLUM inanissimam quidam temptant facere discretionem, ut
virorum labra, mulierum labia dicantur.
Here are undoubted traces of the variorum commentary of Donatus.!
The remaining scholia in the Harleian manuscript, except two (on
Ecl. ii. 51 and iv. 17), may be discussed together inasmuch as they

would connect Cornificius with Amyntas in the second Eclogue and
with Damoetas in the third.

The Harleian notes contain no new identifications: that is, they
repeat the allegorical interpretations found in the Berne scholia, but,
as I shall show, in a slightly different way, and, except in one instance
(ii. 39) which I have given by way of comparison, are all on verses

to which no similar comment is found in the Berne scholia as edited by
Hagen.
There is no statement elsewhere, as far as I know, that Cornificius
(ii. 35) “attempted to write Bucolic poems against Vergil.’”’? There are
three fragments of Q. Cornificius extant. Two of these are cited by
Macrobius, one without a title, in commenting on a word found in the
sixth Eclogue; the other is taken from the “Glaucus of Cornificius.”’

The third fragment is found in the additional scholia to Geo. i. 55;
this one the latest editor of the fragments of Cornificius, W. Morel,
labels incertae sedis: “ut folia, quae frugibus arboreis tegmina gignuntur.”’* Wissowa‘ sees in this a possible dactylic trimeter catalectic.
Morel in his critical apparatus would read the fragment as composed
of parts of two incomplete hexameter verses:
ut folia<haec>, quae

frugibus arboreis gignuntur tegmina. ... .
1 Cf. Vit. Verg., Introd., p. vii, Br. See my paper on the scholia in Bernensis 165,
‘*Harv. Stud. Class. Phil.,’’ XXXVI,

150 #.

? The scholiast on Ecl. ii. 39 in the ninth- or tenth-century MS Montepessulanus 253
(ef. ‘Harv. Stud. Class. Phil.,’”” XXXVI, 102-3) has the following note: ‘‘Cornificius
qui conatus est scribere contra Virgilium quod hoc dicebat de Virgilio ut compilator .i.
alterius versus trahebat ad suum opus et ideo stultus quia invidus.’’ Did Cornificius,
supposing that he composed some Bucolic poems, twit Vergil in verse for some of his
supposed plagiarisms?
3 Fragmenta Poetarum Latinorum
Lucilium. (Leipzig, 1927), p. 90.
* Realencyclopidie
1628-29.

der klassischen

Epicorum

et Lyricorum

Altertumswissenschaft,

praeter

Ennium

s.v. ‘‘Cornificius,”’

et

cols.
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There is, however, nothing in this citation that would inevitably connect it with a poem of the type of Vergil’s Bucolics. One can only
assume that this fragment, cited in a note on the Georgics of Vergil,

dealt at least in part with rural subjects.
In the two scholia on verses 17 and 80 of the third Eclogue which

mention Cornificius, the scholiast contradicts himself. In the former
of these notes he would identify—agreeing in that respect with the
Berne scholiast—Menalcas with Cornificius and Damoetas with

Vergil. The order is reversed in the second scholium. This fact would
seem to point to some confusion—or alternative solutions—in the
source from
may indulge
scholia) and
to be Vergil

which the scholiast drew his material.! In fact, if one
in speculations, the Menalcas of the fifth (so the Berne
of the ninth Eclogues (so Reginensis 1495) is more likely
than anyone else.
;

It should be noted in addition that our scholiast identifies the
Lyciscan hound with the people of Mantua. Furthermore, in the second of these two notes Cornificius not only is made a Mantuan,? but is
held to have been with Vergil one of those who were evicted from their
lands as a result, presumably, of the proscriptions following the battle
of Philippi. But if St. Jerome (Chron. Euseb. Ol. clxxxiv. 4) is right in

placing Cornificius’ death in the year 41, and if, as seems possible,
Cornificius not only was alive when Vergil wrote his second, third, and
seventh Eclogues but had already written something in prose or poetry
which gave occasion to Vergil’s banter, then there is no inherent
difficulty in chronology. Most scholars are agreed that the Eclogues
just named are among the earliest written by Vergil. On the whole,
I think, there seems no real objection to Frank’s* statement (interpret-

ing Catalepton ix. 13) that ‘in the autumn of 42, Vergil had already
written some of his Eclogues,” among

which he would include the

1In the MSS used by Hagen in his edition a similar comment is found in the
prefatory note to this Eclogue: ‘‘In hac ecloga Vergilius nunc personam Menalcae
accipit, nunc Damoetae.”’
2 Cf. Introduction found in Hagen’s MSS to this same Eclogue: ‘‘Allegorice
Menalecas, i.e., Cornificius, loquitur, poeta Antonii quasi ex Cremona vel Mantua,
qui contra milites Octaviani contendit.’”’ See F. R. Hamblin, The Development of Allegory in the Classical Pastoral (University of Chicago diss.), p. 49.
Is the Cornificius Gallus mentioned by Cledonius (Gr. lat. v. 43 K.) to be identified
with our poet? Cf. Ribbeck, Prolegomena, p. 96.
3 Vergil, a Biography (Oxford, 1922), p. 94.
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three poems under discussion. Even if with De Witt! we date the
third Eclogue in the spring of 41, there is still no unsurmountable
difficulty. At any rate, there is no reason why we may not assume—if
what the scholiasts hint at has any basis in fact—that Vergil wrote
these Eclogues in a bantering way with some work of his friend
Cornificius in mind. Good-natured raillery could easily lend itself to

misconstruction. Wissowa,? and Frank? after him, accepting the interpretation of the older Verona scholium on Ecl. vii. 22, rightly, I think,
regard Cornificius as a friend of Vergil’s. The full significance of lines
21-24 is, I believe, only to be divined if we think of Codrus (= Cornificius) as having written verses in the Bucolic genre:
C. Nymphae, noster amor, Libethrides, aut mihi carmen
quale meo Codro concedite (proxima Phoebi
versibus ille facit) aut, si non possumus omnes,
hic arguta sacra pendebit fistula pinu.
Thyrsis’ reply to Corydon signalizes the danger that might result
from the invidia and—strange bedfellow—the superlative praise of
Codrus:
T. Pastores, hedera crescentem ornate poetam,
Arcades, invidia rumpantur ut ilia Codri;
aut, si ultra placitum laudarit, baccare frontem
cingite, ne vati noceat mala lingua futuro.
If Codrus stands for Cornificius, there is solace for those who hold

that Cornificius was friendly to our poet in the fact that Corydon, the
amiable, was finally adjudged the victor in the singing-match.

The Harleian note on patriis virtutibus (iv. 17) finds an echo in
the comment of Servius auctus on Aen. iii. 249: patrio: proprio.
Brown UNIVERSITY
1 Virgil’s Biographia litteraria (Toronto and Oxford, 1923), p. 134.
2 Op. cit., col. 1629.

3 “Cornificius as Daphnis?”’ Class. Rev., XXXIV, 49.

THE CORRESPONDENCE OF S. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM
(WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO HIS EPISTLES
TO POPE 8. INNOCENT I)
By P. R. Coteman-NortTon

I
N VOLUME

LII of the Patrologia Graeca Migne has collected 240

| genuine Epistles of 8. John Chrysostom (ca. 347-407). To these
authentic relics of his correspondence Migne has added five Letters of Constantius presbyter, which were formerly believed to have

been written by Constantius at the dictation of 8. Chrysostom, and
the famous Epistola ad Caesarium monachum, which, once widely
accepted as written by S. Chrysostom, is now commonly regarded as
a forgery.!
The extant corpus epistolarum of S. Chrysostom, with one excep-

tion (the first epistle to Pope S. Innocent I), belongs to the last period
of his life, viz., from his exile in 404 to his death in 407. The Letters
are a very valuable source, not only for an account of the times in

which S. Chrysostom lived, but also for the reconstruction of the story
of the period of his life passed in exile.
The Epistles, of course, vary in subject matter. One contains an

acknowledgment of the receipt of medicines sent to S. Chrysostom
(xxxiv). A second refutes slanders circulated against him (cxxv). A
third carries a disciplinary admonition to a priest (cciii). A fourth
relates the kindness shown S. Chrysostom by the prefect of Armenia

(Ixiv). A fifth describes an Isaurian raid (xiv). But unity in this diversity appears in the earnest appeal, expressed in nearly all the

Epistles, for letters from 8. Chrysostom’s friends, and in the references
throughout the corpus to the hardships, health, and fears of the lonely
exile. Above these marks, however, runs a current of optimism, which
nothing can divert.

A slight statistical study shows that of the 240 Epistles 1 was written from Constantinople, 2 from Nicaea, 2 from Caesarea in Cappa1 An interesting account of its history is in Stephens’ Saint John Chrysostom (2d
ed.), pp. 433-34.
[CrassicaL PaitoLoey, XXIV, July, 1929]
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docia, 5 en route from Caesarea to Cucusus, 140 from Cucusus, 8 from
Arabissus, and 82 without any definite indication of locality. Again,

to the year 404 are assigned 114; to 404 or 405, 12; to 405, 39; to 405
or 406, 1; to 406, 46; to 407, 1; to 404-7, 18; and 9 are without date
but undoubtedly belong to the period 404-7.!
The greatest number of Epistles written to one person is 17, which

were sent to Olympias, a deaconess of Constantinople. Thirty-eight
others are addressed to women, some of whom were also deaconesses.

Forty-three Epistles are to joint recipients, of whom some also received
letters individually. While the majority of the Epistles (133) are written to the religious of both sexes and of various grades,? S. Chrysostom

also addresses a large number of letters (96) to the laity in the ordinary
walks of life and a smaller number (11) to recognized civil officials.
The Epistles, Photius says, “are characteristic of the man. The

style is brilliant, clear, persuasive, somewhat florid, and agreeable.”
II
With this introduction we may now turn to a consideration of 8.

Chrysostom’s Epistles to Pope S. Innocent I.4
That the first epistle was written in 404 after Easter Day, before

S. Chrysostom proceeded from Constantinople into his second exile®
from which he never returned, is established by internal evidence:

for, after S. Chrysostom has reviewed the events at Constantinople
from the arrival there (June, 403) of Theophilus, Bishop of Alexandria,

after he has discussed the Synodus ad Quercum by which he was deposed (July, 403), after he has mentioned his restoration (July, 403)

and the renewal of the plots against him, after he has described the
violent scenes on Easter Eve (404) in the churches and the open-air
celebration of Easter Day without the city’s walls, S. Chrysostom
completes his chronological recital, which clearly indicates that he
wrote the letter after Easter Day, 404, while the omission of mention
1 This analysis (as well as the one preceding and the one following) is based upon
the superscriptions retained from earlier editors by Migne. Some dates are uncertain,
and these are qualified by the phrases ut putatur, forte, and circiter. So, under 404 are
7; under 404 or 405, 2; under 405, 7; under 405 or 406, 1; under 406, 23; under 407, 1.
? Of these Epistles 54 are to bishops; 1 to bishops and priests; 2 to bishops, priests,
and deacons; 35 to priests; 8 to deacons; 2 to monks; 6 to priests and monks; 2 to a
lector.
3 Bibliotheca, Cod. Ixxxvi.

4 PG, LII, 529-36.

5 The commonly accepted date for his second expulsion from his see is June 20, 404.
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of his second and final deposition in June of that year leads one to
infer that the letter was composed before that event.

About the year 408, that is to say, shortly after S. Chrysostom’s
death, Palladius, Bishop of Helenopolis, the friend of S. Chrysostom
and the author of the Historia Lausiaca, composed a biography of 8S.

Chrysostom, entitled Dialogus de Vita S. Chrysostomi, in which he
inserted this letter to Pope S. Innocent.’ In the Palladian version of
the letter we read that S. Chrysostom addresses it also to Venerius,
Bishop of Milan, and to Chromatius, Bishop of Aquileia,? which information is wanting in the letter extant in the corpus.* From the form

in which it is cast, it seems that this statement Palladius (who is our
most reliable authority for S. Chrysostom’s life) designed as a note

on the letter, but that somehow it has intruded itself into the letter
proper.‘ On the other hand, it may be regarded as a varia lectio, yet
withal the most important of the many variae lectiones® which appear

from a comparison of the two texts of the letter, and which both from
their number and from their character seem to declare that the MS
relation between the letter in the corpus and the letter in the Dialogus
is remote, though not so very distinct as has been suggested.
1 PG, XLVII, 5-82.

The letter occupies Cap. ii in cols. 8-12.

2 Op. cit., col. 12.
3 While S. Chrysostom addresses the letter to Pope S. Innocent, in one place at least
he uses the plural: xbptol wou timwraroe kai ebAaBéorara (PG, LII, 534).
kal rov rapa Tov Qecod
Anveobe wraOdv, Tod ba tiv TSv ’ExxdAnordv elpnynv wavta roodvros. Acnvexds éppwpévos
brepebxou pov, déorora Timwwrate kal dowrare. The letter as given by Palladius ends:
~kal.... KTN... . WavTa ToLodyTos Sunvexs. "Evypadn &é aiirn xai rpds Bevéptov érioxorov Medioddvou, kai Xpwpudrvov éricxorov ’AxuvAnylas. “Eppwoo ev Kupiy.
5 Another important variant is Aovrmxcavéy in the Dialogus (PG, XLVII, 9) for
Aovzixuvov in the corpus (ibid., LII, 531). The latter is to be preferred, for later in the
Dialogus (ibid., XLVI1, 28) Aovrmcxivov occurs. The context in each locus shows that one
and the same person is meant.
6 The only English translator of the Dialogus, Mr. Herbert Moore (The Dialogue of
Palladius Concerning the Life of Chrysostom (London, 1921])), in a note on the Palladian
version of it, says (op. cit., p. 9, n. 2): “This letter is given among the ‘epistles of
Chrysostom,’ but can hardly be what he actually wrote. The author professes to give
only the substance of it [ETxe 5é 7d tgos Tis Eco odfjs TOD émcoKkdtrov "Iwavvouv: (PG, XLVII,
8)]; the style is his own, though some of Chrysostom’s phrases occur. Possibly Chrysostom wrote in Latin, which Palladius has freely translated, just as Sozomen translates
Innocent’s answer [Historia ecclesiastica viii. 26]. The letter ends in harmony with the
chronology, with the Easter services held in the open air; a forgery would have probably
betrayed some knowledge of later events. Photius, with some hesitation, thinks it is
Chrysostom’s own work, especially on account of its rhetorical style.”
I am unable to find on the part of Photius any hesitancy to accept the authenticity
of the letter.
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S. Chrysostom

writes to Pope S. Innocent for the purpose of

acquainting the Bishop of Rome with the daring illegalities committed
in Constantinople, of calling for remedial action to check the flood of

lawlessness which has burst upon the churches of the East, of asking
Pope S. Innocent to declare that the lawless proceedings (of the
Synodus ad Quercum) transacted in his (S. Chrysostom’s) absence have
no force, and that those who have been guilty of such lawlessness lie
under penalty for breach of ecclesiastical law, and of securing the

benefit of Pope S. Innocent’s good services.
As indicated above, the greater part of the letter briefly describes
the attempts to oust S. Chrysostom from the see of Constantinople,

beginning with the personal and local interference of Theophilus in
June, 403, and culminating in the harrowing scenes in Constantinople

during Holy Week in 404. In the Dialogus Palladius expands this
description in detailed form and provides a lengthy commentary on the
history of the period June, 403—April, 404 (PG, XLVII, 26-34). Palladius was well fitted to perform this service, for he was in Constantinople at this time, even being haled before the Synodus ad Quercum.'
The agreement between the accounts given by him and by S. Chrysostom is very close, with one important exception:
In relating to Pope S. Innocent the disturbances in Constantinople
on Easter Eve, 8. Chrysostom writes that soldiers entered the
churches, expelled the clergy and the female baptizands, profaned the
sacred elements, and forced the congregations to disperse (PG, LII,

533).
Palladius, on the other hand, declares that the churches were

empty and that S. Chrysostom’s enemies engaged military aid to compel the people to congregate in the churches instead of in the baths
of Constans, where the Easter vigil was being kept and whence the
clergy and female baptizands were expelled and where the profanation
of the sacred elements occurred (ibid., XLVII, 33).
Socrates agrees with Palladius (Historia ecclesiastica vi. 18), while
Sozomen and Theodoret furnish no particulars.
Most modern critics would harmonize these differing accounts of
localities by combining them—by supposing that two distinct attacks
took place, the one on the churches, the other, at a later hour, on the
' Photius, op. cit., Cod. lix.
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baths, after vain attempts on the part of the military to induce the

people to return to the churches, in order that they might not appear
vacant on Easter Day. This is the opinion of Tillemont, Montfaucon,
Stephens, Farrar, and Venables. But Bright, while “slow to dissent,”

holds that “‘it seems hardly probable that this should have been the
case. If only one such scene occurred, we must place it, on Chrysostom’s authority, in the church, probably St. Sophia’s or perhaps the
Apostles’; and it is easy to understand how Palladius may have been

led to think of ‘baths,’ if the outrages took place, for the most part,
in a baptistery.” He, therefore, maintains that “one scene of outrage,
and not two, is to be supposed.’
It is true that each view has much to commend it; but is it necessary to choose either to the exclusion of the other? Does not the

better solution lie not in the conjectures that there were two attacks
or that Palladius, four years after the event, was connecting “baths”
with “baptistery,” but in the assumption that S. Chrysostom was
comprehending the baths of Constans in a general statement about
the churches? Is it not likely that the discrepancy, if any, arises from

the emphasis given by Palladius to the awful scenes in the baths of
Constans, which burned themselves in upon his memory more impres-

sively than any similar acts committed in the churches? Is it not
natural, also, to suppose that Palladius would have perceived a conflict between his version of the events and that of S. Chrysostom, and
would have taken pains to explain it away, especially after he had

introduced 8. Chrysostom’s into his Dialogus?
That the second epistle to Pope S. Innocent was written sometime
after June, 406, is evident from S. Chrysostom’s statement that he is

spending his third year in exile (PG, LII, 536). There is no other
evidence in the letter to show where 8. Chrysostom was resident at
the time of its composition than his reference to the Isaurians who
infested Armenia.
The letter, which is brief, conveys 8. Chrysostom’s grateful ac-

knowledgment to the Pope for the latter’s constant love toward him
and for all the efforts which he had made, and was still making, on his
behalf.
Not only are these Letters interesting in themselves, but also they
1 Age of the Fathers, II, 80.
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(particularly the first epistle) illustrate remarkably “the growing
tendency of Christendom to appeal to the arbitration of the Western
Church, and especially of the Bishop of Rome, in matters of ecclesiastical discipline. The law-making, law-protecting spirit of the West

is invoked to restrain the turbulence and licentiousness of the East.’”!
Though S. Chrysostom solicits the interference of Pope 8. Innocent,
yet he does not appeal to him as to a supreme arbitrator. That S.
Chrysostom expected Pope S. Innocent to show his Leiters to neighboring prelates is apparent from his use of the plural and from Palladius’

note that the first epistle was addressed also to the bishops of Milan
and Aquileia—a use and an action which can be understood only in
the supposition that S. Chrysostom wrote to the Pope as a bishop to

a brother-bishop.
PRINCETON

UNIVERSITY

1 Stephens, op. cit., p. 335.

SOME FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE
CHRONOLOGY OF THE YEAR 238 A.D.
By C. E. Van SICKLE

N THE October, 1927, issue of Classical Philology the writer pub| lished what he then termed ‘‘A Hypothetical Chronology of the
Year of the Gordians,”’ together with his reasons for thinking

it to be correct.

Since that time another and different chronology

has been published by Professor Prescott W. Townsend, of Indiana

University, in Volume I of the “Yale Classical Studies.” His examination of the data bearing on the case has been creditably thorough,
for in addition to the usual literary, epigraphical, and numismatic
materials he has brought to bear upon the subject masses of evidence
from the papyri, and from modern studies on the speed of communication in the Roman Empire. In spite of this, however, the writer after

a careful study of the new hypothesis feels that it fails to meet the
known conditions of the case as well as his own.
Briefly stated, Professor Townsend’s hypothesis is as follows:
Beginning of the Gordian revolt............. ca. March 19
Proclamation of the Gordians as Augusti by
ING
05.5 wits tid G aa swan 50 eee ca. April 1
Death of the Gordians in Africa............. ca. April 21
Accession of Maximus and Balbinus......... ca. May 1
Death of Maximinus: end of the siege......... ca. May 17-23
Death of Maximus and Balbinus: accession of
8
ey ene rt ca. August 7
In the first place, it must be agreed that the existence of Alexandrian coins of Gordian III’s first Egyptian year proves that his accession was known in Alexandria before August 28, 238. It seems, however, a trifle rash to make any calculations from the number of such
coins that have been preserved. Many are the possibilities of accident

in seventeen centuries, and we do not know the circumstances existing
in the Alexandrian mint at that time, which may have brought about
an unusually small output just then. At all events, such evidence
must yield before any positive proof that may be offered. The same
(CuasstcaL Partotoey, XXIV, July, 1929]
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is true of calculations based upon the method which he thinks Herodi-

an used in counting the length of Maximinus’ reign. All positive
evidence that Herodian counted from the date of recognition by the

Senate is lacking; and the supposition that this was the case cannot
stand before any positive proof to the contrary.. As will presently be

shown, there is valid reason for disregarding both of these theories.
Papyrological evidence is at first glance much more convincing;
and it cannot be denied that it has some positive value in determining
chronological questions. In support of his hypothesis Professor Townsend submits a document of the Egyptian month Mesore (July-

August), 238, dated by Maximus and Balbinus Augusti and Gordian
III. Caesar (P. Oxy. 1433) and another from the Fayum dated Thoth
11 (September 8), in the second year of the said Augusti and Caesar
(Wessely, Stud. Pal., XX, 44, n. 51). From these he assumes that

news of the revolution which placed Gordian III upon the throne
alone had not penetrated into middle Egypt until after September 8,
while the fact that another papyrus (ibid., I, 23) of the succeeding

Thoth 24 was dated by Gordian III alone would seem to him to
prove that the new Emperor had been proclaimed between September
8 and 21. But papyrological evidence in the solution of chronological
questions is subject to one very serious limitation: Many conservative

or stupid Egyptians did not change their date-formulas immediately
upon the proclamation of a new emperor, but continued for some time
to date by the regnal years of the old ruler. Thus although Septimius
Severus had had his son Geta proclaimed Augustus in the latter part
of the year 209 (Egbert, Lat. Insc., p. 136), and died on February 4,
211 (Dio Ixxvii. 15), there was at least one person in Oxyrhynchus
in July-August of 211 who still dated documents by the regnal years
of Severus and Caracalla alone (P. Oxy. 1197), and another who on
October 27 of the same year was unaware or unmindful of the Emperor’s death the preceding February (ibid. 56). But as early as October

10, 210, a fellow-citizen of these men had used the names of the
three emperors, giving them all the title of Augusti (ibid. 1039). The
name of Antoninus Pius was used to date papyri as late as April 25,
161 (P. Teb. 481), though he had died on March 7 of that year. Gallienus was killed in March, 268 (Egbert, p. 142), but his name was

used in dating a document

in the following September-October
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(P. Teb. 581). It is of course true that no one would use an individual’s

name to date papyri until he had been proclaimed emperor in Egypt;
hence the earliest date of a new emperor may be taken as valid evi-

dence of his accession or at least for his possession of Egypt. But
the last date of an old emperor obviously has to be taken with cau-

tion, and is not sufficient to refute evidence of a more positive kind to
the contrary. With this argument falls that based upon the speed of
travel and communication in the Empire in so far as it is used to
work back from the dates obtained through these papyri to the ac-

cession of Gordian III. Other means must be used to settle the question, and such means are available.
As stated in my previous note on this subject, one is at once struck
by a peculiar coincidence in the data given by the literary sources.
Maximus and Balbinus are said in their biography in the Augustan
History (“Max. et Balb.,”’ op. cit., I, 1) to have been elected on
July 9. Elsewhere in the same collection we are told that on the
same day an eclipse of the sun occurred (Gordiani, XXIII, 2). The

chronographer of 354 likewise gives the length of the reign of the two
emperors as ninety-nine days. Now astronomical calculations prove
that no eclipse occurred on July 9; but there was one on April 2 of the
same year (Oppolzer, Canon der Finsternisse, p. 140). And between
April 2 and July 9 exactly ninety-nine days elapsed! This fact, and
the general want of exactness in the Augustan History, makes it not
impossible that Julius Capitolinus mistook the date of the deaths of
the two emperors for that of their election. The mention of a precise

date would point to the use of a chronicle or of official records; and the
date mentioned, therefore, must have been one of importance in the
reign of Maximus and Balbinus; though as Professor Townsend has
ably shown, it could not have been that of their election. We may,
therefore, assume as a plausible hypothesis that Capitolinus actually

made the mistake mentioned above, providing always that we subject
this hypothesis to searching criticism, and allow it to stand or fall by

the results of such criticism.
The conditions which the true date of this event must satisfy are
as follows: (1) Herodian (viii. 5. 2) and Capitolinus (““Max. et Balb.,”
op. cit., XIV, 2) indicate that it fell during the celebration of a festival

at which scenic spectacles were displayed. (2) A fragmentary inscrip-
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tion (CIL, VI, 2113), tells us that on the sixth day before the Ides of
an unknown month the Arval brothers took the vows usual in the
case of a new emperor for Gordian III. The murder of Gordian’s
predecessors and his own accession must have occurred not more than
a few days before that time. (3) It must agree with at least the majority of the dates of the rescripts of Gordian III for 238 in the Justinian Code. The earliest of these is dated March 29; and thereafter
they occur on June 21, July 16, July 23, August 3, and August 6. After
August 6 the succession is too regular, and the number too large, to
admit of further doubts of Gordian’s tenure of power.
With regard to the first condition, July 9 fell within the date of

the Ludi Apollinares (July 6-13), at which scenic spectacles and
dramatic

performances formed

part of the entertainment

(Fowler,

Roman Festivals, p. 180; Cicero Brut. xx. 78: ‘Nam hoc praetore
ludos Apollini faciente cum Thyesten Fabulam docuisset ... . obiit
Ennius’’). No festivals of importance occurred on or near the seventh
day before the Ides of August, and certainly none of which scenic

entertainments formed a part. It therefore satisfies the first condition. That vows should be made for a new emperor by the Arval
brothers on the day after his accession is so natural that there is no

need to insist upon the neatness with which it agrees with the second
condition. But we have already seen that not all the dated rescripts
of Gordian III will conform to our hypothetical date. Fortunately it is
not necessary that they should. Mistaken dates in the rescripts of
the Justinian Code are, as I showed in my previous note on this subject, not at all unknown; and in using them for purposes of dating
events only a considerable number, fairly close together, can be given
much weight. Professor Townsend and myself agree in rejecting that
of June 21; and if it falls, that of March 29 must automatically follow. But those of July 16, July 23, August 3, and August 6 (Cod.
Just. ix. 1. 8; v. 51. 5; vi. 3. 11) cannot be disposed of so easily. It is

hardly likely (though of course not impossible) that so many mistaken
dates would occur within so small a compass. The hypothetical date
of his accession here presented would, therefore, cover four out of the
six rescripts which have dates earlier than that on which Professor

Townsend supposes Gordian to have gained the purple. To disregard
these rescripts entirely would

throw one’s conclusions into doubt.
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Since the hypothetical date given above satisfies the conditions so well,
we may without question declare it to be correct.
If Maximus and Balbinus were killed on July 9, 238, the statement
of the chronographer of 354 and the occurrence of the eclipse on April

2 would fix that day as the date of their election. Whatever be the
correct interpretation of CJL, VI, 816 (dated May 11, 238, and containing the name “M. Aurelius Auggg. 1., December’), it either
agrees with or at worst does not invalidate this solution. As was shown
in a previous issue of Classical Philology (XXII [July, 1927], 315-17),
Alexander Severus was killed on January 8, 235. The chronographer
of 354 allows his successor, Maximinus, a reign of three years, four
months, and two days. If this be correct, he was killed, and the siege
of Aquileia ended, on or about May 10, 235. The date of the original
Gordian revolt, from beginning to end, must be placed within the
month of March; but at present no data are available to permit of a
more exact time being set.
The correct chronology of the events of the year 238, therefore, is

as follows:
The Gordian revolt, from beginning to end

March, 238

Election of Maximus and Balbinus, with Gordian

III as caesar

.

April 2, 238

Death of Maximinus, and end of the siege
Death

of Maximus

Augustus
FRANKLIN COLLEGE

and Balbinus:

Gordian

May 10, 238
III

July 9, 238

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS
THE NEW

FRAGMENT

OF CALLIMACHUS’ COMA

BERENICES

Following a preliminary announcement in Marzocco of February 1
Vitelli publishes the text of the nineteen newly discovered verses in Studi
italiani di filologia classica, VII (1929), 3 ff. As this Italian periodical is not
easily accessible to many students of Callimachus and Catullus in this country I reprint Vitelli’s reconstruction of the text:!
]..-[
45

cirea 15 ll, = |oef

Bourédpos &pow Sp[véer éxa]s veo, cal did pé[ooou]

Mnbelov ddoal vijes EBnoay “Aw.
tl wddxapor peEwuer, Sr’ open rota odh[pur]
e[t]xovow ;XadbBwv ws &méddorto -yévos,
yndbev dvtéddovTa, Kaxdy purdv, of pv Ep[nvar]
mp@roa, kal trurldwy éppacay épyaciny.
[pre 8’ Gp’ Elarunrov pe Kouat robéecKoy d5e[Adeai, |

[xal] mpdxare yrwrds Méuvovos Aldioro[s]
Ue]ro xuxAdoas Badia wrepa OAs aHTNs,

, [Adzpes] to[f]évov Aoxpixds ’Apouvdns.
{circa 8 Il.]. avown|
,
[Kimp]idos els xd\[rov ceuvdv everke Gejjs.]
[adirh] per Zepupiris xl xpéol[s etAaro rodTo}

[['pata <?> KJavwrirov vacéris a[t-yeadod.]
[Spa de] yu} viudns Miwwidos o[dpavdv tfor]
[xpboe]os dvbpwmros woivov éxt a[répavos]
[Adumw]y év wodéecou dpiutos, adr[a gaveinr]
[kat Bep]evixeros xadds tym mAdxap[os*]
[xbpace }Aovdyerdy be trap’ 40a[varous anovra}

[Kimpc]s & dpxalos &orpov [xe véov.]
(End of the column)

The papyrus is reported to be from Oxyrhynchus. The passage above
consists of two fragments, verses 44-54 and 55-64, though only a few letters
of verse 55 remain and only two of verse 44. Vitelli dates the papyrus as not
much later than the first century B.c. It is apparently not the same papyrus
as Oxyrhynch., No. 1793, but the calculations of Pfeiffer (Callimachi frag.
nuper reperta [ed. maj.], p. 93 n.) based on No. 1793 are interestingly confirmed, and it appears that the Greek original of Catullus contained the same
number of distichs as Catullus’ translation; this fact, combined with the com1 To the courtesy of Professors Winter and Campbell Bonner of the University of
Michigan I owe a photostat copy of a reprint of Vitelli’s article.
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parison of the new discovery and of Catullus’ text, points to an extraordinarily
close translation, which readers of Catullus have suspected even before the
discovery.
Perhaps the most noteworthy detail is the complete elimination of the
ostrich from the interpretation of Catullus’ poem. Arsinoe’s messenger was
the west wind, and Aoxpixds in verse 54 solves the corrupt elocridicos of the
MSS of Catullus and confirms the conjecture of Achilles Statius in the sixteenth century, seldom favored by modern editors.! In verse 52 it is interesting to find the Homeric yvwrds in the sense of “brother”; Catullus’ wnigena
is explained by Fraenkel (Gnomon, V [1929], 267) by references to Etym. Gud.,
8.v. yvwrds, and to a scholium on Apoll. Rhod. iii. 359, where yvwrds is interpreted as ovyyevjs. As Fraenkel suggests, Catullus’ edition of Callimachus
was probably provided with a commentary. Readers of Catullus who have
long favored fluctu rather than fletu in verse 63 may abstract a crumb of comfort from the fact that the papyrus more easily accommodates xvjyaor than
daxpvat.
To these conclusions of Vitelli and Fraenkel I append a few suggestions.
The beginning of the fragment is marked by some of Callimachus’ vagaries,
and it is creditable to Catullus that in spite of the closeness of his translation
he refused to follow Callimachus in all of his whimsical peculiarities. Verses
43-44 of Catullus (just preceding our fragment) read:
ille quoque eversus mons est quem maximum in oris
progenies Thiae clara supervehitur.

Vitelli, in his note on verse 45, regards ceo as involving an apostrophe to
Mount Athos or to the sun, and prefers the latter, interpreting the line:
“The ox-piercer [i.e., 6BeAds, Callimachus’ grotesque attempt to elevate the
pickax] dug a removal far from thee [i.e., far from the sun, nelle viscere del
monte].”” But this seems to me even more grotesque than Callimachus intended it to be. Vitelli remarks that Bouvrdpos without éBeAds is not difficult.
But the examples of Bouvmdpos (cf. Stephanus and the new Liddell and Scott,
8.v.) indicate that Bovrdpos is almost invariably accompanied by éfedds, and
the gap before ceo is exactly filled by [68eA0]s. Furthermore, the peculiarly
prosaic dpow, as the examples of its use indicate (to the passages in the new
Liddell and Scott add Papyr. Berol., No. 940), is regularly accompanied by
a genitive defining what is removed. Consequently I should restore the preceding verses of Callimachus and our verse 45 somewhat in this fashion:
[xal yap dverpédOns, Eparwr thiore Ko\wvdv

cv Oelns 6 yévos Naumpds brép]hélperac]*
Bovrépos &paowy bp[vé’ dBedAS]s veo, Kai ded pé[coov]

Granting this, we are interested in observing that Catullus had the good taste
to eliminate the grotesque poetizing of the pickax and the prosaic “dug a
1 Locricus is explained in Geogr. Gr. [ed. Miller], II, 223 and 432, and Dionys.
Perieg. 29 (cf. Vitelli’s note on vs. 54).
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removal,” and that as part of his effort he removed the apostrophe to Mount
Athos.
Another point regarding Catullus’ text may be suggested. Callimachus
drops into prose again in verse 50: xai rumidwv éppacav épyacinv. Catullus in
verse 50 tries to soften the expression somewhat in his ferri stringere duritiem,
as many editors write it; but the MSS offer fingere or fringere. Is it not likely
that the hammers of Callimachus’ rumiwv were echoed in Catullus, and that
we should read effringere, with elision at the dieresis of the verse, which
copyists indicated by writing ferrifringere? Such elision at the dieresis does
not appear elsewhere in this poem, but occurs three times in No. 68 and ten
times in the epigrams (cf. Kroll on 68. 10).

It is regrettable that the indispensable 6g@pa of verse 59 is of no assistance in recovering the corrupt beginning of Catullus’ verse. The emergence of Herodotus’ wpoxare in verse 52 (cf. Solmsen, KZ, XXXV, 472, and
Bechtel, Gr. Dial., III, 238) is a striking detail.
Henry W. Prescott
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
June 17, 1929

M. AEMILIUS SCAURUS (SUETONIUS NERO ii. 1 AND ASCONIUS
ON CICERO PRO SCAURO 1)
In Suetonius Nero ii. 1 we read:
. . atavus eius Cn. Domitius <consul in 96 B.c.> in tribunatu pontificibus
offensior, quod alium quam se in patris sui locum cooptassent, ius sacerdotum
subrogandorum a collegiis ad populum transtulit.
In Asconius on Cicero Pro Scauro 1 (p. 21 [Orelli]) we find a somewhat dif-

ferent story:
Domitius, qui consul fuit cum Cassio, cum esset tribunus plebis, iratus Scauro,
quod eum in augurum collegium non cooptaverat, diem ei dixit apud populum et
multam irrogavit, quod eius opera sacra multa populi Romani deminuta esse
diceret. Crimini dabat sacra publica populi Romani deum Penatium, quae
Lavinii fierent, opera eius minus recte casteque fieri.

The lex Domitia changing the methed of election to the four sacred colleges
and the attack of Domitius on Scaurus are both well-attested historical facts ;?

but on reading these two passages together one at once suspects that the
1T intend ép4dwv as a background of Catullus’ awkward in oris. For xodwvév cf.
the Arsinoe of Callimachus (Pfeiffer, p. 7), vs. 47, though for convenience I am using
the masculine form of the noun. ‘Twep@éperar has been suggested by C. in Bollettino
di filol. class., XX XV (1929), 267. Ellis in his commentary on Catullus stoutly defends
a reference to Macedonians because of phytie or phitie in the MSS of Catullus in vs. 44;
of course ge in the papyrus (vs. 44) might be for @@[toyevys], but it does not seem likely.
2 For the former, see Cic. De Leg. Agr. ii. 17-19; for the latter, Cic. Pro Rege Deiot.
31.
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occasion of the two acts, as far as they were the result of personal resentment,
was the same. If so, either Suetonius or Asconius is in error in naming the
college to which Domitius wished to be co-opted.! There seems to be no other
mention of the episode, but the indirect evidence tends strongly to support
the Suetonian version.
The specific charge brought against Scaurus is one more naturally brought
against a pontiff than against an augur. Consuls and praetors or dictators
conducted annual sacrifices to the Penates and to Vesta at Lavinium,? as did
also imperatores in provinciam ituri,? but Scaurus was consul in 115 B.c.,‘ and

he could hardly have been accused in 104 (or possibly 103)5 of acts done during
his consulship. Even if when setting out for Africa as legatus of the consul L.
Calpurnius Bestia in 111° he was concerned with a sacrifice at Lavinium, this
also is too far removed from the date of the accusation. His connection with
these sacrifices must therefore have been as a member of one of the sacred

colleges. As far as we know, the augurs had no particular connection with
Lavinium or ‘with the cult of the Penates, but the close connection of the
pontiffs with the worship of the Penates and Vesta, both at Rome and at
Lavinium, is clear.’ If we then assume that Scaurus was a pontiff rather than

an augur, and that it was to the college of pontiffs that Domitius wished to
be co-opted, the passage in Asconius not only comes into harmony with Suetonius, but also presents fewer difficulties itself.
Furthermore, the evidence that Domitius’ anger was due to his exclusion
from the pontificate is strong. Suetonius tells us that Domitius expected to
be co-opted into the place previously held by his father. We have no other
evidence that his father was a member of the college,* but Livy xlii. 28 shows
1 Miinzer, Pauly-Wissowa,
which is right.

V, 1325, suggests this but makes

no effort to decide

2 Macrob. iii. 4. 11; Serv. on Verg. Aen. ii. 296. The contradiction between these
two passages does not concern us here.
:
3 Serv. on Verg. Aen. iii. 12.
4“Acta Triumph.,”’ CIL, I?, 177. Efforts have been made to show that Scaurus
was consul suffectus in 107, but Klebs, Pauly-Wissowa, I, 588, after reviewing the evidence concludes: ‘‘Jedenfalls ist das zweite Consulat des Scaurus eine Phantasie.”’
5 The date of the tribunate of Domitius is disputed. Asconius on Cic. Pro Corn.,
pp. 80 and 81 (Orelli), gives 104, while Vell. ii. 12. 3 gives 103. The former is more
probable; cf. Bardt, Die Priester der vier grossen Collegien (1871), pp. 7 f.
6 Sall. Jug. xxviii. 4.
7 Bouché-Leclerceq, in Daremberg et Saglio, IV, 569, and Wissowa, Religion und
Kultus der Rémer? (1912), pp. 164 and 518, both with full references, especially Verona
Scholia on Verg. Aen. i. 259 (Hagen, Appendix Serviana, p. 417): pontifices quotannis
cum consulibus.
8 The three additional authorities cited by Brissaud in the table of pontiffs which
he has added to his translation of Marquardt, Staatsverwaltung, Vol. III (Mommsen,
Marquardt, and Kruger, Manuel des Antiquités Romaines [Paris, 1888-1907], XII, 389),
refer to Domitius’ censorship, not to his pontificate.
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that his grandfather became a pontiff in 172. Even with our very limited
knowledge of the membership of the sacred colleges during the republic, it is
clear that it was not unusual for son to succeed father. Domitius’ wrath is

easily understood if he felt himself excluded from a priesthood held by his
father and grandfather before him. More significant is the fact that Domitius
almost immediately after the passage of his law was.elected a pontiff,? since
it seems reasonable to suppose that the people rewarded him for his popular
law by electing him to that priesthood which he had previously tried in vain
to enter.
Russet M. GEER
Brown

UNIVERSITY

THE SIXTH-CENTURY (?) FRAGMENT
OF CATULLUS AT LENINGRAD
In Gnomon for March, 1929 (V, 171), Hermann Held hag a brief note
calling attention to a fragment of a sixth-century uncial manuscript of Catullus in the Library of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad and to an article
on the subject by A. Malein and A. Truchanov, in the Comptes rendus de
V Académie des Sciences de !URSS. for 1928. The paper itself was presented
to the Academy on September 14, 1928. A facsimile of part of the manuscript
is published in-the Academy

publication. The manuscript consists of two

leaves (four pages), only one page of which, however, is written on. That page
contains poems 104, 105, 106 of Catullus, over which, in palimpsest fashion,
a German fable was written, supposedly in the fifteenth century. The leaves
came to the Academy in 1914 with the collection of Fedor M. Plushkin of
Pskov. The authors of the article cover admirably in true philological fashion
every point suggested by the manuscript and its contents except one—that
of genuineness.

This is, of course, the most important point. In voicing my

skepticism as to its genuineness I realize fully the danger of expressing an
opinion on a manuscript which I have not seen. To those who may not be
convinced I suggest that the matter can probably be settled quickly by a
chemical test of the ink.
In pointing out the features that convince me of forgery I shall endeavor
to make clear to the reader who does not have access to the original publication what the manuscript purports to be.
In the new fragment the poems are numbered by the hand that wrote the
text, and that numbering agrees exactly with that of our recent printed
editions, e.g., before poem 105 we find CV. It is strange enough (though not
unparalleled) to find any system of numbering in an old manuscript. It is
stranger still to find it agree with modern texts of Catullus at a point where
1 Cf. the lists given in Mommsen,

Rémische Forschungen (1864), pp. 83-85.

2 Livy (Ep. Ixvii) seems to put his election as pontifex maximus in 103, certainly not
later than 102, and he must previously have been elected to the college.
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the oldest existing manuscripts run a number of poems together without
separation. It is strangest of all that the poem numbered 105 in our present
editions should have the same number in this supposedly old manuscript when
we recall that the poem numbered 105 in editions of our day is not the one
hundred and fifth poem in these editions. The numbering jumps from 17 to
21 because in the older editions three poems were inserted as 18, 19, 20. At
least two of these are surely spurious, and none of the three occurs in any
manuscript of Catullus. We can of course divide some of our poems (e.g., 68)
or (and) juggle the fragments in such a way that our poem 105 will turn out
to be exactly the one hundred and fifth. But that is not very convincing, though

I admit, of course, that our present poem division is wrong at some points.
The poems in the Leningrad fragment have titles: 104, Ad quendam de
lesbia; 105, In mentulam; 106, De puero et praecone. To use merely Ellis’
apparatus, we note that D has Ad Quendam in the first of these, P has De

Mentula in the second, P has De puero obelio et praecone in the third.
These titles are found in many other fifteenth-century manuscripts, as I
have confirmed from the collations of almost all known Catullus manuscripts
formerly in Hale’s collection and now in my possession. In 104 some have Ad
Lesbiam, one (Vat. Urb. 812) has Ad Amicum de Lesbia. In 105 many have
Ad Mentulam. In 106 the same Vatican manuscript has De Puero et Precone.
But no manuscript seems to have the exact form of the titles for 104 and
105 found in the new fragment. If this fact raises the hopes of any reader,
let him be prepared to have them shattered at once. The exact titles of the
Leningrad manuscript are found in numerous printed editions up to about
the middle of the nineteenth century!
The Leningrad manuscript agrees with modern editions throughout! as
against

O G R. This is not in itself suspicious. It has the spelling Pimpleuwm

in 105.1, which the authors defend. In 106.1 it has ipse in agreement with
the minor manuscripts and R, as against esse in O G. It might be expected
that a believer in the importance of R, as I confess I am, would welcome the
new evidence. On the contrary, the reading makes me suspicious.
Taking all these points together I conclude that the forger probably used
Heyse’s Catull’s Buch der Lieder as the basis of his forgery. I arrive at this by
a process of elimination. Many editions have the same titles, but some earlier
ones have a different numbering of poems. Editions such as those of Doering
and Sillig meet these requirements but have esse instead of ipse in 106.1 as
well as more minute differences. Heyse’s book agrees in having the exact
titles and numbering, the rather rare reading ipse, and a number of minor
points of agreement. For example, it has the poem numbers before the titles,
not after or above. It has no word Carmen with the number.

It has Pimpleum

in 105.1. Recent editions generally have Pipleum; older ones, Pimplaeum. If
the forger had had this reading before him he would have written ae in liga1 With the exception of eredat for credat in 106.2 (as reported by the authors of the
article).
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ture, as he did twice in 104.1. While I have not examined all editions of Catul-

lus, that of Heyse is the only one examined which meets all the requirements.!
There are other suspicious circumstances. Why did the writer of the
German text deliberately write over the Latin text when he had three blank
pages available? Another peculiarity is that the Latin text is apparently
written as prose.

The seven lines which are reproduced in facsimile present a number of paleographical abnormalities. The ae ligature is found twice within the line. A most
remarkable peculiarity is the ligature of pp, which the authors themselves
admit is characteristic of the twelfth century and later. The e¢ in the title of
105 is capital, though all the other letters are uncial. As far as one can judge

from the halftone reproduction, the strokes of some of the letters are not
made right. The letter o especially does not show the proper shading, often
being an almost perfect circle of uniform thickness. On the other hand, the
letter u is almost too perfect; the second stroke always fuses neatly with the
first at the bottom in a manner found only occasionally and not regularly in

genuine uncials.
The use of German as the imposed script in a Latin palimpsest is, I think,
unparalleled.2 The German writing strikes me as nineteenth-century Roman
rather than fourteenth- or fifteenth-century Gothic. There is not a single
ligature.
The German verses date from the thirteenth century and were published
by J. Grimm in his Reinhart Fuchs (1834), page 333. They form the beginning
of a long poem called Der Wolf in der Schuole.’ It was not Grimm’s text, however, that the forger had before him but probably that of Wackernagel in one
of the editions of his Altdeutsches Lesebuch.* There are a good many differences
between Grimm and Wackernagel, in which the Leningrad fragment invariably follows the latter.’ It should be pointed out that Wackernagel notes that
he departs from the manuscript less than Grimm does.
There are so many indications that the counterfeiter did not seek to cover
up his tracks that one is almost led to think that he made the manuscript for
amusement with no intention of deceiving.

In making the charge that the document is a forgery I do not impugn the
1 Only the edition of 1855 is available to me.
2 It is significant for the identification of the forger that it was probably Heyse’s
edition of Catullus, with German translation, that was used by the forger as a basis.
3’ Through a misunderstanding of Grimm,
lines to the Austrian poet Stricker.

Malein and Truchanov attribute these

4 P. 650 of the second edition (1839) and p. 819 of the fifth (1873), the only ones
available to me. The text of these two editions is identical.
5 The variants are (Grimm’s reading is always first): wiilpen, wiilpin; han, haben;
gefrumet, gefriimet; schedelichen, schddelichen; dort (omitted by W.); tievel, tiuvel; dan,
denne. The Leningrad fragment differs from both in having verloren and zoren instead
of verlorn and zorn. It is possible, perhaps likely, that the forger used another edition,
based on Wackernagel, rather than Wackernagel’s itself.
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good faith of Professors Malein and Truchanov. I believe that they are convinced of the genuineness of the fragment. Their final remark is naive: “In
general the external appearance of the fragment raises a whole line of perplexing questions, but they hardly go so far as to awaken a doubt as to its genuineness.” Professor Malein is professor of Latin at the University of Leningrad,
and his name is known as that of an author of books and articles on Latin
literature.
B. L. ULLMAN
UNIVERSITY

OF CHICAGO

AIMING

WEAPONS

AT THE

FACE—A

SIGN OF VALOR

Professor Eugene 8S. McCartney, in a note entitled “On Aiming Weapons
at the Face,’’! cites a number of examples of this practice on the part of both
Greeks and Romans, as they are recorded in descriptions of battles. He calls
special attention to that point in the accounts of the battle of Pharsalus at
which Caesar orders the six cohorts detached on special mission against the
cavalry of Pompey to strike the faces of the enemy.
Cicero? speaks as follows of the precautionary measure adopted by him
of wearing a corselet as defense against attack by Catilino:
His tum rebus commotus et quod homines iam tum coniuratos cum gladiis in
campum deduci a Catilina sciebam, descendi in campum cum firmissimo praesidio
fortissimorum virorum et cum illa lata insignique lorica, non quae me tegeret—
etenim sciebam Catilinam non latus aut ventrem sed caput et collum solere petere
—verum ut omnes boni animadverterent et, cum in metu et periculo consulem

viderent, id quod est factum, ad opem praesidiumque concurrerent.*
Cicero is here, in the first place, defending himself from an implied charge
of cowardice. ‘Plutarch,” writes Petersson,® “says that the multitude
thought Cicero lacking in courage.’* Later on in the speech Pro Murena
Cicero says, “Quaeris a me ecquid ego Catilinam metuam. Nihil, et curavi
ne quis metueret.’”
Particularly worthy of note, however, is the fact that, in the very defense
of himself, Cicero pays a tribute to a certain fine quality in Catiline’s charac-

ter. Catiline was undoubtedly cruel, a profligate, and a criminal; but he was
also bold in spirit and physically brave.’ In the final battle near Pistoria,
“strenui militis et boni imperatoris officia simul exsequebatur.’”’ When all was
1 Classical Philology, XXIV,

No. 2 (1929), 203-4.

2 Pro Murena 52.
* See also Plutarch

Cicero, chap. xiv.

4See E. G. Sihler, Cicero of Arpinum (New Haven, 1914), p. 144, n. 4; Torsten
Petersson, Cicero, A Biography (Berkeley, Calif., 1920), p. 246.
5 Op. cit., p. 276.

6 Plutarch op. cit., chap. xix.

779,

8 Sallust Catiline, chap. v; Cicero Pro Sulla 81, Pro Caelio 12; Petersson, op. cit.,
p. 200.
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lost, he rushed into the thickest enemies and there fighting was killed.! Here
Cicero professes to be certain that at the crucial moment Catiline would not
play the assassin, but would act as a well-disciplined and brave soldier by
striking for his enemy’s face.
The analogy between the Roman sword and the modern bayonet has been
pointed out.2 The American soldier is taught to direct the point of his bayonet

against his opponent’s throat, especially in hand-to-hand fighting. He is
taught that the face is another particularly vulnerable point.2 The Roman
recruit was instructed to aim at head, ribs, legs, or hough.‘
Actual bayonet fighting in the World War is generally conceded to have
been rare. However, training in the use of the bayonet gives a soldier ‘‘de-

termination to close with and destroy the enemy” and a “sense of personal
fighting superiority in physical conflict.”” By accustoming himself to bore in
with his weapon and to avoid fencing, the soldier acquires superior morale.5
The theory of such training is that in battle the reaction to actual fighting
situations will be automatic.
The same must have been true of the handling of the sword by the Roman
legionary. Killing in battle might actually be done otherwise;* but the proper
use of the weapon in the shock of battle with the thrust to the face was the
crucial test of a soldier’s discipline and courage.
In each of the passages cited by Professor McCartney, the order to attack
the face is given, or the movement is executed at a crucial moment or in a
particularly critical situation.
In the battle of Vesuvius in the Latin War (340 B.c.), it is after Roman
defeat has been stayed by the devotio of Decius Mus’ and victory is almost in
their hands that the final blow is struck by the triarii, who “‘clamore sublato
principia Latinorum perturbant hastisque ora fodientes primo robore virorum
caeso per alios manipulos velut inermes prope intacti evasere tantaque caede
perrupere cuneos ut vix quartam partem relinquerent hostium.’®
In the passage from Tacitus, Germanicus is addressing a contio of soldiers

who are to attack the men who destroyed the legions of Varus and who must
vindicate the prowess of Roman arms.!°
At Pharsalus, the issue of the battle is to be determined by the success or
failure of the six cohorts which are detached to face Pompey’s cavalry and
1 Sallust op. cié., chap. lx.
2E. S. McCartney, Warfare by Land and Sea (Boston,
W. K. Naylor), pp. x—xi, also p. 94.
3See War Department,

1923), Introd.

(by Col.

Training Regulations, No. 50-25 (Dec. 20, 1923), par. 9.

4 McCartney, op. cit., p. 95.
5 War Department, op. cit., par. 4.
6 See, e.g., Plutarch Pompey, chap. lxxi.
7See W. Warde

8 Livy viii. 10. 6.

Fowler,

The Religious

Experiences of the Roman

® Annals ii. 14.

10 Ibid. 15.

People, p. 206.
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which, in accordance with orders, do not, as they were accustomed, strike
thighs or legs but aim for the eyes.’ In his poetic account of the battle, Lucan
develops his description to the climax, when Caesar ‘‘ipse manu subitit gladios
ac tela ministrat Adversosque iubet ferro contundere voltus.’”
Cicero in trying to excuse his precautionary measures pays the compliment to Catiline of attributing to him the power of meeting involuntarily,
at the moment for action, the supreme test of the disciplined courageous
soldier.
A. PELZER WAGENER
West VirGINnIA UNIVERSITY

MORE

ITHAKA

PROBLEMS

Professor Fraser’s new suggestions in Classical Philology, XXIII, 213 ff.,
with regard to the Ithaka of the Odyssey, and Professor Shewan’s observations thereon in XXIV, 60 ff., of the same periodical, lead me to hope that its

readers may have patience for two brief comments on the whole controversy.
Each of the comments is in the nature of a question, and each raises a problem

which I believe to be new. I am not concerned here to attempt any answer
to my questions; but if it is admitted that they raise new and important
issues, and in a manner cut the ground from under all parties to the involved
dispute, it may then also be admitted that they hold out a prospect of an
ultimate solution.

I venture to suggest, in the first place, that the difficulty in the description of Ithaka in Odyssey, IX, 21 ff., is more fundamental than any commentator has yet perceived. The query it raises is not merely how the author of
the passage gave an account of Ithaka which fits so badly with the geographical facts. A more fundamental difficulty lies in the equivocal attitude
Odysseus is made to adopt to his native island.
Odysseus, describing his home and its geographical position to the
Phaeacians, begins naturally with his home as the center of his picture. “I
live in far-seen Ithaka. There is a mountain in it, leafy lofty Neriton. Round
about are many islands near to one another, Doulichion, Same and woody
Zakynthos.” Then comes the truly astonishing point in the description,
when Odysseus suddenly changes his point of view and begins again: ‘But it
itself lies low farthest off in the sea towards the West, and the others lie apart
towards the dawn and the sun.”
This is, really, if one comes to consider it, a very astonishing circumstance.
Who ever that began with a description of his own home in its natural place
as the center of his world ended with that same home on the horizon? It will
at least be conceded that one who does so must have some very definite spot
in his mind from which the view of his own home away on the western horizon
1 Plutarch Caesar xliv. 2, xlv. 1-2; Pompey, Ixxi. 5.

2 Pharsalia vii. 574-75.
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is a familiar sight. Indeed, one would think it must be also admitted that
Odysseus habitually pictured his home to himself in this way, otherwise he
could hardly have slipped into a manner of description that must have proved
very confusing to his audience. It is, then, a legitimate inquiry, where the
vantage point was from which Odysseus was in the habit of viewing his own
island home of Ithaka far down on the horizon to the West.
My second query can be even more briefly put. ‘Longinus’ noted the fact
that the Odyssey is an epilogue to the Iliad. The writer of the Odyssey, therefore, borrowed from the Jliad a hero, Odysseus, who had to be got home to an
island, Ithaka. What ground does this give us to assume that the Ithaka of
the Odyssey necessarily bears any relation to any place now called, or once
called, or possibly once called Ithaka? The Odyssey is a romance, and it seems
fantastic to suppose that its author would trouble to visit Ithaka in order to
get the local scenery right. And does not the whole course of the two thousand and some odd hundreds of years dispute on the geography of the Odyssey
suggest that the author did in fact neglect this point of topographical correctness?
If these two points are conceded a solution of the geographical puzzle of
the Odyssey on lines that have as yet appealed to few is easy. But this is
another question.
B. FARRINGTON
UNIVERSITY

OF CAPETOWN

A CORRECTION

BY PROFESSOR A. E. TAYLOR

A letter from Professor A. E. Taylor informs me that he never knew of the
existence.of my article on the Timaeus in AJP, Volume X, which I quoted as
anticipating some of his opinions in my article on recent interpretations of the
Timaeus in Classical Philology, October, 1928. The resemblances which I noted
must therefore be pure coincidences. They subsist however as resemblances
and anticipations both of his conclusions and sometimes of his expressions. It
was, I think, a pardonable inference from his explicit quotation by name of
my emendation of Timaeus 38 D that he had heard of the article in which it
was proposed. He must have taken it without verification from Burnet’s
critical apparatus.
Pau. SHOREY
CONJUNCTA

CAUSA

Lucretvs iii. 344-49:
ex ineunte aevo sic corporis atque animai
mutua vitalis discunt contagia motus
maternis etiam membris alvoque reposta,
discidium <ut) nequeat fieri sine peste maloque;
ut videas, quoniam coniunctast causa salutis,
coniunctam quoque naturam consistere eorum.
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In spite of the considerable divergencies of translators and editors the
essential meaning of these lines is, I think, certain. Lucretius is arguing that
the inseparable connection and virtual identity of the cause(s) that determine
the preservation, the life and death of soul and body prove a like conjunction
in their natures. Some interpreters bring out this idea fairly well, as:
since conjunction is necessary to their existence, so
also theirs must be a joint nature.
HERMANN DiIELs:
. . ihr Wesen aufs engste verknupft bleibt
Da auch der Grund der Erhaltung fiir beide so innig verkniipft ist.
da die Wohlfahrt beider vereint ist Dass auch

and substance of them must also be united.
Ernovut: Tu le vois donc: puisque leurs existences sont aussi étroitement
liées 4 une méme cause, c’est que leurs natures le sont aussi.
M. Patin: D’ot !’on peut juger qu’associés pour ce qui regarde leur conservation, ils sont associés aussi quant 4 leur nature.

Others miss it.
LEMAIRE: Ita ut, quum jam manifestum sit ea sine hominis interitu disjungi
non posse, inde agnoscas eorum naturam non dissimilem esse.
since the cause of existence lies in their joint action, their
nature too must be a joint nature.
since the cause of their life is linked together, that their natures
too must be linked in one.

But there is much confusion. And none, I think, appreciates all the associations and suggestions of Lucretius’ language.
Causa salutis is a quite normal expression. Cf. Ovid Heroides x. 142-44:
Debita sit facto gratia nulla meo:
'
Sed nec poena quidem. Si non ego causa salutis
Non tamen est cur sis tu mihi causa necis.
Lucr. iii. 324: custos et causa salutis.

An interpretation in Bockemiiller equates causa salutis to salus, and
interprets “naturam eorum coniunctam et unitam esse, quoniam cum separantur pereunt.”
But the entire context here requires us to give it its full meaning. Lucretius is discussing the causes that determine life and death. The argument for
the interdependence of soul and body he found in his Greek sources.!
For Lucretius’ expression of the argument editors usually refer to the doctrine of sympathy, which is much more prominent in later and neo-Platonic
philosophies than in Epicurus. In the tenth book of Diogenes Laertius however Epicurus uses the word (cvyza6ys) three times. But not, I think, specifically in the argument for the mortality of the soul.
1Cf. Munro, Lucretius (4th ed.), II, 196 on iii. 417-44, and J. Woltjer, Lucretii
Philosophia cum Fontibus Comparata, pp. 71, 72, 77, 78.
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But there were other expressions which Lucretius may have known of the
idea that two things or two theories stand and fall together. It is a method
of argument frequently employed by Plato. Cf. Phaedo 92 D: éppyOn yap wrov
OUTws Hyov eva y Wuxi) Kal mpiv cis TOpa AdikéoOa, GoreEp airs éotw 7 ovoia
éxovoa THy érwvupiav THv Tov “Oo éotw.”’ 77 A: eis Kadov ye katapevye 6 Adyos
eis TO Spoiws evar THY TE Wuxny Hudv mplv yeverOan Huds Kal Tv oiciay Hv od
viv A€éyas. Cf. Meno 87 A; Protag. 361A; Tim. 51D.
But whatever the Greek sources of the idea, Lucretius’ expression of it
was determined by Roman and Latin associations of the word causa, which
like ratio and res is one of those blank checks that take the place of cash in

the thin Latin vocabulary.
As a vague word of all work it may mean “thing,” “matter,” “interest,”
“case,” and “case-at-law.”’
Cicero De or. ii. 100: quarum rerum neglegentia plerasque causas et maxime

privatas videmus amitti.

accusas eum, qui causam habet aut, ut
ego dico, meliorem quam tu, aut, ut tu vis, parem.
Cicero De imperio Cn. Pompeii 17, 53: si plus apud populum Romanum
auctoritas tua quam ipsius populi Romani salus et vera causa valuisset
Cicero De Lege Agraria Liber i. 4. 11 [speaking about the “ager Recentoricus
quem

putet

existimaturum, duas causas in orbe terrarum repertas, quibus gratis parceret?

More particularly, coniuncta causa has two associated technical meanings
in Roman rhetoric and law.

1. A coniuncta causa in rhetoric is a case or argument that turns on two
issues, in which two statuses are united. It is so defined by Quintilian.
iii. 6, 91-94: Hoc inter omnes convenit, in causis simplicibus singulos status
esse causarum .... in coniunctis vero posse duos et tres inveniri, vel diversos
. . vel generis eiusdem

And there are many other examples of this use.
QUINTILIAN vii. 1, 16: Coniuncta defensio est, qualis pro Rabirio: ‘si occidisset, recte fecisset, sed non occidit.’’
QuINTILIAN 1, 54: Ubi vero conjunctam ex pluribus causam agimus, etiam
necesse erit uti pluribus quasi epilogis, ut in Verrem Cicero facit
QUINTILIAN iii. 10. 1: Ceterum causa omnis, in qua pars altera agentis est,
altera recusantis, aut unius rei controversia constat aut plurium: haec simplex
dicitur, illa coniuncta.
Cicero De inventione i. 17: constitutione causae reperta statim placet considerare, utrum sit ex pluribus quaestionibus iuncta an ex aliqua comparatione.
Simplex est, quae etc., coniuncta ex pluribus quaestionibus, in qua plura quaerunSuupicrus Victor [Halm, p. 318]: Coniuncta causa est pro Milone; defenditur
enim statibus duobus.
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Suxpicius Victor Institutiones oratoriae 9 [Halm, pp. 317-18]: Coniunctae
sunt [sc. causae], cum reus non uno statu nec una actione defenditur, sed duplicatis
statibus atque coniunctis. [And infra:] Coniuncta causa est pro Milone: defenditur enim statibus duobus
Fortunatiant Ars rhetorica i. 14 [Halm, p. 91]: Quae est duplex quaestio sive
coniuncta? cum duas res, quas prima pars definit, easdem adversarius inpugnat,
ut: ‘qui non initiato sacra enuntiaverit, capite plectatur; non initiatus sacra vidit
in somnis, rettulit ei, qui fuerat initiatus: ille ait, haec sunt sacra. Petitur ad
poenam et contra dicit.” Hic enim quaeritur, quid sit initiatum esse, et quid sit
enuntiare.

2. A second, and for the present purpose more relevant use of coniuncta
causa is to denote the virtual identity in the issue of law or policy between the
cases of two persons, so that e.g. the condemnation or the acquittal of the one
is a precedent for the other. Cicero presents several examples of this use.
deinde, si condemnato Apronio
coniunctam cum eo Verris causam omnes erant existimaturi, Metellus quidem
certe iam hoc iudicabat, eorum rem causamque esse coniunctam, qui statueret

nomine: qui cum omnem vim sui tribunatus in mea salute consumpserit, necesse
est meam causam praeteriti temporis cum huius praesenti defensione esse coniunctam.

Cicero In Vatinium 14, 33: Quaero etiam illud ex te, quod privatus admisisti
—in quo certe iam tibi dicere non licebit cum clarissimi viri causa tuam esse
coniunctam.

Cicero also uses salutem coniungere, Murena 79: “Integrum consulem
.... cum rei publicae salute coniunctum”; Sulla 29: “Omnes boni....
suam salutem cum mea coniungunt, ete.’’ Cf. also Claudian xxviii. 119:
At tibi causa patris rerum coniuncta saluti
Bellorum duplicat laurus.

Now in arguing that Lucretius’ expression was determined by these legal
analogies it is not necessary to decide which of the meanings was predominant
in his consciousness or to look for technical precision in his use of the terms.
It is enough that the analogy helped him to express his meaning. We do not
deny that ovvredys rods in Aeschylus’ Agamemnon 532 was felt as a legal
metaphor because it is not used in the precise sense it had in Athenian public
law.
European literature from the Greek drama to Cicero and from Shakespeare to Lowell is full of legal allusions and metaphors many of which will
not bear too close scrutiny. Legal language is picked up and turned to their

own uses by clever writers many of whom in England and America had read
law in their youth.

There are enough examples of this trait of style in Lucretius to create a
presumption in favor of our interpretation here.
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Cf. Merrill’s note on iii. 931: “Notice the legal expressions: vocem mittat
(‘vox de quaestura missa nulla est,’ Cic. Flacc. 6); respondemus, intendere
litem, 950; exponere causam, 951; iure agat, 963; mancipio usu, 971, showing
his familiarity with law.”
Cf. also Merrill’s note on iii. 1074: “ambigitur is a juristic word, ... .”
Merrill thinks status retains its legal associations in v. 829: “‘ex alioque alius
status excipere omnia debet and V 835: ex alio terram status excipit alter,”
which is perhaps not necessary. Munro notes the legal meaning of de plano
in i. 411, which Merrill rejects on the, I think, insufficient ground that its
precise legal force is not retained.
In iii. 4. 23, ““Quatenus est unum inter se coniunctaque res est,” we have
perhaps only a slight variation on coniuncta causa. For res in its legal sense
is a virtual synonym of causa. Munro’s generally accepted rendering, ‘“‘inasmuch as both make up one thing and are one united substance,” misses this
point. In spite of 136-37, 559, and iv. 947, cited by Merrill, I am inclined to
think that inter se here may rather be felt with unum, and, however that may
be, that the meaning of coniwnctaque res est is ‘As the affair is a joint one
for them their cause is the same.”

We may then, I think, without considering the matter too curiously,
safely conclude that in coniuncta causa Lucretius employs a term of Roman
rhetoric and law to express the logical idea of interdependence found in his
Greek sources.

Pau SHOREY

BOOK REVIEWS
New

Chapters in the History of Greek Literature. Edited by J. U.
Poweut and E. A. Barser. Second Series. Some Recent Dis-

coveries in Greek Poetry and Prose, Chiefly of the Fourth Century B.C. and Later Times. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1929.
It required eleven specialists to write the chapters of this little volume
and it would certainly call for more than one expert to review it critically. I
can only attempt to give some notion of its value to the ordinary student and
teacher of the classics. Such a student is dismayed by the very immensity of
the matter which solicits his attention in the papyrus literature of the past
fifty years. A normal memory would be completely absorbed in the endeavor
to keep track of the various finds, their provenance, their place of publication,

the scholars who have emended or interpreted the texts, and the extension by
three or four centuries of the history of Greek literature and civilization.
Anyone who tried to remember all the details of these fragments of classical
and post-classical literary tradition together with the tax and irrigation
systems of the Ptolemies would, unless they were ineffaceably drilled into
him in youth, forget the greater classics for the sake of which it is chiefly

worth while to study the Greek language at all. Yet no intelligent student of
antiquity can be content to remain entirely unacquainted with these extensions of the field of Greek scholarship. Here Mr. Powell and Mr. Barber and
their coadjutors come to the rescue with this supplement to their first series
published in 1921, and noticed in Classical Philology, XVII, 370. They present

in readable form and with sufficient reference to the sources nearly everything
that the ordinary student is likely to desire to know and much more than
he can remember.

Mr. Barber discusses the new fragments of Callimachus,

including the fragments of the Aetia, ‘the latest addition to our knowledge”
(1927). To compare small things with great it is as hard to keep up to date
about the fragments of Callimachus as it is about atoms, quantums or quanta,

and relativity. A later than Mr. Barber’s latest is reprinted in this number of
Classical Philology (p. 290). The quotations here and in many of the articles
are translated which makes the book available to the general reader. Translators of Plato sometimes overlook the fact that é ’ya0é has often a touch of
admonition, rebuke, or impatience, as in Gorgias 506C. So it has, I think, in
the fragment of the Aetia quoted on page 5. I am not sure that Mr. Barber’s
“my good poet” is intended to bring this out.
The antithesis “‘verily, it is right, my good poet” to feed me a victim “to
be as fat as possible, but verse should be kept slender,’”’ somehow illogically
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reminds me of “who drives fat oxen should himself be fat.” More pertinent
would be the comparison of the line in the new fragment
ri mrdkapor petwuer, Sr’ obpea Tota oLdnpy
elxovow

with Pope’s
Steel could the works of mortal pride confound
And hew triumphal arches to the ground.
What wonder then, fair nymph! thy hair should feel
The conquering force of unresisted steel.

But of course Pope took that from Catullus’
Quid faciant crines cum ferro talia cedant.

“One wonders once more,” says Mr. Barber,‘‘ how much originality
left to the Romans if Hellenistic poetry had survived intact.”
“New matter and a light touch! These are what Callimachus
from a poet,” says Mr. Barber. But the light touch of Callimachus
with pedantry, and in this volume the light touch is reserved for

would be
demands
is heavy
Professor

Gilbert Murray’s readable essay on Menander. Its main thesis is that in an
age of defeat and disenchantment resembling our own post-war generation

Menander illustrates the feeling of a refined and sentimental generation flung
suddenly into a brutal and violently changing world. He of course cannot
forbear adding that he has little doubt, though it cannot be proved, that the
baby in Menander’s comedy “is merely a humanized form of the Divine Year
Baby.” I am not quite sure what Greek word he renders by “burgling,” but
I am sure that no British editor would allow an American contributor thus

to kick over the traces.
Mr. Powell’s brief chapter on the later epic poetry supplements the
chapter in the first series. It deals chiefly with the epideictic recital of such
poetry at festivals.
His chapter on new epigrams from inscriptions collects its material mainly
from J. Geffcken’s Griechische Epigramme and F. Hiller-von Gaertringen’s
Historische griechische Epiramme. On page 56 he comments on the line
lay dé yéAwra kal ebppooivny bBpw re dixalay.

“The touch ‘just pride’ is delightfully ingenuous.” That, I think, is a misapprehension. The phrase is hard to translate, but perhaps means that
though a jolly fellow in his cups he did not exceed the measure in his roistering.
Or perhaps the idea is that of Herrick’s cleanly wantonnesse.
I must pass over the additions to the chapters on later lyric poetry and
the moralists in the first series, the chapter on historical fragments, and the
fragments of diddoyos, duarpehy, and peA€ry, though they contain much interesting detail. More readable are the specimens from the papyri of letterwriting, most of which are taken from Milligan and Witkowski. The more
technical chapter on Greek music in the papyri will interest those who have
the knowledge to understand it and to test modern reconstructions, which a
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student who approaches them solely from the point of view of Greek metric
views with perhaps justifiable suspicion. There are a few pages on the Jatrika
of Menon. An Appendix deals with recent accessions to the poetry of the
Hesiodic school and discusses the early culture of Boeotia. To the Bibliography must now be added Professor Paul Mazon’s excellent edition of
the Works and Days.
Pau SHOREY

Daedalus and Thespis. By WautEeR Miter. “The Contributions of
the Ancient Dramatic Poets to Our Knowledge of the Arts and
Crafts of Greece.’ Vol. I: Architecture and Topography. New
York: Macmillan Co., 1929.
Professor Walter Miller’s many friends and admirers will welcome this
stately volume which, with the two others promised in the Preface, will
constitute a magnum opus which they have felt that he owed to the public
and to American scholarship. This brief notice can do little more than tell the
student what he will find in it. The design was to collect and illustrate in full

everything that the Greek drama tells or suggests about Greek architecture
(Vol. I), Greek sculpture (Vol. II), Greek painting and ceramic (Vol. III).
Professor Miller is of course acquainted with previous work in this kind,
though he does not, I believe, find occasion in this volume to mention Professor Louis Sechan’s Etudes sur la tragédie grecque dans ses rapports avec la
céramique. In any case his own work is much more comprehensive than any
of its partial predecessors.

He has apparently collected every passage that

has any bearing on his subject, and he has persuaded his publisher to submit
to the expense of printing this enormous amount of Greek side by side with
original line-for-line versions of every quotation. That is not all. If a temple
is but mentioned in a fragment of a Greek tragedian Professor Miller gives us
all that Pausanias said of it and all that the student needs to know. On the
more important temples at Delphi, Olympia, and Athens he presents veritable
monographs. The value of the book to teachers and students remote from
large libraries is enhanced by some forty-eight fine plates of Greek buildings
and scenery. Notable among them is the wonderful view of Dodona (opposite
p. 87).

A general Introduction dwells upon the importance of the subject and
describes the distribution of the 892 passages which he has collected. Of these
450 have reference to architecture, 166 to points of topography, 230 to metal
technique, 82 to sculpture, 35 to wood-carving, 24 to painting, 27 to either
sculpture or painting, 28 to tapestries, 54 to ceramics, 15 to tools of the arts
and crafts. Thirty are unclassified. Euripides, as was to be expected, supplies

the greatest number, not perhaps because he had studied painting, but because he liked to display his erudition. Only 240 come from Sophocles and
none of these are definite contributions to our knowledge of the arts and crafts
of Greece.
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The classification of such a mass of material must always be a little
arbitrary. Professor Miller begins with building materials and tools and
passes on to temples which occupy pages 42-197. About 100 pages remain for
dwellings, Mycenaean tombs, fortifications, various other buildings and stage
architecture. I cannot stop to discuss his special interpretations of the Ion
of Euripides and the triglyph question in the Iphigenia in Tauris. Criticism
of detail, even if I were competent to undertake it, would be perfunctory and
perhaps captious. The translations are intended as construes and serve their
purpose well. I have noted eight or ten misprints—fewer than one would
expect in such a mass of Greek. I am puzzled by the statement that the
expression for futility rA‘vOov zAvvev, laterem lavare, is due to the fact that
burnt bricks from the brickyard were so clean that to wash them was a work

of supererogation. Is the usual view that sun-dried bricks were only muddied
by washing an error? And were burnt bricks much used. when the proverb
originated?
Pau. SHOREY
Neue philologische Untersuchungen. By Max Warsura. Volume V.
Zwei Fragen zum “Kratylos.”
Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1929.
Dr. Warburg’s study of the Cratylus and of Greek etymologizing is mainly
devoted to the maintenance of a thesis. In this it is at the opposite pole from
the Chicago dissertation of Professor W. D. Woodhead, Etymologizing in
Greek Literature from Homer to Philo Judaeus, with which Dr. Warburg is not
acquainted. Professor Woodhead does not attempt to prove or discover anything. He studies the phenomena, he presents at least three or four times the
amount of matter given by Dr. Warburg, and being under no temptation to
extract from the evidence more than it contains he falls into less than a fourth

as many misapprehensions.
Dr. Warburg’s thesis is that the satire of the Cratylus is friendly and is
directed against a pupil of the Academy, Heracleides Ponticus. I do not know
whether this was suggested to him by the argument of Eric Franck that the
satire of the Theaetetus is only Plato’s playful persiflage of his friends the
Pythagoreans of Southern Italy.
Some of Dr. Warburg’s arguments are acceptable, some are possible, some
are obviously fantastic. Collectively they do not constitute a proof or even a
strong probability. They are all exaggerated by the determination to prove
the thesis, and they all ignore the larger and truer view of the superiority of
Plato’s intelligence, the unity of Plato’s thought and the unity of the human
spirit, by which last I mean here the fact that tendencies and ideas which Dr.
Warburg treats as characteristic of the immaturity of Plato’s time are equally

operative in the literature of today.
1 Cf. Classical Philology, October, 1928, p. 349.
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We may agree that Plato was broadminded enough to smile benignantly
at dissent in a pupil without taking it as proof that this is what he is doing
in the Cratylus. We may note the curious fact that Heracleides’ father, like
the alleged source of Socrates’ inspiration in the Cratylus, was named Euthyphro without granting that it is more than a coincidence. We may observe
the attribution by late Greek lexicographers of some of Plato’s etymologies to
Heracleides without admitting that Plato took them from Heracleides, or that
if he did he must have drawn the others from the same source. We may admit
the possibility without conceding the necessity of dating the Cratylus several
years nearer the T'heaetetus (369) than is usually done. Dr. Warburg argues
that two dialogues so similar in thought could not be separated by an interval
of twenty years, but that is to beg the whole question raised in my Unity of

Plato’s Thought where by the way the points of resemblance between the
Cratylus and other dialogues including the Theaetetus are more fully collected.
Surely every elderly professor knows that it is possible to keep a contemplated
paper in mind for more than twenty years before writing it out for publication.

For the rest the resemblance between the Cratylus and the Theaetetus consists mainly in the polemic against the flux and the illusion of the yi dv fallacy,
and these were permanent elements in Plato’s thought.
In support of his dating of the Cratylus Dr. Warburg is led to criticize the
methods of Sprachstatistik. I can cordially concur with his argument that
Sprachstatistik cannot be made an exact science unless and until it can find a
way to take into consideration the quality as well as the quantity of the
phraseological formulas which it tabulates. It is essentially what I said in the
Unity of Plato’s Thought and more specifically in a review of von Arnim,
Classical Philology, VII, 490-92.
Further criticism would drive me to the invidious method that I have
perhaps too often used of judging a venturesome hypothesis by the errors that
result from the imperturbable resolution to prove it. I will limit myself to two
or three typical examples. The repeated quotation of Politicus 261 E (uy)
orovddlew éxi trois évouacw is a misunderstanding of the phrase which in
its context means that it is pedantry in argument to insist on a particular
terminology unless it expresses a relevant distinction.
On page 74 Plato’s Scheu in speaking of the names of the gods and the
parallel quoted from Philebus 12 B-C have nothing to do with the alleged
dydApata dwvyevra of Democritus. They are simply examples of the Herodotean unction of style which Plato like Matthew Arnold partly felt, partly
affected.
Similarly, perewporAdyo xai ddorA€oxat tivés Of Cratyl. 401 B is a touch of
style to be compared with Phaedrus 269 E, Phaedo 70 C, Rep. 488 E, Aristoph.
Clouds 1480. Plato got in the habit of using the expression with ironical or

defiant reference to the language of the comedians attacking Socrates. It has
nothing to do with a supposed higher or lesser estimate put upon meteorology
at different periods of Plato’s development.
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Again it is a fanciful comment on Rep. 528 A,! “Die Zuversicht in diesem
mavti yap por Sox dpdrov zeigt sehr deutlich, wie schwer es fiir griechische
Ohren sein musste, sich einem Gedanken zu entziehen, der in einer etymologischen Zauberformel Gestalt zu gewinnen wusste.’”’ We may admit that
the etymology otpavos . . . . dvw épav was present in Plato’s mind, but the
proper comment on the passage is that it is a characteristic of Plato’s style
and method to forestall misunderstanding and add dramatic interest by allowing the interlocutor to misunderstand and Socrates to correct him. dvw
épav by the entire context from the beginning of the book is an allegory for
the turning of the mind’s eye from lower material things to higher spiritual
realities. Glaucon takes the symbol literally and physically and is corrected
so that the reader may not fall into the same misapprehension. The only way
to interpret Plato rightly is to treat him as our intellectual equal and try to
understand his literary art. He cannot be explained by the fancies of primi-

tive thought and the fallacies of prelogical sophistry even when he plays with
them.
Pau. SHOREY
Chaucer and the Roman Poets. By Epaar FINLEY SHANNON. “Harvard
Studies in Comparative Literature,” Vol. VII. Cambridge: Har-

vard University Press, 1929.
Even after Ten Brink, Skeats, Lounsbury, Child, Lowes, Kittredge, Miss
Hammond, Sipherd, Fansler, Manly, Wise, Tatlock, and Hamilton, there was

room for what the cover of this book styles a definite, but probably means to
call a “definitive,” study of Chaucer’s indebtedness to the Roman poets. The
definitiveness I must leave to the judgment of Chaucer specialists, but the
work is definite enough to interest a classicist. All certain and most possible
imitations of, or allusions to, the Roman poets are collected and quoted in
full, and the probabilities or possibilities of indirect transmission through
Dante, Boccaccio, Guido delle Colonne, Machaud, Chrétien’s Ovide Moralisé,
the Roman de la Rose, and the Roman de Trote are scrupulously canvassed.
Wherever there is doubt Professor Shannon prefers the direct influence of
Ovid and rejects many of the parallels adduced by Ten Brink and Lowes.

The history and accessibility of the manuscripts receive due consideration and
there are sufficient bibliographical references on the general subject of medi-

aeval acquaintance with the Latin poets. Of the 152 references to these poets
given by Professor Shannon, 52 have not been cited before.
There of course can be little that is really new except odd items that interest the source hunter and the collector of parallel passages.

It was already

known that Chaucer was steeped in Ovid, knew Virgil—especially the earlier
books and the Dido episode—had considerable acquaintance with Statius,
Lgavri yap por doxet SHdov, Ste airy ye (Scil. 4 dorpovouia)
70 vw dpav xal awd trav evOevic éxcice Get.
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quoted directly or indirectly Persius’ prologue and two or three notable lines
of Juvenal, and alluded to Claudian, Lucan, and Valerius Flaccus as if he
knew them.

Professor Shannon thinks he can add Catullus to the list of Chaucer’s
Latin poets. The lines in the House of Fame where Chaucer digresses to generalize on the faithfulness of man to woman remind him of the plaint of Ariadne
in Catullus lxiv. The idea is a commonplace repeated throughout literature.
The closest point of resemblance is between Catullus lxiv. 143 ff.
Jam, jam nulla viro juranti femina credat,
Nulla viri speret sermones esse fideles;
Quis dum aliquid cupiens animus praegestit apisci,
Nil metuunt jurare, nihil promittere parcunt:

and Chaucer’s
For this shal every woman finde
That som man, of his pure kinde,
Wol shewen outward the faireste,
Til he have caught that what him leste.

Any reader may judge as well as the expert whether Chaucer could have
invented that or found it elsewhere. Mr. Shannon regards as still more conclusive that in Chaucer, but not in Boccaccio, it is said that the gods take
vengeance on Theseus for his abandonment of Ariadne. Chaucer, he thinks,
could have got that only from Catullus where Ariadne invokes the curse of
heaven upon Theseus and Catullus tells that it was accomplished. Inspired
by this I am tempted to add a new parallel to Juvenal. In the Doctoure’s
Tale we read the admonition:
Ye fadres and ye modres eek also.
Though ye han children, be it oon or two,
Your is the charge of all hir surveyaunce,
Why] that they been under your governaunce.
Beth war that by ensample of your livinge,
Or by your necligence in chastisinge,
That they ne perisse: for I dar wel seye,
If that they doon, ye shul it dere abeye [ll. 93-100].

May not that have been suggested by Juvenal xiv. 44 ff.?
Nil dictu foedum visuque haec limina tangat,
Intra quae puer est. Procul hinc, procul inde puellae
Lenonum, et cantus pernoctantis parasiti.
Maxima debetur puero reverentia. Si quid
Turpe paras, ne tu pueri contempseris annos:
Sed peccaturo obstet tibi filius infans, etc.

Misprints are few. I note, page 40, opera for operosa; page 210, nec
declinat for nec se declinat; page 255, nullas erat for nullus; and a few cases of
q for g.
Paut SHOREY
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Platons Verhdltnis zur Mathematik. By SrtH Demet. ‘‘Forschungen
zur Geschichte der Philosophie und der Pidagogik,’” Vol. IV,
Part I. Leipzig: Verlag von Felix Meiner, 1929.
The main purpose of this book is to trace through the Platonic dialogues,
as dated by Professor Wilamowitz, a continuous development of Plato’s interest in mathematics and of his conception of the relations between mathematics
and philosophy. There are a few references to the recent German literature of
the subject, but there is no reference even to Professor Leon Robin’s book.
Nothing is said of the solutions proposed for the Platonic number and of the
well-known crux in the Meno. And little aid is given for the understanding
of the mathematics

of the Timaeus.

The problem of the relation of the

Platonic ideas to numbers is hardly touched upon. In short, the author is
wholly occupied in establishing his thesis.
Without abandoning my belief in the essential unity of Plato’s thought, I
could readily concede that his acquaintance with mathematics may have been
a growth. But the endeavor to trace it through the dialogues like all such
hypothetical constructions tempts the inquirer to put more strain on the
evidence than it will bear. Assuming the Protagoras to be nearly if not quite

the earliest of the dialogues, Dr. Demel finds evidence of Plato’s youthful
indifference to mathematics in the remark of Protagoras that he teaches life
and not, like Hippias, reckoning and astronomy and other technicalities. But
this is obviously dramatic and expresses the opinion of Protagoras and Isocrates and all of their kind down to the present day.
All passages in which mathematics are merely mentioned as examples of,
or in a list of, the sciences are pressed to yield some special significance which
does not belong to them. All passages that contrast the objective certitude
of weighing, measuring, and counting with the subjectivity of mere opinion
are taken as indicating a special interest in mathematical science as such.
The Charmides is said to define philosophy as the knowledge of knowledge
and so to distinguish it from mathematics. But it, coppoovvn, not philosophy,
is not more distinguished from mathematics than from everything else. The
passage is not a definition of philosophy as knowledge of knowledge, but a
generalized problem as to the possibility of any faculty operating on itself.!
Charmides 165 D is said to teach that mathematics shares with philosophy
the peculiarity that it deals with pure determinations of thought. The passage
in fact merely affirms the distinction mentioned elsewhere and adopted at the
beginning of Aristotle’s Ethics between arts or activities that produce material objects and those that do not, but only the activity itself. Mathematics
is merely one example of many such arts, as Critias says. The misunderstanding is repeated for Georgias 451 A and 452 C. The parenthetical reproach
addressed to Callicles in Gorgias, yewperpias yap dwedcis, is taken as Plato’s
first passionate avowal of interest in mathematics, and there is no mention
1 Cf. my discussion of the history of this idea in AJP, XX, 160 ff.
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of the main point of the passage which is the distinction (known to Isocrates
and Aristotle and repeated in the Republic) between geometrical and arithmetical equality or proportion.
The Meno, it is said, identifies the methods of philosophy and mathematics. The entire doctrine of reminiscence is treated as applying specifically
to mathematics whereas in fact the main use of mathematics here is to illustrate it.

In Euthydemus 290 D ff. the phrase dAAa ra dvra dvevpicxovew, which
only means in the context that mathematicians don’t create but only find
what already exists, is misinterpreted; “sondern erforschen ein Gebiet
gegenstindlichen Seins.”’
In Theaetetus 169 A, where the mathematician is merely the example of
an expert, we are again asked to find an explicit statement of the relation of
mathematics to philosophy. The entire Parmenides is related by Dr. Demel
to mathematics with which it has practically nothing to do. The challenge
in the Sophist to speak of non-being at all without implying that you know
it to be either singular or plural (xwpis dpsOpod) is taken as a recognition of
the all-importance of mathematics in the nature of things. The statement in
Politicus 266 D that to the logical method of dichotomy (r7 rode peOddw
tov \éywv) the dignity of the subject matter is indifferent is interpreted to
mean that mathematics takes no account of values.
These examples are more than sufficient to show with what caution the
main conclusions of the book must be received.
It doubtless contains some good incidental observations—notably the
denial that there is any hocus-pocus of mathematical mysticism in Plato. I
was also interested in the argument that Plato himself was more than a
philosophic theorizer about mathematics and that many of the discoveries
mentioned in the Timaeus are his own.
Pau

SHOREY

.

A Revision of Athenian Tribute Lists, Part II. By B. D. Meritt and
A. B. West. Reprinted from ‘Harvard Studies in Classical Phi-

lology,” XXXVIII (1927), 21-73.
In 1870 Kirchhoff gave a paper-reconstruction of the second stele of the
quota lists in a study presented before the Berliner Akademie. Later Lolling
built the extant fragments into plaster, correcting some of the obvious errors
of his predecessor. The stele then remained in the Epigraphical Museum at :
Athens. The first part of the present study gives a complete reconstruction on
paper of this stele. The changes from the traditional text are too extensive
and too numerous to be mentioned here. The second half of this study is
given chiefly to a consideration of certain undated fragments of the quota lists
after 431 B.c. Plates I-XIII accompany the first part of this paper; Plates
XIV-XXI, the second.
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In the last four years, Professors Meritt and West have published, jointly
or individually, upward of twenty papers dealing with the Athenian tribute
lists. Though their work thus far has been limited very largely to the establishment of a correct text of the stelae, valuable results of historical interest
have also been obtained. For example, the dates of reassessments of tribute
from 454 to 417 are now definitely fixed. Furthermore, the number of contributing cities for each of the first twenty-three years after the removal of the
funds of the League from Delos to Athens is now definitely known, Though
Cavaignac thought that in 454-453 about 250 cities contributed, this number,
it is now clear, must be reduced to about 140. These are only a few of the
results already obtained. And the first two stelae themselves, as constructed
by Lolling, have been demolished and rebuilt in the light of the discoveries of
the American epigraphists.
Finally, when Professors West and Meritt complete their textual and
historical studies on the tribute lists, a new chapter in the financial ‘history
of imperial Athens will have been written, and that, too, on a sound basis.
Their work cannot fail to elicit the applause and admiration of every serious
and progressive student of Greek history.
ALFRED P. DorJAHN
NORTHWESTERN

UNIVERSITY

Die Fluechtlingsfrage in Griechenland.
By ANnaxrtos Hapzopu os.
Athens: P. D. Sakellarios Kunstdruckerei und Verlag, 1927.
In the years 1923 and 1924, Greece, with a population of scarcely five and
a half millions, found herself confronted with the gigantic task of assimilating
nearly one million and three hundred thousand refugees from Asia Minor
and the Pontus. The story of the solution of this problem is here set forth by
Dr. Hadzopulos. For the classicist who is interested in the economic history
of ancient Greece, some of the tables and figures in this study will prove to be
enlightening and interesting. Though it is a matter of common knowledge
that it now is, and always was, hard to win a livelihood from the soil of
Greece, the reading of this book will emphasize for the reader of the Attic
orators the importance of Lysias’ speech against the corn-dealers, and will
make more vivid such references concerning the apportionment of meal or
bread as mentioned in the speech of Demosthenes against Phormio (§§ 36,
37).
This study is a University of Berlin doctoral dissertation and, as such,

contains a full Bibliography of relevant material in French, German, and
modern Greek. Is it conceivable, however, that nothing worth while has appeared on this subject in English? Is there, for example, no record in an
English document that of a loan of £12,300,000 British bankers furnished
£7,500,000 and American bankers £2,300,000?
ALFRED P. DorJAHN
NORTHWESTERN

UNIVERSITY
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On the Commonwealth, Marcus Tullius Cicero. Translated with Notes

and Introduction by Grorcre Hotianp Sasine and STANLEY
Barney Situ. Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1929.
This book is quite worth while even after the Loeb translation of Professor Keyes.! The translation is correct and reads well. The Introduction
and copious annotations make the work an excellent initiation into the study
of Cicero’s philosophical works generally and ancient political philosophy as
well. The notes are admirably planned and executed. They supply all the
information that the lay reader could but wouldn’t look up in the classical
dictionary and give everything that the scholar could reasonably expect.
In reading the Introduction I sometimes feel that the authors overstate
both the general significance of Stoicism and its influence on Cicero and Polybius and attach too much importance to Zeller’s neglect of the largely conjectural history of the different periods and changes of doctrine in the Stoic
school. They sometimes seem to imply that Cicero must have read Plato
chiefly if not solely in secondary sources. They take seriously the Rhetoric
that identifies the indifference of the Cynic and local sage to local ties with
the idea of a cosmopolitan world-state that transcends natural patriotism, and
they feel that this ideal is confirmed by association with the metaphysics and
cosmic emotion of a monistic universe.? They seem to hold that Polybius’
theory of the cycle of constitutions was more influenced by the Stoics than by
Plato, and they apparently think that Cicero was under some obligation not
to modify or, as they put it, confuse Polybius’ theory.
In all this they are following recognized authorities and my protest will
go unheeded. In any case their notes miss few of the evidences of Cicero’s
direct or indirect indebtedness to Plato.
PAUL SHOREY

Much Ado about Nothing. Edited by ALPHoNso GrRALD NEWCOMER.
Completed by Henry

Davin Gray.

Parallel Passage Edition.

“Stanford University Publications in Language and Literature,”
Vol. I, No. 2. Palo Alto, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1929.
The idea of interpreting Shakespeare by Shakespeare was worth “trying
out.” It is here exhaustively applied to one play. Every passage in Shakespeare that contains any word used in Much Ado about Nothing or that suggests
the remotest resemblance to any idea figure of speech, jest, or turn of phrase
in that play is quoted on the right-hand page as a parallel with the text on
the left. It is for Shakespeare scholars to say how far such an accumulation
of materials helps their datings and interpretations. It concerns the classical
philologian only as an illustration of the use and abuse of the method of
1Cf. Class. Phil., 1928, p. 412.
2 Cf. ibid., 1929, p. 214.
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parallel passages in teaching and exegesis. It recalls an American edition
of the Prometheus in which parallels from the Spanish are dragged in because
they do not say what Aeschylus says. It reminds us also of the Teubner text
of Libanius in which the vast array of parallel passages from Plato was obviously collected by students who were given a copy of Ast and told to let no
guilty word escape.

:

The exquisite salutation of Coriolanus to his wife, ‘““My gracious Silence,
hail,” on which Ruskin’s penetrating comment is “How did Shakespeare
know that Vergilia could not speak?”—this in its context lovely passage is

quoted as a parallel to Benedict’s “What, my dear lady Disdain, are you yet
living?” I see what the editor means, but such parallels will only embroil the
fray in the chaos of the student’s mind. Anything that any association of
ideas happens in fact to suggest is in a sense a parallel for the suggestible.

But the teacher of a classic should confine himself to parallels that are significantly and logically relevant to the thought, imagery, and expression, and
the interpreter should look for those which point to a real historical connection as “source” or “influence.”
But who shall determine what is relevance? or reasonable probability of
a causal connection? There is I fear no other answer than the Aristotelian
formula és ay 6 ppdvipos dpivecev, as the judicious would judge. And presentday scholarship seems to be trying to eliminate the “subjective” judgments
of the ¢povios by pseudo-science, “method,” statistics, and accumulation of
external facts.
Pau. SHOREY
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BREVIORA
(The managing editor establishes this subdepartment because of the difficulty of
procuring substantial critical reviews of all books, and the impossibility if they were
found of printing them in our limited space. It is believed that brief but fair comptes
rendus will prove more useful than a mere bibliographical notice. Contributions to this
department should never exceed a page, and a paragraph is preferable.]

Harvard Lectures on the Vergilian Age. By Rosert Stymour Conway. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1928.
This volume contains nine distinct essays, some of them previously published elsewhere. Four are historical: “The Proscription of 43 B.C.,” “The
House of the High Priest” (recent additions to the fastz), “Under Hannibal’s
Shadow,” and “The Portrait of a Roman Noble” (the elder Africanus).
Alternating with these are five essays on Vergil: ‘“Where Was Vergil’s Farm?”
“The Golden Bough,” “An Unnoticed Aspect of Vergil’s Personality,” “The
Philosophy of Vergil,”’ and “The Architecture of the Epic.” To discuss essays requires essays. Suffice it to say that the author writes with zest and
clearness and knows how to throw a warm light on what he discerns and admires in Livy and Vergil. His arguments for locating Vergil’s farm to the
northwest of Mantua near Calvisano are very cogent. His inference that the
poet outgrew stoicism (p. 109) is new, true, and welcome. Altogether a charming volume even if tantalizing here and there. Adequately indexed.
N. W. De Wirt
Victoria COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY

Cicero.

OF TORONTO

Letters to His Friends.

Vol. II, Books vii—xii.

lation by W. GLynN Wiuuiams.

With a trans-

“Loeb Classical Library.”

Lon-

don: William Heinemann; New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1928.
The real merits of this translation are obscured by superficial faults and
errors of fact. Italics are overabundant and the word “indeed” is overworked. Praenomina ought to be expanded everywhere as they are on pages
135-41, following Jeans.

T. E. Page’s note on filius terrae (p. 32) is erroneous;

the phrase means peregrinum cuius ignoramus parentes, just like filius Neptuni
(De N.D. i. 64, Mayor); Cicero explains it as Oro te, quis tu es? (p. 50). On
pages 41-42 zodrreveoOu should be rendered “play the game of politics”;
Epicureans had no objection to performing the ordinary functions of citizens
(cf. wy wodrreveo
Oar, Ad Ait. xiv. 20. 5). It was not Decimus Brutus (p. 426)
but Trebonius who engaged Antony in conversation while Caesar was being
murdered (Phil. ii. 14. 34). On page 529 “TI should like you to have invited
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me” is not correct English. On pages 166 and 186 quum is a relic of Nobbe’s
text. It is to be hoped that the editors will make a serious effort to make the
third volume an improvement over the first two.
N. W. De Wirr
Victoria CoLLEGE
UNIVERSITY

Cicero.

OF TORONTO

The Verrine Orations.

GREENWOOD.

Vol. I. With a translation by L. H. G.

“Loeb Classical Library.’”’ London: William Heine-

mann; New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1928.
This is a consistently good translation, especially from page 57 onward.
It is uncertain whether the translator has really come to grips with the question of absurdity or incredulity introduced by an (pp. 93, 109). It is very un-

certain that securt percutere or ferire means “‘behead”’ (pp. 135, 203). Yet these
are slight faults in a clean, trim version, one of the best.
N. W. De Wirr
Victoria COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY

OF TORONTO

Statius, Siluae, Thebaid, Achilleid.

Translated by J. H. Moziry.

In

two volumes. Loeb Classical Library. London: William Heinemann; New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
Mozley’s translation of Statius makes available in English for the first
time in convenient form all his extant works, since the Thebaid has not been
translated since Lewis’ translation in 1766 and the Achilleid since Howard’s
translation in 1660. Mozley’s translation is accurate and highly satisfactory.
Brief notes at the bottom of the page give the information made necessary by
the allusive character of Statius’ language, and an excellent Introduction
gives in brief compass a biography of the poet and a criticism of his works.
HELEN H. Law
WELLESLEY COLLEGE

A Study of the “Moretum.”’ By FLorencE LovisE Dovatas.

Syracuse,

N.Y., 1929. Pp. 169.
This booklet is a thesis offered for the degree of Master of Arts at Syracuse
University. The author attempts to prove that the poem is by Vergil. The
basis of the argument is supposed parallels between Columella’s account of
gardens and the Moretum. Of these parallels hardly more than two will convince the most charitable critic, the description of eruca and the phrase grata
palato, and of these two the former (if not both) is probably a mere common-
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place. The incidental interpretation is whimsical and erratic, and the writer
is obviously unacquainted with the methods of objective criticism, as we
should expect a first-year graduate student to be. The theme of the book may
have been a profitable exercise but the publication of the results seems quite
ill advised. Advocates of Vergil’s authorship must at least remove abicit (or

adicit) with a short-initial syllable from the text of the poem in verse 96 as ~
a preliminary to any argument in Vergil’s favor.
H. W. P.
Kritische und exegetische Bemerkungen zu Apollonios Rhodios. By
ALBERT WIFSTRAND. Kungl. Humanistiska Vetenskapssamfundets Arsberdttelse (1928-29), III; Bulletin de la Société Royale des
Lettres de Lund (1928-29), III. Lund: C. W. K. Gleerups Forlag,

1929.
This pamphiet, based mainly on Mooney, deMirmont, Seaton, Gillies, and
Platt’s articles in the Journal of Philology, Volumes XXXIII, XXXIV,
XXXV, presents some thirty-five critical observations on the text and interpretation of Apollonius Rhodius. I cannot take the space to discuss them here.
But future editors of Apollonius cannot afford to neglect them.

Many of them

are, it is true, slight. But most of them are plausible and not a few are, I think,
practically certain. For example, in ii. 707-8:
KoUpos éwy ere yuuvds, ere wroxdporor yeynOas.
inxots* alel ro Gvak Grynro Wepar,

I think he is right in taking iAjKos as Apollonius’ self-correction and apology
to Apollo, whose locks are always unshorn. In ii. 1113 wapéé dAéyov bavarovo
is, as he says, to be construed éA‘yov wapéeé Oavaro.o, on the analogy of Homer’s
trtx Oavdrow. And in iv. 790, é&ére vyrvrins, the supposed abstract vyrurin
is, as he says, to be stricken from the lexicon. The word is an adjective, as in
€x véov.

One or two of the criticisms of Mooney are perhaps misunderstandings.
I do not think that Mooney really intended to say that peoonyis, line 85,
really means “apart.’’ He was only briefly suggesting a convenient construe
for the English student.
Pau SHOREY
Répertoire des Index et Lexiques d’Auteurs Latins. By Pauu Fatper.
In the “Collection d’Etudes Latines” publiée par la Société des
Etudes Latines. Paris: Société d’Edition “Les Belles-Lettres,”’
1926.
This useful and modest work will be a welcome companion on the shelves
of every classical library to the Teubner repertorium of Greek indexes and
special lexica by Hermann Schone. It contains at least three times as much
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matter as Paul Rowald’s Latin repertorium, Teubner, 1914. The author does
not vouch for its absolute completeness and I, of course, cannot. The Preface
explains the plan of the work and reviews previous books in this line from
Hiibner to Rowald and Hagendahl. I cannot attempt to add criticism to this
announcement.

It is pleasant to note that American work is not, as too often

~ happens, overlooked. Account is taken of Wetmore’s Index Verborum
Catullianus, Lane Cooper’s Concordance to the Works of Horace, Lodge’s
Lexicon Plautinum, Allardyce and Junk’s Index of the Adverbs of Plautus,
and Junk’s Index of the Adverbs of Terence, Slaughter’s Substantives of Terence,
Oldfather and Canter’s Index to Seneca’s Tragedies, Howard and Jackson’s
Suetonius, Wetmore’s Index Verborum Vergilianus. Under Amatoria Verba
a reference might be added to the Index of Keith Preston’s Chicago dissertation, Studies in the Diction of the Sermo Amatorius in Latin Comedy.
Pau. SHOREY

